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The last chapter summarizes the main findings of these
three studies and discusses the outcomes in relation
to the scientific relevance, the study limitations and the
directions for future research. Finally, the significance
of these findings to the museum practice is discussed.
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1.1 SCIENCE MUSEUMS 1: VENUES FOR FAMILIES TO ENGAGE WITH SCIENCE
Science and technology are essential for today’s daily lives and society (Irwin & Michael, 2003;
Krapp & Prenzel, 2011; Millar & Osborne, 1998). In knowledge-driven democracies, like the
Netherlands, it is of great importance that a broad group of people can participate in informed
discussions about scientific developments and technological innovations (Hazelkorn et al.,
2015). For knowledge-based economies, a widespread interest in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM) is important for the influx of students in vocational and
higher STEM education (Osborne, Simon, & Collins, 2003; Sjøberg & Schreiner, 2010). In
daily life, scientific knowledge and reasoning help us in making informed and balanced
decisions (Krapp & Prenzel, 2011; PISA, 2016). The significance of getting young people
interested and involved in science is therefore widely supported by governments, industry and
science education communities (Archer et al., 2012). However, a body of evidence shows that
young people's interest in science lags behind other school subjects (Osborne & Collins, 2001;
Sjøberg & Schreiner, 2010), whereas science interest is formed at a young age (Archer et al.,
2012).
Recent research shows that not only the formal learning context (primary and secondary
education) has an impact on children and adolescents’ science attitudes, but that the family
context also determines the role that science will play in life. Following Bourdieu, (1997) who
refers to cultural capital as a complex of knowledge, skills and attitudes that make up the
development of cultural baggage, the literature also refers to science capital (Archer et al.,
2012). To develop science capital, it is not only important that young people gain knowledge
about science and technology, but also that they develop ways in which they can reason about
this knowledge and that they are able to connect it to their own context. Science capital is largely
determined by the family context, it is a way of perceiving, thinking, and acting that is shaped
in the social structure of the family. Hence, next to formal, the informal learning context plays
an important role in shaping children’s science attitude.
Science museums are venues where families can engage with science and technology
and get inspired to learn about science (Bell, Lewenstein, Shouse, & Feder, 2009; Falk et al.,
2012). Science museums united in the European network of science centres and museums
(Ecsite) aim at strengthening citizens’ engagement and interaction with science, “because
science is an indelible part of culture, because citizens find empowerment with scientific
knowledge and because experiential learning opens doors” (Achiam & Sølberg, 2017). Bell et
al. (2009) emphasize that in science museums families not only learn by gaining knowledge
and concepts, but also by experiencing a different way of looking at the world: by asking
questions and by investigating. Demonstrating that these learning objectives are actually being
achieved is by no means simple. Given its free-choice nature, measuring learning in a science
museum context is challenging (Pattison, Gutwill, Auster, & Cannady, 2019).
1
I, as the author of this dissertation, am a scientist practitioner working as a senior project manager at NEMO
Science Museum in Amsterdam.
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Insights from scientific research can inform science museum practice (Sobel & Jipson,
2015). Both insights that arise from practical questions (e.g., “Is evidence description an
effective guidance strategy to enhance learning through investigation?”), as well as insights that
arise from more fundamental questions (e.g., “Does parental pre-knowledge impact parentchild interaction?” or “What knowledge do children have about buoyancy?”), can be useful in
designing museum programs. The body of literature studying learning in science museums has
grown the last decades (Andre, Durksen, & Volman, 2017). Yet, there is still a lot to learn about
learning through investigation at open-ended exhibits 2 and the factors that might impact this
learning. The research described in this dissertation is aiming at a better understanding of
learning through investigation in the museum, in order to contribute to in-depth museum
learning experiences.
1.2 FAMILY LEARNING THROUGH INVESTIGATING NATURAL PHENOMENA
When entering a science museum, you step into a dynamic world where people are excited, talk
out loud, quickly switch from one activity to another, and where a hands-on approach to
learning governs. Typical for science museums are the interactive exhibits that foster the
investigation of natural phenomena (Gutwill & Dancstep, 2017). Many of the natural
phenomena presented in science museums, such as gravitation, light, buoyancy, and object
movement, are familiar for people. From an early age on, people experience natural phenomena
in daily life, which results in experiential knowledge. At the same time, complex physical
concepts underlie these natural phenomena, which cannot easily be understood by experiential
knowledge alone. Science museums often present everyday phenomena in order to elicit
curiosity, raise questions, and encourage visitors to investigate phenomena (Achiam & Sølberg,
2017; Bell et al., 2009). Ensuring that visitors fully understand the scientific explanation of
complex physical concepts is for many science museums not the main objective. These
museums do aim at facilitating visitors to construct knowledge in interaction with the exhibits
and each other, and fostering science interest, science enjoyment, and an inquiry attitude (Allen,
2004). Interactive exhibits can encourage visitors to explore 3 and discover (McLean, 1993;
Rennie & McClafferty, 1996), and can elicit social interaction between child and parent (Blud,
1990).
2

Open-ended exhibits refer to interactive exhibits that have multiple options, give families the opportunity to
actively create experiments themselves, and therefore support the investigation process (e.g., Active Prolonged
Engagement exhibits, Humphrey & Gutwill, 2005). To compare: discovery exhibits (Hein, 1998), another type of
interactive exhibit, explain and offer scientific content leading the visitor to canonical correct scientific ideas
(Gutwill, 2008).
3
To explore, to engage, to interact, to experiment, to inquire and to investigate are all verbs used in museum
practice and museum literature to describe the active behavior of visitors at an interactive exhibit. In practice and
literature these terms are sometimes used interchangeably, although there are differences in definition. Engaging
or exploring refers to a more open approach of getting to know the material and experiencing the phenomenon.
Investigating or inquiring refers to a more systematic approach of ‘doing science’, that is, by asking questions and
testing hypotheses. To better match the scientific literature, we choose to use different terms in Chapter 3
(investigate) and Chapter 4 (inquire), however, both are referring to a systematic hypothesis-driven approach, and
can be interpreted as interchangeably.
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In education, different types of learning outcomes are distinguished. Bloom (1956), for
example, distinguished cognitive, affective, and psychomotor educational objectives (e.g.,
knowledge and valuing). In the informal learning context, a widely-acknowledged, bottom-up
literature review (Bell et al., 2009), resulted in a framework to describe educational outcomes.
This framework distinguishes six strands of science learning: sparking and developing interest
and excitement (strand 1), understanding science knowledge (strand 2), engaging in scientific
reasoning (strand 3), reflecting on science (strand 4), engaging in scientific practice (strand 5),
and identifying with the scientific enterprise (strand 6).
Combining multiple learning objectives in a learning experience, such as multiple
above-described strands, is not self-evident, and has the interest of museum practitioners (Allen,
2002, 2004) as well as researchers of informal (Gutwill, 2008) and formal (Alfieri, Brooks,
Aldrich & Tenenbaum, 2011) learning contexts. In formal context, it has been shown that
investigation of an open-ended task often leads to prolonged investigation, but limited
knowledge gain (Alfieri et al, 2011; Kirschner, Sweller & Clark, 2006; Klahr & Nigam, 2004).
This also seems the case for the museum context: open-ended investigation leads to
involvement and enjoyment (strand 1), but happens at the expense of the quality of investigation
(strand 2 and strand 3), and therefore hampers knowledge and skill acquisition (Gutwill, 2008).
In a formal school context, guidance by teachers significantly contributes to the effectiveness
of pupils’ concept learning through investigation (Alfieri et al., 2011; Lazonder & Harmsen,
2016). However, the museum and school context are fundamentally different in a variety of
ways. The autonomy and motivation of the learner differ, differences in pre-knowledge seem
larger between individuals in an informal context. Moreover, the assessment, social context,
learning goals, and learning materials in an informal context differ importantly from what is
accepted in, for example, a primary and secondary schools (Callanan, Cervantes, & Loomis,
2011; Falk & Storksdieck, 2005; Hooper-Greenhill & Moussouri, 2000). Aiming to better
understand learning experiences in science museums, we designed three empirical studies about
learning from and about everyday science.
Four research themes are central to this dissertation: 1) concept development and
knowledge structure of natural phenomena, 2) learning through investigation in science
museums, 3) the impact of person characteristics on family investigation and parent-child
interaction, 4) minimal guidance strategies for museum educators. In the following section
(§1.3) we first place these four themes in a theoretical framework. Subsequently, we will further
introduce the research questions and designs of the studies (§4).
1.3 RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
1.3.1 Conceptual Development and Knowledge Structure of Natural Phenomena
Natural phenomena surround us in daily life, often from early age on. Children’s knowledge of
natural phenomena develops over time (e.g., Edelsbrunner, Schalk, Schumacher, & Stern, 2015;
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Flaig et al., 2018; Hardy, Jonen, Moller, & Stern, 2006; Schneider & Hardy, 2013), and is based
on heterogeneous sources of information: frequent perceptual experiences, observation of
distinct exemplars, and more abstract knowledge. These heterogeneous sources are found in
both informal and formal learning contexts, and can lead to different types of knowledge
representations (diSessa, Gillespie, & Esterly, 2004; Duit, 2009; Hofman, Visser, Jansen, &
van der Maas, 2015; Janke, 1995; Schneider & Hardy, 2013; Straatemeier, Van der Maas, &
Jansen, 2008; Wilkening, 1981; Wilkening & Anderson, 1982). Concept knowledge resulting
from heterogeneous information is of great interest for cognitive science (Machery, 2010). Two
important, interrelated, and highly-debated questions are: “How is knowledge organized?”
(knowledge structure) and “What the best way is to assess children’s concept knowledge?”
(measurement) (diSessa, et al., 2004; Straatemeier, et al., 2008; Vosniadou, 2008). We
investigate the phenomenon of floating and sinking (Chapter 2) as an interesting case study in
concept knowledge originating from natural, heterogeneous information sources.
Different types of methodologies have been used in studying children’s concept
knowledge. Generative methods, such as drawing or modeling, forced-choice questionnaires,
and open-ended interviews. When discussing the pros and cons of methodologies in the
literature, topics argued are: establishing objective scoring (Straatemeier et al., 2008),
measuring response coherency (Van Schijndel, Van Es, Franse, Van Bers, & Raijmakers,
2018b), limiting response possibilities, overestimating performance (Vosniadou, 2008), and
confusing children due to unnatural assessment situations (Siegal, 1997). We use a forcedchoice questionnaire and a structured interview in studying children's knowledge of floating
and sinking (Chapter 2), to be able to assess the coherency of children’s representations over
different tasks and to assess both explicit (e.g., verbalized explanations) and implicit (forcedchoice predictions without explanations) knowledge representations.
1.3.2 Learning through Investigation in Science Museums
Investigation, inquiry and scientific reasoning are all terms used in developmental psychology
and the educational sciences to describe a range of behavioral activities and reasoning processes
(e.g., predicting, experimenting, measuring, and explaining, Pedaste et al., 2015), that are
similar to the systematic approach that scientists use to describe and explain the world around
us (Allen & Gutwill, 2009; Kisiel, Rowe, Vartabedian & Kopczak, 2012; Zimmerman 2005).
Learning through investigation is just as multifaceted. It can result, in the long term, in the
acquisition of procedural skills, reasoning strategies, science attitude and conceptual
understanding. Measuring learning through investigation in informal settings, like in museums,
is not standardized, and can be considered a complex undertaking. Families’ learning through
investigation in museums has been studied from different theoretical perspectives with different
measurement methods (Bell et al., 2009).
The individual-centered cognitive developmental perspective on learning in museums is
rooted in the tradition of Piaget (1936), Wellman and Gelman (1992), and Gopnik (1996),
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among others (Callanan & Valle 2008). Development is seen as change in the child’s mind,
triggered by observations of the world and interactions with other people. Parents are positioned
as facilitators of the child’s learning (i.e., positioned outside the child’s learning system).
Learning manifests itself through acquired concepts and theories (Callanan & Valle, 2008), but
also in 'in situ' behavior, or in motivation-related gains, such as the child’s attitude towards
learning or curiosity. Research based on this perspective takes the individual child as unit of
analysis. The sociocultural perspective on the other hand, is focused on learning in context. It
is rooted in the tradition of Bronfenbrenner (1977), Vygotsky (1978), and Rogoff (2003),
among others (Callanan, Castañeda, Luce, & Martin, 2017). Development is seen as a dynamic
system of mutually acting and reacting people. Learning manifests itself in the way people
interact with the world and each other by exchanging verbal and non-verbal information
(Callanan & Valle, 2008). Instead of taking a facilitator role, parents are now positioned within
the learning system. Research from this perspective often takes a group of people (e.g., a family)
as unit of analysis, and uses more situated measures to study people’s spontaneous engagement
in learning settings (Rogoff, 2003).
In the informal learning literature, three categories of indicators for learning through
investigation at open-ended exhibits are reported: manipulations, conversations, and post-visit
learning outcomes. The way to investigate natural phenomena with open-ended exhibits is by
manipulation of multiple variables by designing experiments. The extent to which visitors’
manipulations provide relevant and reliable information depends on the quality of the
experiments. A second indicator of learning through investigation is the verbal interaction
between family members. Different aspects of families’ conversations have been studied. For
example, the reasoning content, quantified as naming properties of the scientific phenomenon
at hand (e.g., Leinhardt, Crowley, & Knutson, 2002; Palmquist & Crowley, 2007), or as sources
of content (e.g., Tunnicliffe, 2000; Zimmerman, Reeves, & Bell, 2010). Or, as another example,
the reasoning skills, quantified as elements of scientific reasoning (Gutwill & Allen, 2010,
Kisiel et al., 2012) or types of explanation (Callanan & Jipson, 2001; Crowley et al., 2001a;
Szechter & Carey, 2009; Van Schijndel & Raijnmakers, 2016). A third indicator of learning
through investigation is a cognitive learning outcome. Post-activity learning outcomes (i.e.,
what someone remembered, learned or understood) can be considered the traditional way of
measuring learning.
In the second study of this dissertation (Chapter 3), we combined the socio-cultural and
cognitive developmental perspectives on learning in studying families’ learning through
investigation at an open-ended exhibit on the museum floor. We considered learning in natural
situations where all family members contribute to a shared learning situation by taking the
family as unit of analysis in quantifying families’ manipulations, reasoning skills, and reasoning
content. But, we also considered learning to be an individual effort whereby information from
the same shared learning situation can be perceived and processed differently due to individual
differences. Therefore, in this study, we investigated the impact of person characteristics on
family learning.
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In the third study (Chapter 4), we also combined both perspectives on learning. To study
the effect of parental content knowledge on parent-child interaction during an inquiry activity
in a lab setting, we used manipulations and conversations as indicators for learning through
investigation. In this study, manipulations were measured by ‘who acted’: the child or the parent
alone, or child and parent collaboratively. Different conversational indicators were used in this
study, we focused on both parents’ scaffolding (e.g., asking open ended questions) and parents’
and children’s scientific reasoning (e.g., formulating hypotheses and interpreting results).
Additionally, to investigate if changes in parent-child interaction due to parental pre-knowledge
were also related to children’s learning outcomes, a post-activity measure was included.
1.3.3 Person characteristics and Learning through Investigation
In the museum literature, person characteristics, such as age, gender, and educational
background, are often reported to give insight into the population that is studied. Science
museum visitors usually are not a cross-section of a countries’ population, and this is a point of
concern when aiming for an inclusive museum. For example, families visiting NEMO Science
Museum do not represent the Dutch population: on average, parents are higher educated, and
children enjoy science to a higher extent (see Chapters 3 and 4).
In addition to giving insight into the population studied, some research investigated the
relation between person characteristics (e.g., Geerdts, Van De Walle & LoBue, 2015; Nadelson,
2013; Siegel, Esterly, Callanan, Wright, & Navarro, 2007; Tare, French, Frazier, Diamond &
Evans, 2011) and visitors’ informal learning behavior. In the third study of this dissertation
(H4), we investigated the role of parental pre-knowledge in parent-child interaction in an
experimental design. In addition, we investigated the relations between person characteristics
and knowledge development (Chapter 2), and learning (Chapters 3 and 4). In the first study
(Chapter 2), we included children’s age as a proxy for experience and developmental level. In
the second (Chapter 3) and third (Chapter 4) study, children’s experience and developmental
level were separated by measuring specific cognitive skills, that is, working memory (Chapters
3 and 4) and reasoning abilities (Chapter 3). Other person characteristics measured were
science enjoyment (Chapters 3 and 4), interest (Chapters 3 and 4) and attitude (Chapter 4),
gender (Chapters 3 and 4) and educational level (Chapters 3 and 4).
1.3.4 Guidance and Learning through Investigation
Every day large numbers of people visit science museums. For example, NEMO Science
Museum in Amsterdam welcomes 1,800 visitors on an average day, with peaks towards 4,000
visitors during the school holidays, in 2019. Museum exhibits must be prepared for such large
amounts of different visitors: not only in terms of exhibit robustness (Monkey proof) and user
accessibility (Allen, 2004) but also in terms of learning. Considering the individual differences
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between visitors, there might something to be gained if general programs could be more adapted
to the needs and preferences of individual visitors.
In a way, learning experiences are already adapted to the individual. In the museum
context, some parents guide their children during investigation by giving individual attention
and support (Ash, 2004a; Crowley & Callanan, 1998; Pattison & Dierking, 2013). The
accompany of a parent, compared to investigating alone or with peers, goes together with longer
and deeper investigations (e.g., hypothesis-driven) (Crowley et al., 2001a; Gleason & Schauble,
1999). Within this collaborative and dynamic learning process (Legare, Sobel, Callanan, 2017),
parent and child differences in knowledge, reasoning skills, and interest can result in
opportunities for parents to scaffold their children’s learning (Alfieri et al., 2011; Wood,
Bruner, & Ross, 1976). However, also for parents, subjects presented in the museum are
sometimes new or complex, whereby parents lack specific content knowledge that could enrich
verbal interaction (Knutson & Crowley, 2010). This means that parents during joint
investigations not only take on the role of facilitator of the child’s learning process, but also the
role of learner (Falk, 2009; Siegel et al., 2007). Little research has been done into the effect of
parents’ prior content knowledge on parent-child interaction during investigation in the
museum. Therefore, in the third study of this dissertation (Chapter 4), we will investigate this
research topic in an experimental design.
In addition to parents, museum educators could also play a role in adapting the museum
offer by guidance. In the school context, guidance has shown to be effective to improve learning
through investigation. For example, learning through open-ended investigation has been shown
to benefit from scaffolding techniques as modeling, questioning, giving hints, instructing, or
explaining (Alfieri et al., 2011; Van de Pol, Volman & Beishuizen, 2010). Whether this also
applies to the museum context, cannot simply be assumed. Guidance in a museum context is
constrained by specific factors that characterize informal learning contexts. In addition to a
large heterogeneous group of people they hardly know, museum educators have to deal with a
museum offer that is very diverse in content and degree of open-endedness. Moreover, most
museum educators have very different educational backgrounds than school teachers. A
standardized preparatory training such as a teacher training for primary school teachers, in
which attention is paid to scaffolding techniques, is not available for museum educators (Schep,
Van Boxtel, & Noordegraaf, 2018; Uyen Tran & King, 2007). Uyen Tran and King (2007)
developed a theoretical framework that distinguishes different domains in which science
museum educators can develop, based on informal science education literature and focus group
discussions with practitioners and researchers. However, concrete guidance strategies are not
presented. In many cases, science museum educators learn on-the-job and by participating in
internal training sessions, which are often linked to specific visitor programs. Exceptions aside
(e.g., the REFLECTS professional development project, Ash, Lombana, & Alcala 2012; and
the REVEAL facilitation model, Pattison et al., 2018), those sessions typically focus on
predetermined disciplinary content or scripts with standardized questions, rather than learning
museum educators to respond to families with adaptive guidance.
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In addition to the above, little research investigated museum educator guidance
strategies for fostering learning through investigation in the museum during unstructured visits
(Pattison et al., 2017; Pattison et al., 2018). Therefore, insights into guidance strategies that
parents use in a museum context might be informative. Based on earlier research of parentchild interactions during every day scientific thinking (e.g., Callanan & Jipson, 2001; Crowley
et al 2001a; Fender & Crowley 2007), Van Schijndel and Raijmakers (2016) analyzed parents’
guidance strategies when visiting a shadow exhibition with their preschooler, in NEMO Science
Museum in Amsterdam. Especially describing evidence (e.g., talk about exhibit features or
observations) was shown to be positively related to the level of children’s exploratory behavior.
To investigate whether this guidance strategy can be generalized to museum educators who
guide heterogeneous family groups during an unstructured museum visit, and to make causal
claims about the relation between describing evidence and open-ended investigation, followup research with an experimental design was needed. This research was performed as part of
the second study of this thesis (Chapter 3).
1.4. THESIS OUTLINE
1.4.1 Research questions
This dissertation describes three experimental studies that, each in their own way, shed a light
on learning from and about everyday science. Both questions about children’s knowledge
representations of natural phenomena, and the impact of parental knowledge on parent-child
interaction, which contribute to more fundamental research questions, have been studied
(Chapters 2 and 4), as well as questions motivated by practice, about person characteristics
(Chapters 3 and 4) and guidance strategies (Chapter 3) that might impact families’ learning
through investigation in a science museum. The first study (Chapter 2) investigates knowledge
representations of a natural phenomenon, in particular buoyancy, in children of different ages.
Natural phenomena surround us in daily life, and can be encountered in a science museum.
What is the structure of the representations that children have of these phenomena? How do
knowledge representations, that origin from heterogonous information sources, differ between
age groups? Do different types of experimental methodologies trigger different type of
knowledge representations? And are these knowledge representations equivalent in different
contexts? The second study (Chapter 3) examines learning through investigation. What is the
potential of families’ learning through investigation at an open-ended exhibit in a science
museum? Are families’ manipulations informative? What is the quality of families’
conversations during investigations: do they reason scientifically by formulating hypotheses
and explanations, and are these statements scientifically sound? In addition to this detailed
analysis of families’ learning through investigation, this second study also examines how
person characteristics, and minimal guidance strategies performed by museum educators,
impact on family learning. The third study (Chapter 4) examines the impact of parent pre-
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knowledge on parent-child interaction. Does parental pre-knowledge of an inquiry activity that
a family investigates, change parents’ behavior? And does this change in behavior impact on
children’s learning? Pre-knowledge is one of the many person characteristics by which museum
visitors can differ from one another. This third study additionally examines relations between
several other person characteristics and parent-child interaction during investigation.
1.4.2 Research designs
Different research designs have been applied to study the research questions. The first study
(Chapter 2) is a cross-sectional, developmental study, which investigated the development of
knowledge representations of buoyancy in children aged four to twelve. The statistical methods
used in this study (Latent Class Regression and Latent Class Models) allowed for accounting
for individual differences in knowledge about buoyancy within age groups. The study was
designed as a controlled lab study with a strict protocol, and was carried out at a primary school.
139 primary school students participated in this study. The second study (Chapter 3) is an indepth field study, in which the potential of families’ learning through investigation was studied
in detail at an open-ended exhibit in the museum. This research approaches the natural situation
of a family visiting a science museum, within the constraints that experimental research
requires. The study was conducted at NEMO Science Museum during opening hours at an
exhibit that is part of the permanent collection. 104 family teams of one parent and two children
(eight to twelve year-olds) participated in the study. The third study (Chapter 4), which
investigated the effect of parental pre-knowledge on parent-child interaction, can be classified
as in-between a lab and a field study. The study was conducted in NEMO R&D, an enclosed
space on the exhibition floor of the museum, where participants can participate in research
under relatively quiet conditions. The interaction between parent and child was observed while
they jointly investigated an inquiry activity that showed similarities with the interactive exhibits
in the museum. The participants in the study were museum visitors who, when approached on
the spot, decided to participate in the study. 105 parent-child dyads with children aged 8-12
participated.
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Children’s Understanding
of Floating and Sinking:
Predictions and Explanations
Tell Different Stories

This chapter is based on: Franse, R.K., Van Schijndel, T.J.P., Visser I., & Raijmakers, M.E.J.
(2020). Children’s Understanding of Floating and Sinking: Predictions and Explanations
Tell Different Stories. Manuscript in revision.
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ABSTRACT
The study of children’s naïve conceptual knowledge of physical principles could benefit from
category learning research. The present study systematically investigated the development of
children’s knowledge of buoyancy, by considering learning principles revealed by this research.
Four- to twelve-year-old children (N = 139) were asked to predict buoyancy for different types
of objects and to provide explanations for their answers. Three sets of objects differing in
appearance were presented: cubes with indistinctive appearance, differing in density, volume
and mass (Set 1), cubes made from a distinctive material, wood and metal (Set 2), and wellknown objects that are exemplar floaters or sinkers, e.g. a coin and a boat (Set 3). To account
for individual differences in knowledge representation, responses on the prediction task were
modeled with latent regression analysis. Results showed that children integrated mass and
volume in predicting buoyancy of Indistinctive cubes (Set 1), and integrated mass, volume and
material for predicting buoyancy of Material cubes (Set 2). This integrated information
remained largely implicit because very few children gave explicit explanations of buoyancy
that agreed with their predictions. Explanations about buoyancy mostly agreed with simple
rules (for Set 1 and 2) or simple facts about exemplars (Set 3). Solution strategies in predictions
(but not the explanations) showed a clear developmental pattern, such that the way mass and
volume were integrated improved with age.
Keywords: conceptual knowledge, naive physics, proportional reasoning, multiple-process
theories, cognitive development
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
Laymen’s knowledge of lawful, physical phenomena, such as gravity, the torque principle,
shadow size, and buoyancy is based on heterogeneous sources of information. Buoyancy clearly
illustrates the heterogeneity of learning contexts: bathing generates perceptual experiences,
coins thrown into a fountain and boats on a river are distinct exemplars children observe, and
Archimedes’ law is referred to in informal and formal science education for children. The type
of conceptual knowledge resulting from this kind of heterogeneous information is of great
interest for cognitive science (Machery, 2010), and students’ conceptual knowledge of physical
concepts is also of societal relevance as one of the key elements of scientific literacy
(Vayssettes, 2016).
2.1.1 Children’s Understanding of Physical Phenomena
Conceptual knowledge of a physical phenomenon is defined as abstract, general principles
about the phenomenon, which can either be explicit, such that it can be expressed in words, or
implicit, such that it is not verbalizable (Rittle-Johnson, Schneider, & Star, 2015). Evidence for
different types of naïve conceptual knowledge has been reported in the literature for an
abundance of physical phenomena. In some cases, to show that representations change with
development (e.g., Edelsbrunner, Schalk, Schumacher, & Stern, 2015; Flaig et al., 2018; Hardy,
Jonen, Möller, & Stern, 2006; Schneider & Hardy, 2013) or evolve depending on the learning
environment (Hofman, Visser, Jansen, & Van der Maas, 2015), but also in the context of the
scientific dispute about the existence of mental models versus fragmented knowledge (DiSessa,
Gillespie, & Esterly, 2004; Vosniadou, 2008). One could distinguish three different types of
naïve knowledge. First, there is ample evidence for verbalizable coherent, but often incomplete
or even erroneous conceptual knowledge for various domains: Buoyancy (Flaig et al., 2018;
Schneider & Hardy, 2013), the torque principle (Jansen & Van der Maas, 1997; Siegler, Strauss,
& Levin, 1981), shadow size (Van Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016), object motion (Hast &
Howe, 2012); see Duit (2009) for an overview of students’ potential misconceptions. These,
often called, misconceptions consist of simple rules: a one-dimensional principle or two
dimensions that are combined in an additive way. With development, these rules become
increasingly complex and approximate reality better (Siegler et al., 1981). Second, there is also
evidence for naïve conceptual knowledge that consists of principles for genuine information
integration (i.e., not additive but multiplicative), such as in the domains of the torque principle
(Hofman et al., 2015; Wilkening & Anderson, 1982; Wilkening & Cacchione, 2011), buoyancy
(Janke, 1995), shadow size (Ebersbach & Resing, 2007), and velocity, time and distance
(Wilkening, 1981). An important developmental insight is that the integration of information
improves with age, that is, a bias in weighting the dominant dimension decreases (Ebersbach
& Resing, 2007; Janke, 1995; Wilkening & Cacchione, 2011). However, the use of explicit
information about the situation may temporarily hinder information integration (Strauss &
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Stavy, 1982; Wilkening & Cacchione, 2011). Third, there is evidence for the understanding of
physical phenomena that consists of exemplars taken from everyday observations, which does
not form an abstract principle, but is still generalizable to similar situations. Such fragmented
knowledge has been reported in the domains of buoyancy (Schneider & Hardy, 2013), the earth
(Straatemeier, Van der Maas, & Jansen, 2008) and force (DiSessa et al., 2004).
Interestingly, these different types of conceptual knowledge of physical phenomena
agree quite well with different types of knowledge representations that are reported in more
fundamental, category learning studies, that is, studies with artificial instead of natural
categories (Ashby & Ell, 2001; Erickson & Kruschke, 2002).
2.1.2 Insights from Human Category Learning
One of the central questions in category learning research concerns the knowledge people
construct of a categorization that they get acquainted with from classifying or observing
examples (Ashby & Maddox, 2005; Kruschke, 2005). Category learning research has been
revealing several learning principles that seem relevant for studying the development of naïve
conceptual knowledge of physical principles. First, people use different solution strategies to
solve more complex categorization tasks: rule-based, information integration, and exemplar
solution strategies (Ashby & Gott, 1988; Johansen & Palmeri, 2002; Raijmakers, Schmittmann
& Visser, 2014; Wills, Inkster, & Milton, 2015). Physical principles, such as force, the torque
principle, and buoyancy, typically generate difficult categorization problems, such as floating
versus sinking. After all, physical principles integrate multiple dimensions with a multiplication
or quotient relation and these principles are typically difficult to discover from everyday
observations (Jansen & Van der Maas, 1997; Schultz & Takane, 2007; Siegler et al., 1981).
Hence, it is expected that in the development of conceptual knowledge about these principles,
people apply suboptimal solution strategies that differ within and between people.
Second, the type of solution strategies people develop during a categorization task
depends on the category structure to be learned: rule-based, information-integration, or other
complex category structures, such as rules with exceptions (Ashby & Ell, 2001; Erickson &
Kruschke, 1998). Many physical principles are not only integrating multiple dimensions,
everyday observations make it even more difficult to learn them. These observations do not
only differ on a few relevant dimensions, but distinct exemplars are part of everyday
observations too. For example, boats on the river are distinct exemplars with physical features,
a heavy weight and built from metal with a distinct shape, that are difficult to integrate in an
abstract principle about floating and sinking that works for other objects, such as stones and
coins. Hence, it is expected that depending on the way a physical phenomenon is presented,
different representations of naïve conceptual knowledge will be revealed.
Third, from category learning research has become clear that behavioral measurements
not always reveal the same solution strategy as verbal explanations. Information integration
representations are mostly evidenced in behavioral data, that is, the prediction of category
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membership of unseen examples. Usually, verbal explanations of these predictions do not agree
well with the behavioral data (Ashby & Waldron, 1999). Studies about conceptual knowledge
of physical principles differ in the type of measurements that have been applied (Straatemeier
et al., 2008; Van Schijndel, Van Es, Franse, Van Bers, & Raijmakers, 2018b). When both
predictions and explanations are assessed, outcomes do not always agree (Pine & Messer,
1999). Hence, to reveal knowledge representations it is of interest to test whether verbal
explanations agree with solution strategies as appearing from behavioral, prediction data.
Buoyancy, floating and sinking, is a typical phenomenon with complex physical
principles and distinct exemplars in daily life, that is, a complex domain to learn from
numerous, informal experiences. Buoyancy is discussed in primary school in many countries,
but in the Netherlands formal principles (density and the Law of Archimedes) are only
introduced in Grade 7, secondary school. In the current study we aim to reveal conceptual
knowledge about buoyancy in primary school children. Considering what we learned from
categorization studies, we will introduce multiple stimulus sets, which can be classified in
floaters and sinkers in different ways, we will test for the use of latent solution strategies, and
we will assess both predictions and explanations. We expect children to express different types
of conceptual knowledge: rule-based (RB) representations, information-integrating (InI)
representations, and exemplar-based (EB) representations, depending on type of objects we
present and the measurement methods we use.
2.1.3 Previous Studies on Floating and Sinking
When explaining buoyancy in interviews, children refer to a range of characteristics (mass,
volume, containing air, materials), but the explanation referring to mass as the only dimension
is the most commonly used (Butts, Hofman, & Anderson, 1993; Hsin & Wu, 2011; Smith,
Carey, & Wiser, 1985; Smith, Maclin, Grosslight, & Davis, 1997; Tenenbaum, RappoltSchlichtmann, & Zanger, 2004). A large systematic study on buoyancy with children judging
verbal statements (Edelsbrunner et al., 2015; Schneider & Hardy, 2013) suggests that different
mental models are prevalent at different ages. Schneider and Hardy distinguished three
knowledge profiles: (a) misconceptions (one-dimensional focus on mass, volume, or shape, or
considering air an active force that pulls objects), (b) everyday conceptions (considering the
role of water, the concept of material kind, and the hollowness of objects as explanations of
buoyancy), and (c) scientific concepts 4 (considering one or more of the physical quantities of
density, water pressure, or buoyancy force). These results agree with rule-based knowledge
representations as proposed by Inhelder and Piaget (1958) that a conceptual understanding of
buoyancy based on only one-dimension is prevalent in young children, before education (see
also Schneider & Hardy, 2013). In contrast, the concept of buoyancy is also studied using
4

Archimedes’ Principle states that an object immersed in a fluid, is buoyed up by a force equal to the weight of
the fluid displaced by the object. If the density of an object is greater than that of the fluid in which it is immersed,
it sinks. If the object is either less dense than the fluid or is shaped appropriately (as a boat), the upward force of
buoyancy can keep the object afloat. The density of water is 1 g/cm3
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explanation measurements. These studies reveal a different type of conceptual knowledge. At
preschool age, children are already able to predict correctly whether a block sinks or floats
when placed in water (Janke, 1995; Kloos, Fisher, & Van Orden, 2010; Kohn, 1993; Leuchter,
Saalbach, & Hardy, 2014). Tested in this way, children show to have some sense of density,
integrating mass and volume (Kloos et al., 2010; Kohn, 1993). The study of Janke (1995) shows
evidence that children integrate information about mass and volume of boats in predicting their
buoyancy and thus that children have information-integration representations of buoyancy. In
sum, the literature offers ample evidence for the existence of multiple representations of naïve
conceptual knowledge of buoyancy. However, factors that play a role in the measurement of
knowledge representations were never varied systematically for buoyancy. This is the aim of
the current study.
2.1.4 Current Study
The aim of this paper is to reveal how knowledge about buoyancy is represented in children
before they have attained formal education in this domain (RQ-1), and how such representations
develop (RQ-2). To this end, we tested 139 Dutch primary school children of different ages (4
to 12 years). We used two different tasks, a prediction task and an explanation task (structured
interview). Both tasks include three types of 3D objects differing in appearance: Set 1
(Indistinctive cubes): cubes with different density, volume and mass, with equal, indistinctive
appearance; Set 2 (Material cubes): cubes made from distinctive material, that is, wood and
metal; Set 3 (Exemplar objects): objects that are exemplar floaters and sinkers, for example, a
coin. Taking previous literature into account, we consider rule-based representations to be
indicated by: a) a one or multiple dimensional solution strategy in predictions; and b) a similar
solution strategy in explanations (for the same items); We consider information-integration
representations to be indicated by: a) a solution strategy integrating multiple dimensions in
predictions and b) a dissimilar solution strategy in explanation of buoyancy of the same objects;
We consider exemplar-based representations to be indicated by a) explanations that refer
mainly to similar, typical exemplars and b) which might go together with high accuracy
predictions if the agreement between object and exemplar is relevant.
Our expectations are that:
1) Children’s buoyancy predictions of indistinctive cubes (Set 1) reveal informationintegration representations, implying that children base their predictions, but not
their explanations, on an integration of multiple object dimensions (mass and
volume).
2) Children’s buoyancy predictions of material cubes (Set 2) reveal rule-based
representations, implying that they use the same solution strategy (e.g., 1D material–
rule, or a multiple dimension rule) for predictions and explanations.
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3) Children’s buoyancy predictions of exemplar floaters and sinkers (Set 3) reveal
exemplar-based representations, indicated by highly accurate predictions (more
accurate than comparable objects of Set 2), and by the mentioning of facts or past
experiences in explanations.
4) Children's predictions become more advanced with age, such that the integration of
mass and volume becomes more accurate (Janke, 1995; Wilkening & Anderson,
1982). Children’s explanations become more advanced with age, that is, more
scientific concepts and less misconceptions are mentioned (Schneider & Hardy,
2013).
2.2 METHOD
2.2.1 Participants
In this study, 139 children (76 boys, age: M = 8.42, SD = 2.42) from a Dutch primary school
participated. One further child entered the test room, but withdrew before joining the procedure.
An active consent procedure was used, with parents being required to sign and return a form if
they agreed to let their child participate. The sample consisted of children between 4 and 12
years old (see Table 2.1).

Table 2.1
Age and gender distribution of participants.
Age (years)
Boys
Girls
Total (N)

4
5
8
13

5
8
9
17

6
9
9
18

7
7
7
14

8
8
10
18

9
11
5
16

10
12
6
18

11
8
6
14

12
8
3
11

2.2.2 Materials
Materials consisted of three sets of objects. The first set of objects consisted of cubes that could
only be categorized correctly in floaters and sinkers by integrating the perceptible physical
characteristics volume and mass (Set 1, Indistinctive cubes). The second set of objects consisted
of wooden and metal cubes could also be categorized by a simple material rule (Set 2, Material
cubes). The third set of objects could be categorized by using common facts about the buoyancy
of exemplar objects, such as, coins at the bottom of a fountain (Set 3, Exemplar objects). In
addition to the objects in these three sets, two reference cubes were added to illustrate the
meaning of floating (object A) and sinking (object B) and to give children the option to compare
dimensional values (volume and mass). Below we describe the objects in more detail. In total
there were 24 objects, a plastic aquarium (size: l = 34 cm, w = 20 cm, h = 22 cm) filled with
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water, a drawing of a floating cube, a drawing of a sinking cube, six plastic baskets to store
objects.
Indistinctive cubes (Set 1, 8 objects). Eight solid cubes differing in density, volume and
mass, were made from four different colors modeling clay (Plasticine), and (hidden)
polystyrene foam (Styrofoam) and/or metal bullets. To provide the cubes an equal, indistinctive
appearance, the surfaces of all cubes were of the same material (i.e., modeling clay). These
indistinctive cubes (see also Table 2.2) were designed to meet two requirements. First, using
the reference cubes, children should be able to predict buoyancy (correctly or incorrectly)
unambiguously from the perspective of three solution strategies to predict buoyancy: 1) an
information-integrating, density strategy, 2) a one-dimensional volume strategy and 3) a onedimensional mass strategy. For this reason, the value of density, volume and mass of Set 1
cubes is either lower than, or equal to, reference cube A (0.7 g/cm3, 216 cm3, 151 g) or higher
than, or equal to, reference cube B (1.2 g/cm3, 343 cm3, 421 g). Second, since children’s
strategies will be determined based on prediction responses, the combination of objects should
provide a distinct response patterns for each expected strategy. To distinguish the volume from
the mass strategy objects B and H were informative (see Table 2.2). To distinguish the density
strategy from the volume, or mass strategy objects D, E, F and G were informative. For
example: object D has a density (0.7 g/cm3) equal to reference cube A (floater), however, the
volume (729 cm3) and mass (510 g) of object D is higher than reference cube B (sinker).
Therefore, from a density strategy perspective object B would be classified as floater, while
from a volume or mass strategy perspective object B would be classified as sinker. Note that
solid cubes with a density higher than the density of water (1 g/cm3) sank. The four colors were
related to four different densities to assure that an explanation based on material could be
consistent, avoiding fanciful theories about the insides of the cubes. To control for pre-existing
associations between buoyancy and color two versions of Set 1 objects were constructed with
different color-density combinations.
Air cubes (Set 1b, 3 objects). These cubes contained one or two visible holes to trigger
a possible air strategy. Cube A (floater, edge length 7 cm) was a hollow bin. Cubes B (sinker,
edge length 7 cm) and C (floater, edge length 6 cm) had a hole, straight through the cube. The
cubes were also made from modeling clay with polystyrene foam and/or metal bullets inside.
When handling over the cubes to the child, the hole was located at the upper side. As it
appeared, the accuracy of the Set 1b cubes (M = .56, SD = .287), was not above chance level,
were not mutually related, and only marginally related to age, F(1,136) = 3.475, p = .064.
Hence, these cubes (Set 1b) were not analyzed further nor were they included in the strategy
analysis. Hence, they are not mentioned in the Results section.
Material cubes (Set 2, 6 objects). Three wooden cubes made of solid pine, had a density
of 0.58 g/cm3 and differed in volume (edge lengths 3-8 cm). Three metal cubes were made of
solid aluminum, had a density of 2.8 g/cm3 and differed in volume (edge length 2-6 cm).
Exemplar objects (Set 3, 5 objects). The five exemplar floaters and sinkers were a toy
boat, a wood stump, a 50-euro cent coin, a ball, and a pebble. Based on expected solution-
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strategies for Set 1 predictions (i.e., density strategy, volume strategy, mass strategy), we
included a small, light object with a high-density that sinks (coin) and a large, heavy object
with a low-density that floats (wood stump). To find out whether the children recognized the
objects, each time a new object was introduced, the children were asked to name it aloud. All
children succeeded in doing so.
2.2.3 Procedure
Children were tested individually by one of two female experimenters in a private room at their
school. The child was facing the experimenter at a table. The experimental procedure consisted
of two phases, a prediction phase followed by an explanation phase. In the prediction phase the
objects were presented – one by one – in three sets: Set 1, Set 2, and Set 3. On the table an
aquarium with water was visible for the child throughout the task. There were two sequences
of presentation within sets (one being the reversed order of the other) and one fixed sequence
of presentation between sets. The experimenter used the reference cubes to introduce the task
and the concept of floating and sinking. At the beginning of each set, the child tested the
buoyancy of the reference cubes by putting them into the water. Then, the child was asked to
place the reference cubes either on the left side of the table next to a floating object picture, or
on the right side of the table next to a sinking object picture. If the child was able to do this
correctly, the prediction task started. The experimenter handed over the first object of Set 1,
and asked the child to predict float or sink. The child was allowed to compare the object’s
volume and mass with the reference cubes, by lifting and holding the object and reference
cubes. After making a prediction the child was asked to place the object next to the floating
object picture or the sinking object picture. While handing over the next object to the child, the
experimenter put the previous predicted object into one of two baskets. After the child had
predicted buoyancy of the last object of Set 1, the experimenter took the two baskets with
predicted objects off the table and placed two empty baskets. The procedure of testing reference
cubes and predicting objects continued till buoyancy was predicted of 22 objects.
In the explanation phase the child was asked to justify his or her predictions for each set
of objects separately during a structured interview. To this end, the child was presented with
two baskets that contained the objects from one set as sorted by the child into float and sink.
The open-ended questions asked during the interview were: “About the objects in this basket
[pointing at the basket ‘float’] you said that they will float if you put them in water. About the
objects in this basket [pointing at the basket ‘sink’] you said that they will sink if you put them
in water. Can you tell me why?” After the child had the opportunity to respond, the additional
question “Can you explain it to me a little more?” was asked once. The interviews were
recorded on video, and final scoring was based on transcripts (in CLAN; MacWhinney & Snow,
1990) of the videotapes.
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Table 2.2
Characteristics of test objects and accuracy of predicting buoyancy per object.
Name

Object Properties
Density
Length
(g/cm3)
(cm)
Reference cubes
A
0.7
6
B
1.2
7
Indistinctive cubes (Set 1)
A
0.3
2
B
0.3
7
C
0.7
2
D
0.7
9
E
1.2
4
F
1.2
5
G
4.5
3
H
4.5
5
Air cubes (Set 1b)
A
7
B
7
C
6
Material cubes (Set 2)
A
0.58
3
B
0.58
6
C
0.58
8
D
2.8
2
E
2.8
3
F
2.8
6
Exemplar objects (Set 3)
Boat
l = 26, w = 10, h = 3
Wood
h = 18, d = 7
Coin
h = 0.2, d = 2.5
Ball
d = 11
Pebble
l = 4, w = 3, h = 3

Volume
(cm3)

Mass
(g)

Buoyancy

Object Sequence
Order 1
Order 2

Object Difficulty
Prop.
(N)

216
343

151
421

Floats
Sinks

1
3

1
3

8
343
8
729
64
125
27
125

3
103
6
510
77
150
121
562

Floats
Floats
Floats
Floats
Sinks
Sinks
Sinks
Sinks

7
10
2
5
4
8
6
9

7
4
2
9
10
6
8
5

.82 (114)
.81 (112)
.65 (91)
.29 (41)
.35 (48)
.37 (51)
.85 (118)
.93 (129)

-

232
234
138

Floats
Sinks
Floats

11
12
13

13
12
11

.47 (66)
.71 (98)
.50 (70)

27
216
512
8
27
216

16
125
297
22
76
605

Floats
Floats
Floats
Sinks
Sinks
Sinks

18
16
15
19
14
17

15
17
18
14
19
16

.83 (116)
.81 (112)
.77 (107)
.78 (108)
.91 (126)
.91 (127)

Floats
Floats
Sinks
Floats
Sinks

20
21
22
23
24

24
23
22
21
20

.89 (124)
.51 (71)
.91 (126)
.88 (123)
.92 (128)

Note. Listed object properties are density, length (edge length of cube), volume, mass, and buoyancy. The sizes of
the exemplar objects are given in l = length (cm), w = width (cm), h = height (cm), d = diameter (cm). The reported
accuracy is the proportion (N) of children correctly predicting buoyancy for the object.

2.2.4 Analysis
Explanations provided by the children were analyzed by scoring different wording used in
them; for Set 1 they were scored into five categories: 1) scientific, 2) mass and volume, 3) only
volume, 4) only mass, and 5) residual. For sets 2 and 3 additional scoring categories were used
to reflect knowledge of either specific materials (Set 2) or specific facts about objects (Set 3).
The analysis of the prediction data is able to capture one-dimensional (e.g., massstrategy, material-strategy) and multiple-dimensional (e.g., density strategy, mass-material
strategy) solution strategies and to capture heterogeneity. We used a hybrid model based on
latent class regression analysis (Huang & Bandeen-Roche, 2004). See e.g. Bouwmeester,
Sijtsma, & Vermunt (2004) and Hofman et al. in (2015) for similar models applied in cognitive
development.
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In the latent class regression model, heterogeneity is captured by multiple classes, which
are each characterized by a distinct pattern of prediction responses indicative of a particular
strategy. For example, one class may have children that only use the mass of objects to predict
buoyancy whereas another class of children combines both mass and volume. The latent class
regression model captures this by having multiple classes of participants with different
weighted combinations of mass, volume, and other features of the objects determining the
response. In particular, the model is defined as follows:
log(p(yiŇc/(1-p(yiŇc)) = Įc + ȕmass,c log(mass) + ȕvolume,c log(edge)+ ȕcolor,c color
c=1…Nc, i=1...n
Here yi is the response (either 'float' or 'sink'); p(yi) is the probability of such a response
in the model, which is conditional on latent class c; parameters ȕmass,c, ȕvolume,c, ȕcolor,c are the
regression coefficients for latent class c; Nc is the number of latent classes; and n is the number
of participants. Hence, the probability of a 'sink' response is determined by a weighted
combination of the volume and mass of the object, and possibly other features such as color in
above equation. Note that the logarithms of mass and volume are used as the perception of mass
and volume is better described on a logarithmic scale, i.e. a Fechner scale, than a linear scale
(Jones, 1986; Murray, 1993).
To see how this model can capture response patterns based on either RB or InI
knowledge representations of buoyancy, consider the following examples. An expected, rulebased knowledge representation of floating and sinking is based mass only. The model can
capture such a strategy by setting ȕmass > 0, ȕvolume = 0, ȕcolor = 0, and ac > 0. That is,
children only use the mass of objects to determine their response, and ignore volume and color
of the objects. Setting both ȕmass and ȕvolume larger than zero results in a strategy that
integrates both these dimensions and hence is consistent with either a multi-dimensional rulebased representation (if predictions and explanations are consistent), or an informationintegration-based representation (if predictions and explanations are inconsistent).
To arrive at a parsimonious description of the prediction performance data, latent class
regression models including parameters ac, ȕmass and ȕvolume (henceforth, base models) are fitted
to the prediction data with different numbers of classes, in particular 1-3 class models are fitted
to limit the total number of parameters. To select the optimal number of classes we used the
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz,
1978) by choosing the models with the lowest values on these criteria. After selecting the
number of classes we simplified the optimal model in several ways and we selected, what we
call the best fitting, but most parsimonious model (doing justice to the trade-of between fit and
parsimoniousness) as indicated by the AIC and or the BIC. It is not uncommon that the AIC
and BIC point to different models, in which case we compare simplifications of models with
different number of classes (see also Schneider & Hardy, 2013).
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The final step in the analysis of prediction performance data is to classify individual
performance. Using the latent class regression model, this is achieved by computing the socalled posterior probabilities, i.e., the probability of membership of the classes of the model
conditional on a particular pattern of responses. Children were assigned to the class with the
highest posterior probability of their responses for each set of objects separately (Visser, 2011).
2.3 RESULTS
This section is divided into three parts. First, we present the results for children’s predictions
of buoyancy, which includes the analysis of solution strategies for each object set separately
and a comparison between sets of objects. Second, we present the results for children’s
explanations. The third part of the results is focused on the consistency between predictions and
explanations, which can shed light on possible different type of knowledge representations (i.e.,
rule-based (RB), information-integration (InI), and exemplar-based (EB).
2.3.1 Prediction Phase
General results. Comparing the prediction performance between sets of objects, a repeated
measures ANCOVA on the proportion correct with object sets (Set1, Set2, Set3) as within
subject factor, gender as between-subject factor and age as covariate showed a significant main
effect of objects, F(1.93,262.47) = 9.75, p < .01 and a significant contribution of age, F(1,136)
= 69.31, p < 0.01 (with corrected degrees of freedom using Huynh-Feldt estimates of sphericity,
 = ܭ0.97 for the main effect of objects). No significant contribution of gender was found, nor
any two-way interactions. Contrasts revealed that the accuracy of Set 2 (material cubes; M =
.83, SD = .222), F(1,136) = 6.26, r = 0.21, and Set 3 (exemplar objects; M = .82, SD = .202),
F(1,136) = 20.81, r = 0.36 was significantly higher than the accuracy of Set 1 (indistinctive
cubes, M = .63, SD = .206). Accuracy (proportion correct) of all three sets was significantly
above the 50% probability level with t(138) = 7.621, p < .001 (Set 1), t(138) = 17.733, p < .001
(Set 2), and t(138) = 18.895, p < .001 (Set 3), respectively.
Strategy analysis. To reveal the presence of different strategies in predicting buoyancy,
we applied latent class regression analysis to model the probability of a prediction (floating vs.
sinking) as a function of cube characteristics. In the base models for Set 1 and Set 2 log(mass)
and log(edge length) were included as predictors. Extended models included color (Set 1) or
cube material (Set 2) as predictors. Since the exemplar objects of Set 3 had no systematic
variation of volume, mass or other characteristics, the predictions for the five objects (boat,
wood stump, coin, ball and pebble) were analyzed in a latent class model without additional
predictors.
Indistinctive cubes (Set 1). From the fitted base models the 2-class (BIC) and 3-class
(AIC) models are the best fitting, most parsimonious models (see Table S2.1 in 2.6
Supplementary material). Additional 2-class and 3-class models were fitted by successively
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setting prediction parameters to zero in order to find a more parsimonious model. This resulted
in a three-class model with two classes defined by mass and volume (Strategy 1a, Į = 102, ȕmass
= -31.0, ȕvolume = 14 and Strategy 1b, Į = 3.7, ȕmass = -3.0, ȕvolume = 2.2), and one class defined
by color (Strategy 1c, Į = -0.3, ȕcolor1 = -1.1, ȕcolor2 = 0.6, ȕcolor3 = 1.0). This model is represented
graphically in Figure 2.1.
In Figure 2.1, Strategy 1a (red curves and stars), Strategy 1b (green curves and stars)
and Strategy 1c (blue stars) are depicted in multiple graphs (volume = 8, volume = 27, volume
= 64, volume = 125, volume = 343, volume = 729 cm3). The vertical black line represents the
density of water (1 g/cm3): cubes left of this line actually float, and cubes right of this line sink.
Each graph shows the by the model predicted probability of ‘predicting floating’ as a function
of mass at a constant volume. In the fourth graph (volume 125), for example, the logistic curve
of Strategy 1a shows that cubes with a mass less than 125 gram were predicted by the model as
having a high probability to float. Cubes with a mass greater than 125 grams were predicted by
the model as having a low probability to float. A (hypothetical) cube with a volume of 125 cm3
weighing 125 grams, and therefore with a density equal to water (1.0 g/cm3), was predicted by
the model with a 50% chance of floating, which was the most rational outcome if one is forced
to choose between floating and sinking. Hence, children with Strategy 1a integrated mass and
volume properly for cubes with edge 5 cm (i.e., volume 125 cm3). However, integration of
volume and mass was biased towards floating for smaller cubes with density close to 1 g/cm3.
In the corresponding graphs (volume = 64, volume = 27, volume = 8) the curve and vertical
line (water) do not intersect at a probability of 50%. Instead, the curve is shifted to the right.
For small volumes children underestimated the cube’s mass if its density was close to one, and
they would predict that a (hypothetical) cube with volume 8 cm3 and a mass of 15 grams (i.e. a
density of 1.9 g/cm3) to float. For very large cubes (volume 729 cm3) an opposite effect is
visible. The curve and vertical line intersect at a higher mass, and the curve is shifted to the left.
According to the model, children overestimated the mass, and mistakenly predicted that a cube
with a volume of 729 cm3 and a mass of 510 grams (i.e. a density of 0.7 g/cm3) would sink.
According to the model, children applying Strategy 1b, also integrated the dimensions mass
and volume, as can be seen in the logistic curve (green curve). For this strategy the
underestimation of mass in smaller volumes was much more extreme than in Strategy 1a.
Strategy 1c was based on the cube color, which is a nominal variable. For this reason, this
strategy is depicted in Figure 2.1 by separate points (blue stars). We interpret Strategy 1c as a
residual strategy because it shows much more uncertain responses, that is, P(floating) is close
to .5 for several objects. Moreover, the relation between colors and buoyancy predictions is not
consistent. Strategy use is related to age (Table 2.3, Figure 2.2a) as shown by logistic regression
(Cox and Snell R2 = .297, medium effect) for Strategy 1a ȕage = .725, p < .001) and for Strategy
1b ȕage = .482, p < .001), relative to the residual strategy.
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Figure 2.1. Indistinctive cubes (Set 1): Three strategies as described by the optimal model of prediction
responses for Set 1. Each modeled strategy is depicted by multiple figures for constant cube volume as a function
of mass: volume = 8, volume = 27, volume = 64, volume = 125, volume = 343, volume = 729 cm3 (corresponding
to cube edge lengths of 2 cm, 3 cm, 4 cm, 5 cm, 7 cm and 9 cm respectively). Each graph shows the modeled
strategies (curves and stars) and observed values (circles with standard errors) for prediction responses. Strategies
are depicted with different colors: red curves, circles and stars for Strategy 1a, green curves, circles and stars for
Strategy 1b, blue circles and stars for Strategy 1c. Note that some standard errors are close to zero, moreover,
model and observations might overlap completely (especially for the green data points). The vertical black line
represents the density of water (1 g/cm3): cubes left of this line actually float, and cubes right of this line sink. See
text for further details. Note that two graphs show observed values for two objects (i.e., volume = 8, cube A and
C; volume = 125, cube F and H) and four graphs show observed values for one object (i.e., volume = 27, cube G;
volume = 64, cube E; volume = 343, cube B; volume = 729, cube D).

Table 2.3
Characteristics of solution strategies for the three types of objects.
Strategy (characteristic)
Indistinctive cubes (Set 1)
Strategy 1a (mass+vol)
Strategy 1b (MASS+vol)
Strategy 1c (residual)
Material cubes (Set 2)
Strategy 2a (mass+vol)
Strategy 2b (residual)
Exemplar objects (Set 3)
Strategy 3a (facts)
Strategy 3b (residual)

Accuracy (SD)

Age in yr (SD)

% (N)

.83 (.09)
.65 (.08)
.42 (.17)

9.5 (1.87)
8.2 (2.08)
6.1 (2.09)

34 (47)
33 (46)
33 (46)

.93 (.11)
.53 (.21)

8.6 (2.23)
5.8 (1.92)

76 (106)
24 (33)

.89 (0.12)
.42 (0.15)

8.3 (2.42)
5.7 (1.37)

86 (120)
14 (19)

Note. Accuracy for predicting buoyancy, the average (standard error) of age, and the percentage of children per
strategy for Indistinctive cubes (Set1), Material cubes (Set 2) and Exemplar objects (Set 3). Strategy names are
explained in the text.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.2. Proportion of children using a strategy for making predictions about buoyancy within each age
group for respectively a) Indistinctive cubes (Set 1), b) Material cubes (Set 2), and c) Exemplar objects (Set 3).
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Material cubes (Set 2). We followed the same modeling procedure as for the Set 1
objects and fitted latent class regression models with 1 through 3 classes. Testing a series of
models (see Methods, and see Table S2.2 in 2.6 Supplementary material) showed that the base
model was optimal with 2 classes (based on both AIC and BIC). Hence, we tested more
parsimonious 2-class models in order to find the most optimal model. This resulted (based on
the BIC) in a two-class model with one class defined by mass and volume (76% of the children)
in addition to an intercept (Strategy 2a, , Į = 7.98, ȕmass = -6.23, ȕvolume = 4.66) and one class
defined by an intercept only, i.e. a constant probability floating (24%; Strategy 2b, Į = -0.48).
The AIC favors a 2-class model that includes a strategy based on mass, volume and cube
material in addition to a residual strategy (see Table S2.2 in 2.6 Supplementary material). We
will show the more parsimonious model here.
The model is shown graphically in Figure 2.3. In the third graph (volume 216) the
logistic curve of Strategy 2a (red curve) shows that for middle sized cubes buoyancy is correctly
estimated. As with Strategy 1a (Set 1), we see that for smaller cubes, the Strategy 2a curve is
shifted to the right, relative to the black vertical line (the line that shows the density of water).
This indicates that, according to the model, children underestimated mass for small volumes.
For large cubes the curve is shifted to the left, which means that children overestimate the mass
of the cube. Indeed, relatively many prediction errors were made for the smallest metal cube
and the largest wooden cube. Strategy 2b is not systematically related to mass or volume.
Strategy use is related to age (Table 2.3, Figure 2.2b) as shown by logistic regression (Cox and
Snell R2 = .233; ȕage = .612, p = .001) relatively to the residual strategy.
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Figure 2.3. Material cubes (Set 2): Two strategies as described by the optimal model of prediction responses for
Set 2. Each modeled strategy is depicted by multiple figures for constant cube volume as a function of mass:
volume = 8, volume = 27, volume = 216, volume = 512 (corresponding to cube edge lengths of 2 cm, 3 cm, 6 cm,
8 cm respectively). Each graph shows the modeled strategies (curves and stars) and observed values (circles with
standard errors) for prediction responses. The red curves, circles and stars relate to Strategy 2a. The blue circles
and stars relate to Strategy 2b. The vertical black line represents the density of water (1 g/cm3): cubes left of this
line float, and cubes right of this line sink. See text for further explanation. Note that two graphs show observed
values for two objects (i.e., volume = 27, cube A and E, and volume = 216, cube B and F) and two graphs show
observed values for one object (i.e., volume = 8, cube D, and volume = 512, cube C).
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Exemplar objects (Set 3). Set 3 consists of 5 objects (boat, wood stump, coin, ball,
pebble) that do not vary systematically in mass and volume. Hence, we fitted to the data Latent
Class Models instead of Latent Class Regression models. In addition, to test whether age would
better than multiple strategies explain relations between objects, we fitted a one-class regression
model with age as a covariate on the response parameter for each object. Fit statistics (see Table
S2.3 in 2.6 Supplementary material) revealed that a model with two classes is the most optimal
model (based on both BIC and AIC). One class (86% of the children, Strategy 3a) shows high
scores for all objects (Pf(boat) = .95, Pf(coin) = .99, Pf(ball) = .96, Pf(pebble) = 1), except for
the wood stump (Pf(wood stump) = .53). The other class (14% of the children, Strategy 3b)
shows chance level scores for all objects (Pr(boat) = .53, Pr(wood stump) = .40, Pr(coin) = .42,
Pr(ball) = .48, Pr(pebble) = .47). Responses of children in this class are around chance level.
Class membership is related to age (Table 2.3, Figure 2.2c) as shown by logistic regression
(Cox and Snell R2 = .130; ȕage = .533, p = .001) relatively to the residual strategy.
Relations between strategies for different sets of objects. To test whether children
are consistent in strategy use between different sets we applied a binomial stepwise logistic
regression of strategy use for sets 2 and 3 with age and strategies of Set 1 as predictor variables
(age entered first). The contribution of Set 1 strategy on top of age is significant in predicting
Set 2 strategy (Log Likelihood ratio: Ȥ (2) = 18.299, p < .001), see Table 2.4. With age the
probability of the most advanced Set 2 strategy (Strategy 2a) increases. Moreover, children with
the two most advanced Set 1 strategies (Strategy 1a and Strategy 1b) have an increased
probability of applying Strategy 2a for Set 2 (relative to Strategy 2b). Strategy use for predicting
buoyancy of Set 3 objects significantly depends on age (Log Likelihood ratio: Ȥ (1) = 19.357,
p < .001). The contribution of Set 1 strategy on top of age is not significant in predicting Set 3
strategies.

Table 2.4
B values of binomial stepwise logistic regression model of strategy use for Set 2.
95% CI for Odds Ratio
Constant
Age*
Strategy Set 1

B (SE)
1.508
.400
-1.379

Lower
-2.492
.129
-2.999

Upper
7.046
.797
- .464

p
.487
.005
.003

Exp (B)
4.520
1.491
0.252

Conclusion prediction phase. To predict buoyancy for indistinctive cubes (Set 1),
material cubes (Set 2), and exemplar objects (Set 3) most children used a systematic strategy.
Cubes with an indistinctive appearance (Set 1) can only be judged by taking mass and volume
in consideration, and therefore were most difficult to judge. Two latent groups of children
integrated both dimensions to make their predictions, but differed in their bias towards
underestimating mass for small cubes (with density near 1.0) and overestimating mass for large
cubes (with density near 1.0). A third group of children did not make systematic predictions at
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all. In general, older children used more advanced strategies resulting in better performance.
Cubes made from the distinctive materials, wood and metal (Set 2) were easier to judge. Two
latent groups of children were distinguished, the largest group was quite accurate but appeared
to integrate both the mass and the volume of cubes, instead of only looking at material to make
predictions. This was also due to the fact that they were underestimating mass for small cubes
and overestimating mass for large cubes. Again a smaller group of children (between 4 and 7
years old) did not make systematic predictions. The buoyancy of Exemplar objects (Set 3) was
most easy to judge, except for the wood stump. For Set 3 too, a minority of the children did not
make systematic predictions. Strategy use for sets 1 and 2, but not sets 1 and 3, was related after
correcting for age.
2.3.2 Explanation Phase
Comparing explanations for different sets. First, to compare explanations between sets,
children’s explanations were scored into 5 categories on a scale (scientific, mass and volume,
volume, mass, residual; see Methods). The inter-rater reliability was found to be sufficient
(Sattler, 2002): Kappa = 0.91 (p < 0.001), 95% CI (0.857, 0.959). Per set (Set 1, 2 and 3) each
child was assigned to one, the most advanced type of explanation (Table 2.5). Mentioning
material was not scored separately here, because the position on the scale would be unclear for
sets 1 and 3. Most children (62%) gave an explanation based on only one dimension (volume
or mass) for at least one set. Only 22% of the children gave an explanation for buoyancy based
both on mass and volume (correct or incorrect integration).

Table 2.5
Percentages (numbers) of children using types of explanations for the three sets of objects.
Set
Indistinctive cubes (Set 1)
Material cubes (Set 2)
Exemplar objects (Set 3)
Sum

Type of Explanation
scientific
mass+vol
10 (14)
17 (23)
6 (8)
14 (19)
14 (20)
7 (10)
10 (42)
12 (52)

vol
2 (3)
6 (8)
8 (11)
5 (22)

mass
61 (85)
58 (80)
53 (73)
57 (238)

residual
10 (14)
17 (24)
18 (25)
15 (63)

sum
100 (139)
100 (139)
100 (139)
100 (417)

Note. scientific indicates an explanation mentioning a scientifically correct combination of mass and volume,
mass+vol indicates mentioning both mass and volume, vol indicates mentioning only volume, mass indicates
mentioning only mass, residual indicates that the explanation did not match any of the former categories.
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Figure 2.4. Proportion of children explaining buoyancy of Indistinctive cubes (Set 1) within each age group.

To test whether age is related to the type of explanation that children gave, we used age
as predictor in a multinomial logistic regression. Age is a significant predictor for the type of
explanation given for Set 1, Ȥ (3) = 15.875, p = .001, but not for Set 2 and Set 3. To test
whether explanations for different sets were related, we used Set 1 explanations as a predictor
variable in a multinomial logistic regression. The type of explanations given for buoyancy of
Set 1 cubes predicted the type of explanation given for Set 2, Ȥ (3) = 14.786, p < .005. Also
explanations for buoyancy of Set 3 objects were significantly predicted by explanations given
for Set 1, Ȥ (3) = 9.520, p < .05.
Comparing predictions and explanations. Is there a relation between children’s
strategy use for predicting buoyancy and children’s explanations? To do this analysis we added
a most advanced type of explanation (i.e., the typical explanation) for Set 2: mentioning
material (wood and metal). For the scoring of Set 3 explanations, we added ‘relevant facts’ (i.e.,
the typical explanation) as the most advanced strategy. Each child has only one explanation
category per set. As children often had multiple explanations for one set of objects, the most
advanced explanation was assigned (in Table 2.5 from left to right). None of the children used
relevant facts in the context of Set 1 5.

5

Four children mentioned material in the context of Set 1, but were categorized as scientific (1), mass (2),
mass+vol (1). 22 children mentioned specific facts as one of the explanations for buoyancy of Set 2 objects, but
were categorized as scientific (1), mass+vol (1), vol (2), mass (13) and residual (5). 57 children named ‘material’
as one of the explanations for buoyancy of Set 3 objects, but were categorized as scientific (10), mass+vol (6),
mass (29) and residual (10).
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Table 2.6 shows the cross-tables of prediction strategies and explanations. To analyze
the relation between prediction strategy and type of explanation, for each set separately we used
age and strategy use as predictors in a multinomial stepwise logistic regression to predict the
type of explanation given. The contribution of age is significant for predicting explanations of
indistinctive cubes of Set 1 (Log Likelihood ratio: Ȥ (3) = 15.875, p = .001), older children
used more sophisticated explanations than younger children. For Set 1, the contribution of
children’s prediction strategy on top of age is not significant in predicting explanations.
Explanations of buoyancy of Set 2’s wooden and metal cubes are only marginally related to
age, Log Likelihood ratio: Ȥ (3) = 6.333, p = .097. For Set 3, both age and prediction strategy
were unrelated to explanations given.
Conclusion explanation phase. The most common explanation that children gave for
the buoyancy of cubes with an indistinctive appearance (Set 1) was based only on mass.
Mentioning both mass and volume did occur but mostly without integrating both dimensions.
In the context of wooden and metal cubes (Set 2) material is mentioned frequently. In the
context of exemplar floaters and sinkers (Set 3) children frequently mentioned specific facts. In
general, older children gave more advanced explanations, but large individual differences were
observed within age groups as well. There is no clear relationship between children’s
predictions and explanations beyond age.

Table 2.6
Percentages of children using types of explanations for each prediction strategy per set of
objects.
Strategy

Type of Explanation
fact
material

Strategy 1a
Strategy 1b
Strategy 1c
Sum Set 1
Strategy 2a
Strategy 2b
Sum Set 2
Strategy 3a
Strategy 3b
Sum Set 3

76 (81)
21 (7)
63 (88)
68 (82)
53 (10)
66 (92)

scientific
11 (5)
15 (7)
4 (2)
10 (14)

mass+vol
26 (12)
13 (6)
11 (5)
17 (23)

vol
2 (1)
0 (0)
4 (2)
2 (3)

mass
62 (29)
65 (30)
57 (26)
61 (85)

residual
0 (0)
7 (3)
24 (11)
10 (14)

sum
100 (47)
100 (46)
100 (46)
100 (139)

1 (1)
0 (0)
1 (1)

6 (6)
6 (2)
6 (8)

1 (1)
9 (3)
3 (4)

14 (15)
45 (15)
22 (30)

2 (2)
18 (6)
6 (8)

100 (106)
100 (33)
100 (139)

6 (7)
0 (0)
5 (7)

3 (4)
5 (1)
4 (5)

3 (3)
11 (2)
4 (5)

17 (20)
21 (4)
17 (24)

3 (4)
11 (2)
4 (6)

100 (120)
100 (19)
100 (139)

Note. The first column contains children’s strategies for Set 1 (upper part), Set 2 (middle part), and Set 3 (lower
part). In columns 2 to 8 seven types of explanations are listed (see text). Each cell contains the percentage (and
number) of children that gave a particular explanation.
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2.4 DISCUSSION
The aim of this paper was to reveal how children represented knowledge about buoyancy and
the conditions under which different types of representations might be triggered. The different
conditions tested are different types of objects appearing in a prediction task and an explanation
task: objects that have not (indistinct cubes, Set 1) or have some specific association with
floating or sinking due to their material appearance (wooden and metal cubes, Set 2) or their
object appearance (exemplar objects, such as, a boat and a pebble, Set 3).
2.4.1 Representations of Buoyancy (RQ-1)
Consistent with our first hypothesis, for most children, we found for Set 1 objects informationintegration representations. That is, when predicting buoyancy for Set 1 objects, most children
used a two-dimensional strategy integrating both mass and volume (67% distributed over two
systematic strategies versus 33% who made no systematic predictions). The latent class
regression model shows that the two systematic strategies were both biased in underestimating
mass for small sinkers and overestimating mass for large floaters (with density near 1.0). One
strategy was more biased than the other strategy. When explaining buoyancy for Set 1 objects
on the other hand, 63% of children used a one-dimensional strategy. Hence, as expected, the
results show inconsistency in solution strategies between predicting and explaining, which
indicates an information-integration-based instead of a rule-based knowledge representation of
conceptual knowledge applied in predicting buoyancy of indistinctive cubes.
The analysis of solution strategies for wooden and metal cubes (Set 2) lead to similar
conclusions. Part large part of all children (76%, N = 106) used a multi-dimensional solution
strategy for the prediction task, integrating mass and volume (and possibly in addition also
material; the detection of a separate material strategy might depend on the power of the
statistical analysis, Van der Maas & Straatemeier, 2008). The other detected solution strategy
(24% of the children) was not related to any cube characteristic. Surprisingly, 76% (N = 81) of
the children following a multi-dimensional solution strategy for predicting buoyancy of Set 2
objects, based their explanations on cube material, that is a perfect one-dimensional rule.
Hence, a fully accurate rule (cubes made of wood float, cubes made of metal sink) was
apparently known to many children, but was not relied on completely while making predictions.
Finally, for Set 3, the largest part of the children (86%) made highly accurate
predictions, also for the small sinkers (the pebble and the coin, .99 and 1 respectively). 82% of
these children mentioned relevant facts during the explanation task, which explains the high
accuracy of the predictions.
We conclude that for predicting buoyancy of cubes, children were triggered to use
multi-dimensional information-integration strategies. On the other hand, many children (Set 1
63%, Set 2 88%) based explanations on mass only or cube material, which could be considered
a rule-based representation. Following Dienes and Perner (1999), one can conclude that a
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considerable group of children (43%, Table 2.6) shows evidence for having both knowledge
that remains implicit in functional use and knowledge that is explicit, such that it is verbalizable.
This conclusion is supported by findings in the literature concerning science learning (Butts et
al., 1993; Hsin & Wu, 2011; Smith et al., 1985; Smith et al., 1997; Tenenbaum et al., 2004).
The evidence for the information-integrating representations of children’s conceptual
knowledge of a physical principle adds to the literature in two ways. First, the application of
latent regression models to the prediction data made it possible to pitch the information
integrating representation against the rule-based representation for the predictions, while at the
same time accounting for individual differences in solution strategies. This is unique for the
domain of buoyancy (see Hofman et al., 2015, for the domain of torque), and avoids the
matching of observed response patterns with expected response patterns, which is
methodologically problematic (Van der Maas & Straatemeier, 2008). The latent variable
modeling clearly showed that the information-integration representation was superior in
describing the prediction data. In addition, latent variable modeling made it possible to isolate
responses of children who responded around chance level. That is, among the children up to 7
years old a considerable group (33%, 24%, and 14% for the successive sets) did not make any
systematic predictions. Analysis in future studies should account for this group of children as
well.
Second, the current study used 3D objects that were handed over to the children, instead
of descriptions or drawings of objects (Hardy et al., 2006). 3D objects relate much more directly
to children’s informal experiences. Hence, one would expect a 3D task to be a more valid
measure of conceptual knowledge as it is developed in everyday experiences. A disadvantage
of testing with 3D objects might be that children (and adults) integrate weight and volume
automatically when perceiving weight and volume directly. It has been shown that in estimating
the mass of an object its volume might interfere, which is known as the size-weight illusion
(Dijker, 2014). Strikingly, the overestimation of the importance of weight, which children
showed in the prediction task, appeared to be in the opposite direction of the size-weight
illusion. That is, the latent regression model shows that children were not overestimating mass
for small objects, but were instead biased to predict floating for smaller, sinking cubes.
Moreover, children were not underestimating mass for large objects, but were biased to predict
sinking for larger floating cubes. Hence, the integration of information for predicting buoyancy
could not be explained by the size-weight illusion.
The revealed differences in knowledge representations between tasks and between types
of objects are potentially very interesting for an educational context. The current study suggests
that in order to trigger children’s knowledge representation based on the integration of mass
and volume, the presentation of cubes with different density, volume and mass, and with equal,
indistinctive appearance would be most effective. A buoyancy lesson with such objects would
result in an inconsistency between children’s predictions and explanations, which is an
interesting starting point for learning (Carey, 2000; Van Schijndel, Visser, Van Bers, &
Raijmakers, 2015).
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2.4.2 Development of Representations (RQ-2)
How do these solution strategies develop with age? First of all, results of the prediction task
show that the integration of information improved with age (see also Janke, 1995; Wilkening
& Anderson, 1982). That is, regardless that most of the older children are still explaining
buoyancy by a one-dimensional rule (mass or material), they integrated information more
accurately than younger children while making predictions.
Results of the explanation task show developmental change less clearly. Indeed, the
type of explanation for the buoyancy of indistinctive cubes changed with age, but this was
largely due to a decrease of the frequency of ‘other’ (i.e., irrelevant) explanations. Surprisingly,
the number of one-dimensional explanations was generally high and did not decrease with age.
Hence, we did not find evidence that developmental changes in explanations of buoyancy were
developing from one-dimensional to two-dimensional, compound rules (Siegler et al., 1981) or
scientific concepts (Schneider & Hardy, 2013). A reasonable explanation would be that
advanced insight in buoyancy only arises as a result of formal education, as was suggested by
Leuchter et al. (2014), and children in the Netherlands typically receive formal instruction about
buoyancy only in secondary school.
Explanations for the exemplar objects also do not show a clear, developmental pattern.
For the Exemplar objects, many children explained buoyancy by referring to specific relevant
facts, such as “pebbles are on the bottom of a river” (82% of the children who made highaccuracy predictions). The use of specific facts might agree best with Schneider and Hardy’s
(2013) everyday profile of conceptual knowledge of buoyancy, because it can coherently
explain a set of observations from everyday life although the possibility to generalize the
explanation is limited.
2.4.3 Limitations of this Study
In this study we compared results between different tasks, the prediction and the explanation
task, and between sets of objects, indistinctive cubes, material cubes, and exemplar objects. The
way we organized these conditions within participants might be reason to be cautious about
some results. First, in the prediction task each object was presented separately. In contrast,
during the explanation task for each set two baskets were presented filled with the objects sorted
by the child as floating and sinking. The reason for not asking explanations for each object
separately after predicting its buoyancy, is that self-explanations might affect representations
and therefore future predictions (Williams & Lombrozo, 2010). Moreover, in the explanations
task we intended to optimize the situation for children to mention mass and volume in
combination to each other by showing them that they categorized objects with different
characteristics together. Anyway, it appeared that despite this combined presentation, 56% of
the children did discuss multiple objects separately during the explanation task of Set 1. Hence,
we would expect that an explanation based on mass only would occur even more frequently in
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a different set up. It would be interesting to test in future research whether and how explanations
depend on the variation of objects shown at the same time.
Second, the order of presentation of the different sets was fixed, such that the number
of relevant object characteristics increased during the experiment. In this manner, we aimed at
triggering relevant object characteristics by the objects and not by the context (i.e., the earlier
presented objects). It would be interesting to test the stability of children’s explanations and
predictions by systematically manipulating the presentation sequence.
2.5 CONCLUSION
Analyzing predictions and explanations of children between 4 and 12 years old, separately for
different types of objects revealed new insights in children’s knowledge representations about
buoyancy of objects. As was expected from the perspective of categorization learning research,
multiple knowledge representations within and between individuals were found, depending on
task demands and types of objects to classify. In predicting buoyancy, children integrated mass
and volume when they did not have other object characteristics to rely on. Even when children
gave a correct explanation based on material, they relied on integrating mass and volume when
predicting buoyancy. For exemplar objects, children explained buoyancy largely by specific
facts. Clear development was shown for prediction strategies (but not for the explanations),
such that the way mass and volume were integrated improved with age (see also, Wilkening &
Anderson, 1982). Finally, a group of children (only present among 4- to 7-year-olds) was not
systematic in predicting buoyancy of objects, which should be accounted for in future studies.
2.6 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
2.6.1 Results
Children’s categorical responses (float, sink) of the prediction phase were modeled with latent
class regression models (Set 1 and Set 2) and latent class models (Set 3). To find the best fitting,
most parsimonious model exploratory, base models with increasing complexity were fit at the
data of each set separately (see methods section on analysis in the main article). Below, we
present the fit statistics of the models that were considered in the model selection process (Set
1: Supplementary Table S2.1; Set 2: Supplementary Table S2.2; Set 3: Supplementary Table
S2.3).
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Table S2.1
Fit statistics for Latent Class Regression Models for Set 1.
Model

#class

LogL

#par

AIC

BIC

1c- ȕmass + ȕvol

1

-607.72

3

1221.44

1236.45

2c- ȕmass + ȕvol

2

-536.74

5

1083.48

1108.49

3c- ȕmass + ȕvol

3

-518.46

11

1058.91

1113.95

2c- ȕmass + ȕvol & 1c- a

3

-520.64

9

1059.28

1104.31

2c- ȕmass + ȕvol & 1c- ȕmass

3

-518.87

10

1057.74

1107.77

2c- ȕmass + ȕvol & 1c- ȕvol

3

-520.1

10

1060.21

1110.24

2c- ȕmass + ȕvol & 1c- ȕcolor*

3

-504.28

12

1032.57

1092.60

Note. The models describe children’s prediction responses of the unfamiliar cubes (Set 1). LogL indicates log
likelihood; #par, number of estimated parameters; AIC, Aikaike’s Information Criterion; BIC, Bayesian
Information Criterion. Model 1c- ȕmass + ȕvol (2c- ȕmass + ȕvol, 3c- ȕmass + ȕvol) indicates a single- (two-,
three-) class base model with effects for log(mass) and log(edge length), in addition to an intercept. Model 2cȕmass + ȕvol & 1c- a (or & ȕmass, & ȕvol, & ȕcolor) consists of two classes with effects for log(mass) and
log(edge length) and one class with only an intercept (or an intercept + effects for log(mass), log(edge length),
cube color, respectively). Comparable 2-class models were less parsimonious than the presented 3-class models.
An asterisk (*) indicates the most parsimonious, best-fitting model.

Table S2.2
Fit statistics for Latent Class Regression Models for Set 2.
Model
1c- ȕmass + ȕvol

#class
1

LogL
-360.23

#par
3

AIC
726.45

BIC
740.62

2c- ȕmass + ȕvol

2

-322.45

7

658.89

691.95

3c- ȕmass + ȕvol

3

-316.63

11

655.26

707.21

1c- ȕmass + ȕvol & 1c- a*

2

-324.46

3

654.92

669.09

1c- ȕmass + ȕvol & 1c- ȕmass

2

-324.1

6

660.2

688.53

1c- ȕmass + ȕvol & 1c- ȕvol

2

-323.31

4

654.61

673.5

1c- ȕmass + ȕvol & 1c- ȕcolor

2

-323.72

6

659.43

687.77

1c- ȕcolor & 1c- a

2

-565.22

2

1134.42

1143.89

1c- ȕmass + ȕvol + ȕcolor & 1c- a

2

-321.70

4

651.41

670.30

Note. Fit statistics of the models describing children’s prediction responses of the wooden and metal cubes (Set
2). See Supplementary Table S2.1 for explanation of the symbols. Model 1c- ȕmass + ȕvol (2c- ȕmass + ȕvol, 3cȕmass + ȕvol) indicates a single-(two-, three-) class base model with effects for log(mass) and log(edge length),
in addition to an intercept. Model 2c- ȕmass + ȕvol & 1c- a (or & 1c - ȕmass, & 1c- ȕvol, & 1c- ȕcolor) consists
of two classes with effects for log(mass) and log(edge length) and one class with only an intercept (or an intercept
+ effects for log(mass), log(edge length), cube material, respectively). Model 1c- ȕcolor & 1c- a consists of one
class with an effect for cube material and one class with only an intercept. Model 1c- ȕmass + ȕvol + ȕcolor & 1ca consists of one class with an effect for mass, volume, and cube material and one class with only an intercept. An
asterisk (*) indicates the most parsimonious, best-fitting model.
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Table S2.3
Fit statistics for Latent Class Models for Set 3.
Model
1 class
2 class*
3 class
1 class-age

LogL
-275.13
-246.47
-243.99
-257.06

df
5
11
17
10

AIC
560.27
514.94
521.98
534.11

BIC
574.94
547.22
571.86
563.46

Note. The models describe children’s prediction responses of the familiar objects in Set 3. See Supplementary
Table S2.1 for explanation of the symbols. Model 1 class-age is a one-class latent class model in which the
accuracy of children’s responses for each object is regressed on age. An asterisk (*) indicates the most
parsimonious, best-fitting model.
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Families’ Manipulations and
Conversations at an Open-ended
Exhibit in a Science Museum:
Individual Characteristics
ª °¤¡ ªť±¡ª¡«¢¥ª¥©¨
Guidance Strategies

This chapter is based on: Franse, R.K., Van Schijndel, T.J.P., Plankman, T. I., & Raijmakers,
M.E.J. (2020). Families’ Manipulations and Conversations at an Open-ended Exhibit in a
6FLHQFH0XVHXP,QGLYLGXDO&KDUDFWHULVWLFVDQGWKH,QÀXHQFHRI0LQLPDO*XLGDQFH
Strategies. Manuscript under review.
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ABSTRACT
A frequently mentioned consequence of open-ended investigation, in formal and informal
science learning contexts, is that it reduces learning effectiveness. In a formal school context
verbal scaffolds have been shown to significantly contribute to the effectiveness of learning
through investigation. The current in-depth study examines the impact of verbal scaffolds and
individual characteristics on family learning at an open-ended museum exhibit. The families’
manipulations and conversations were observed at an object motion exhibit. Results show that
all families (N = 104), with and without guidance, investigated in a meaningful way by
performing control-of-variables strategy experiments, investigating a range of variables, and
formulating hypotheses and causal explanations. However, the results also show that the
process of learning scientific concepts could be improved. Minimal interventions of museum
educators positively affected the families’ learning process by reducing the number of
scientifically incorrect remarks. Interestingly, in addition to discussing the phenomenon,
especially the families with highly educated parents discussed the topic of reliability of their
experiments, which is an under-investigated aspect of learning through investigation. Only the
children’s cognitive abilities modestly impacted the families’ performance consistently, which
implies that not only the families with highly educated parents, but all participating families
experienced moments of high-quality open-ended investigation.
Key words: Family learning; Conversation; Museum educator; Control-of-variables strategy;
Visitor studies.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
Modern science museums are venues where both children and adults engage with different
aspects of science and technology in an informal way (National Research Council, 2009).
Aimed at offering visitors meaningful experiences, science museums are recognized as places
for learning (Barriault & Pearson, 2010), where visiting families have the intention and
expectation to learn ‘something’ (Falk & Storksdieck, 2010). Interactive exhibits, fostering
investigation (inquiry) of natural or physical phenomena, have always taken a central place in
science museums (Gutwill & Dancstep, 2017). Interactive exhibits encourage visitors to
discover and explore (McLean, 1993; Rennie & McClafferty, 1996), and elicit social interaction
between child and parent (Blud, 1990). Discovery exhibits (Hein, 1998) are interactive exhibits
that explain and offer scientific content leading the visitor to canonical correct scientific ideas
(Gutwill, 2008). More open-ended interactive exhibits invite visitors to design and conduct
experiments that might reveal scientific phenomena (e.g., the Investigate! exhibition, Museum
of Science, Boston). APE (Active Prolonged Engagement) exhibits in particular invite visitors
to do so (Humphrey & Gutwill, 2005). These exhibits have multiple options, give families the
opportunity to actively create experiments themselves, and therefore support the investigation
process.
From a constructivist point of view (Gopnik, 1996; Inhelder & Piaget, 1958), openended interactive exhibits offer families the opportunity to learn through investigation or to
actively construct knowledge by investigating their own questions. These exhibits bear
similarities to exhibits matching real-world phenomena (Gilbert & Stocklmayer, 2001).
Discovery exhibits, in contrast, tend to place visitors in a role of passive recipient of
information. These exhibits bear similarities to exhibits providing simple demonstrations of
phenomena (Gilbert & Stocklmayer, 2001). Educational effect studies (Alfieri, Brooks,
Aldrich, & Tenenbaum, 2011; Kirschner, Sweller, & Clark, 2006; Klahr & Nigam, 2004), show
that open-ended exploration activities often lead to prolonged investigation, but also to
situations in which learners experience difficulties with observing and interpreting
observations. One could argue that open-ended investigation occurs at the expense of quality,
and therefore hampers knowledge and skill acquisition (Gutwill, 2008). A similar, but opposite
example of this trade-off between visitors’ active involvement and learning is reported in
exhibit design. Aiming to develop exhibits that supported both the investigation processes and
the acquisition of scientific content, Gutwill (2008) studied visitors’ interaction with
counterintuitive exhibits. Gutwill concluded that observing an unexpected effect made visitors
curious, and motivated them to better understand how the phenomenon worked, but it did not
encourage them to engage in further investigation.
The above examples raise the question whether there are ways to achieve both goals at
open-ended exhibits. That is, preserving the open-ended character of an exhibit and therefore
leaving enough room for families’ own initiatives during an investigation and, at the same time,
offer sufficient support to make this investigation an opportunity for learning. In a formal school
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context, guidance has been shown to significantly contribute to the effectiveness of learning
through investigation (Alfieri et al., 2011; Dobber, Zwart, Tanis & Van Oers, 2017; Lazonder
& Harmsen, 2016). Through meta-analyses, Alfieri et al. demonstrated that guided inquiry
renders better learning outcomes than other forms of instruction, and Lazonder and Harmsen
added that guidance also positively impacts the actions learners perform and the quality of
products they create during inquiry. Dobber et al. used a systematic review to provide insight
in the specific guidance strategies K-12 teachers use, and distinguished strategies in terms of
their directions (from teacher to student) and perspectives of regulation (meta-cognitive,
conceptual and social regulation). For museums, research on the effectiveness of these guidance
strategies is informative. However, the informal context differs fundamentally from the formal
context. For example, learner autonomy and motivation, individual differences between
learners, of assessment, social context, learning goals, and learning materials are all different
(Callanan, Cervantes, & Loomis, 2011; Falk & Storksdieck, 2005; Hooper-Greenhill &
Moussouri, 2000). These differences can affect the suitability of a specific guidance strategy
(e.g., adapting interventions to the child’s prior knowledge) for the museum context. For
example, museum educators meet large amounts of new people every day, while teachers can
build on a long term relation with their students which makes it easier to assess the student’s
prior knowledge. Another aspect to take into account when considering implementing a
guidance strategy from the school context to the museum context: learning depends on context.
This means that it cannot simply be assumed that an effective guidance strategy in the formal
context also impacts learning in the informal context.
In this study, we investigate whether minimal guidance by museum educators can
positively contribute to families’ learning through investigation at an open-ended exhibit. This
way, we aim to generate knowledge on ways to achieve both goals, skill acquisition and concept
learning, at open-ended museum exhibits. Learning through investigating in a museum has
many facets. Hence, before discussing museum guidance strategies in more detail, we will first
introduce the theoretical perspective we have chosen in the current study, and discuss previous
literature on learning through investigation at interactive exhibits in a science museum.
3.1.1 Studying Learning through Investigation in Science Museums
In previous work on learning through investigation in a museum, two main perspectives have
been distinguished: the cognitive developmental perspective (Callanan & Valle 2008; Gopnik,
1996; Piaget, 1936; Wellman and Gelman, 1992), and the socio-cultural perspective
(Bronfenbrenner, 1977; Callanan, Castañeda, Luce, & Martin, 2017; Dritsas, Borun & Johnson,
1998; Rogoff, 2003; Vygotsky, 1978). Several studies take a dual perspective on learning, some
have a stronger emphasis on the individual child, while others are more focussed on family
learning (e.g., Benjamin, Haden, & Wilkerson, 2010; Gutwill & Allen, 2010). In this study we
also choose to combine these perspectives on learning. We aim to take into account both
learning in natural situations where all family members contribute to a shared learning situation,
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as well as that learning is also an individual effort whereby information from the same shared
learning situation can be perceived and processed differently. Additionally, the combined
perspective recognizes parents’ dual role as a facilitator of the child’s learning process and as a
learner along with their child.
Examples of how families’ learning through investigation is measured:
manipulations, conversation, and post-activity learning outcomes. To illustrate the
versatility of learning through investigation, we organize the literature by different types of
indicators: manipulation, conversation, and post-activity learning outcomes.
In an open-ended exhibit multiple variables can be manipulated to investigate a
phenomenon or principle (e.g., moving pictures, shadow size, bracing or gears). A first indicator
of learning through investigation is the extent to which visitors’ manipulations are informative,
i.e. the extent to which they provide relevant and reliable information that allows them to learn
about the phenomenon (e.g., Crowley et al., 2001a; Van Schijndel, Franse, & Raijmakers, 2010;
Willard et al., 2019). For example, Crowley et al. (2001a) investigated whether children
performed informative experiments at a zoetrope exhibit by spinning the zoetrope while looking
through a slot. Alternatively, in a similar study by Van Schijndel et al. (2010) high-quality,
possibly informative investigations by children were described as: “A child manipulates an
object in an active and attentive manner …. [and] … applies repetition and variation to his or
her actions” (p. 799). In contrast to measuring the manipulations of individual children, in other
studies families’ actions were quantified. Pattison et al. (2018), for example, investigated
families’ mathematical reasoning by coding their’ behaviors related to the exploration of
mathematical relationships and achievement of mathematical goals at different exhibits. Yet
another way to measure families’ behavior, besides observing in situ, is by assessing if the
created product reflects understanding of a phenomenon or principle. For example, in a learning
by design activity, Benjamin et al., (2010) quantified the number of materials used and the
triangles and struts created, as a reflection of families’ understanding of the engineering
principle of bracing.
A second indicator of learning through investigation is the verbal interaction between
family members. Different aspects of families’ conversations have been studied. A first aspect
is the reasoning content, quantified as naming properties of the scientific phenomenon at hand
(e.g., Leinhardt, Crowley, & Knutson, 2002; Palmquist & Crowley, 2007; Pattison et al., 2018)
or sources of content (e.g., Tunnicliffe, 2000; Zimmerman, Reeves, & Bell, 2010). For example,
Zimmerman et al., focussing on family learning, investigated the types of epistemic resources
(e.g., own knowledge or observations of scientific phenomena) families used during
investigation in a museum context. A second aspect concerns the reasoning skills, quantified as
elements of scientific reasoning, such as formulating hypotheses or interpreting results (Gutwill
& Allen, 2010, Kisiel, Rowe, Vartabedian, & Kopszak, 2012), or types of explanations, such
as describing evidence or giving explanations (Callanan & Jipson, 2001; Crowley et al., 2001a;
Szechter & Carey, 2009; Van Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016). For example, Szechter and Carey,
focussing on learning of the individual child, investigated families’ explanations while they
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visited an observatory exhibition: the researchers coded six different kinds of explanatory talk
for child and parent separately, such as describing evidence and giving explanations. A second
example is the study of Gutwill and Allen in which families’ reasoning was investigated in
terms of the two key scientific reasoning skills: Proposing Actions (PA) and Interpreting
Results (IR). PA involved asking questions or making plans at the beginning of an investigation,
and IR involved making observations, interpretations, or explanations during or after an
investigation. The most informative way of analysing conversations strongly depends on the
type of exhibit being discussed.
A third indicator of learning through investigation is post-activity learning outcomes
(i.e., what someone remembered, learned or understood), which can be considered the
traditional way of measuring learning. In the museum context, these outcomes have been
measured by assessing families’ knowledge on the function of an exhibit (e.g., procedural or
conceptual; Fender & Crowley, 2007), conceptual knowledge (Van Schijndel & Raijmakers,
2016), or content-related talk (Haden et al., 2014). For example, Van Schijndel and Raijmakers
used a pretest-posttest design to study preschoolers’ change in conceptual knowledge on
shadow size as a result of the guided visit to a shadow exhibition. In contrast to Van Schijndel
and Raijmakers, Haden et al, focused on family learning, investigated post-activity learning
outcomes: the researchers assessed the families’ content-related talk after exploring a building
construction exhibit.
In the current study, for the assessment of learning through investigation we focus on a)
the extent to which the family's manipulations are informative and b) the reasoning content and
reasoning skills as evidenced by the family's conversation. The latter approach is based upon
the socio-cultural theoretical perspective, as we perform in-situ assessments of families’
investigations taking the family as a unit of analysis.
Insights in Learning through Investigation in Science Museums. The research in the
museum context described above has rendered various insights into families’ in situ learning
during investigation. It has shown that family talk and exploratory behavior are correlated
(Crowley et al., 2001a) and that families with trained verbal inquiry-skills (e.g., proposing
actions, interpreting results) investigate longer and deeper, and families’ investigations are
more aligned with each other (Gutwill and Allen; 2010). Research into family talk also showed
that parents keep the conversation going and parent-child dyads, compared to children with
their peers, significantly more often describe evidence or give explanations (Crowley et al.,
2001a). Research has shown more positive effects of parents’ presence: children spend more
time investigating and the quality of children’s investigation improves (Crowley et al., 2001a),
especially through parents’ manipulations (Willard et al., 2019) and explanations (Van
Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016). Additionally, research showed that parents’ explanations
during investigation improved children’s conceptual understanding (Fender & Crowley, 2007)
and investigation strategies (Van Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016). Research into exhibit design
and families’ learning through investigation showed that the quality of children’s investigation
differs between exhibits (Van Schijndel et al., 2010): at exhibits that invite families to design
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and conduct experiments (APE-exhibits) children more often describe evidence and give
directions (Szechter and Carey; 2009). Guidance by museum educators can offer families
additional opportunities to learn through investigation (Pattison et al., 2018).
Research into the epistemic resources that families use during investigation showed that
families often use their own observations of scientific phenomena and their own knowledge
(Zimmerman et al., 2010). It was found that children’s pre-knowledge enhances the richness of
families’ content related talk (Haden et al., 2014) and that families’ pre-knowledge enhances
the quality of their investigations (Benjamin et al., 2010; Franse, Van Schijndel, & Raijmakers,
2020). Previous research has demonstrated that not only prior knowledge, but also other
individual characteristics affect families’ investigations, such as gender (Benjamin et al., 2010;
Crowley, Callanan, Tenenbaum, & Allen, 2001b; Luce, Callanan, & Smilovic, 2013), science
interest (Szechter & Carey, 2009; Tare, French, Frazier, Diamond & Evans, 2011) and age
(Geerdts, Van De Walle & LoBue, 2015; Marcus, Haden, & Uttal, 2018). In the current study,
to examine in a detailed manner factors contributing to families’ investigation, we include
several parent and child characteristics. This approach is based upon the cognitive
developmental theoretical perspective, as we assess individual characteristics.
3.1.2 Guidance by Museum Educators
Museum educators (also named explainers, facilitators, Uyen Tran & King, 2007) have to deal
with a large heterogeneous group of people they hardly know, and with a museum offer that is
very diverse in content and degree of open-endedness. Visitors differ from one another not only
in age, prior knowledge, and interests, but also in their agendas. To contribute positively to
visitors’ experiences, museum educators must be sensitive to the needs of visitors, which in
some cases might mean that the best strategy is to not interfere (National Research Council,
2009). Autonomy plays an important role in the motivation to learn (Ames, 1992; Linnenbrink,
2007; Pekrun & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2010; Ryan & Deci, 2000), in particular in an informal
context (e.g., Barton & Tan, 2010, Falk & Dierking, 2000). Adults within a family group often
take on a gatekeeper role, indicating whether the family needs guidance (Pattison & Dierking,
2012, 2013).
Although science museums are set up in such a way that visitors can find their own way,
museum educators do play an important role in supporting visitor learning (Bevan &
Xanthoudaki, 2008; Hein, 1998; Hooper-Greenhill, 2007; National Research Council, 2009).
Given this important role, it is remarkable how little research has been published on museum
educator guidance strategies for stimulating families’ investigation during unstructured
museum visits (Falk 2004; Uyen Tran & King, 2007; Pattison et al., 2017; cf., Ash, 2004b;
Piqueras & Achiam, 2019). In particular, little quantitative research on the effectiveness of
museum educator guidance strategies has been published (Pattison et al., 2018).
Pattison et al. (2017, 2018) studied, with a design-based research approach, how expert
educators facilitated families’ learning at interactive math exhibits. A responsive (i.e., observe,
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support, reflect) facilitation model (REVEAL) was developed by the researchers, to flexibly
apply different facilitation strategies dependent on families’ individual characteristics and
behavior. Pattison et al. (2018) found that facilitation has a positive impact on families’
engagement time, mathematical reasoning, and satisfaction. As the findings relate to math,
further research is needed to determine if the facilitation model and strategies are also effective
in other exhibits and contexts.
Also insights into parental guidance strategies in the museum context may provide
inspiration for the further development of educators' guidance strategies. Based on earlier
research of parent-child interactions during every day scientific thinking (e.g., Callanan &
Jipson, 2001; Crowley et al 2001a; Fender & Crowley 2007), Van Schijndel & Raijmakers
(2016) analyzed parents’ guidance strategies when visiting a shadow exhibition together with
their preschooler. Especially describing evidence (e.g., talk about exhibit features or
observations), was shown to be positively related to the level of children’s exploratory behavior.
Follow-up research with experimental design is needed to be able to make causal claims about
the relation between describing evidence and exploration. A second relevant question is
whether this guidance strategy can be generalized to museum educators who guide
heterogeneous family groups during an unstructured museum visit.
3.1.3 Present Study
Research questions. The present study examines the conditions that contribute to families’
learning through investigation at an open-ended exhibit. We present an in-depth study about
families’ situated learning with and without guidance that addresses three research questions:
Ɣ What is the quality of families’ learning through investigation at an open-ended exhibit in
terms of manipulations and conversations? (RQ-1)
Ɣ Do individual characteristics (i.e. family members’ individual cognitive abilities and
science engagement, and parents’ beliefs about how children learn) relate to the quality of
families’ learning through investigation? (RQ-2)
Ɣ Do minimal forms of guidance by museum educators increase the quality of families’
learning through investigation? (RQ-3a). And are both guidance by Giving Explanations
and by Describing Evidence more effective than without guidance? (RQ-3b).
Operationalization. We used a randomized controlled trial with three conditions: one
control condition without guidance and two experimental conditions in which families were
guided by a museum educator. Keeping in mind the goals of facilitating open-ended
investigation and offering opportunities for learning, we chose as guidance strategies: 1) the
educator describes evidence, as a co-investigator would do (Szechter & Carey, 2009), and 2)
the educator gives explanations, as an expert would do. Compared to other strategies (e.g.,
asking questions), describing evidence can be classified as less-invasive, since families do not
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need to respond to the educator’s guidance. Giving explanations, on the other hand, is a strategy
that educators typically use (e.g., Pattison et al., 2017). By explaining, the educator takes on a
knowledgeable role, and consequently positions the visitor in the passive role of information
receiver, which might evoke feelings of incompetence (Gutwill, 2008). On the other hand,
explaining provides the visitor with scientifically sound information.
At the open-ended exhibit that was selected for the present study, visitors could compare
the acceleration of two cylinders rolling from an inclined plane. By investigating, families could
find out which physical properties do (i.e., mass distribution), and which do not (i.e., mass and
size) predict acceleration differences. Many people, including adults, hold the misconception
that an object’s acceleration can be explained by mass (Galili, 2001; Hast & Howe, 2012;
Inhelder & Piaget, 1958). At the exhibit, Control of Variables Strategy experiments (CVS;
Klahr & Nigam, 2004) could be performed by comparing the acceleration of two cylinders that
differed in one physical property, but were otherwise equal. The inclined plane was surrounded
by text panels explaining the scientific method, and exposing questions about reliable
investigation. The exhibit as a whole provided two lines of investigation that families could
pursue: the specific experiment (Rolling cylinders), and the more general line of investigation
of ‘how investigation works’ (Reliable outcomes).
Family teams of one parent and two children between eight and twelve participated in
the study. This age range was chosen because: 1) 8- to 12-year-olds can already verbally express
themselves about investigation-related topics, and 2) the development of 8- to 12-year-olds’
ability to align observed evidence with prior conceptions is debated in the literature (e.g., Chinn
& Malhotra, 2002a).
Learning through investigation was measured by observing families’ manipulation and
their reasoning as becomes evident in their conversation during investigation. As in the formal
inquiry-based learning literature, the use of CVS is often applied as a measure for the quality
of investigation (Klahr & Nigam, 2004).We measured families’ manipulation during
investigation by: 1) the proportion of CVS experiments (pEcvs), and 2) the frequency of the
three physical properties (mass, size, mass distribution) tested by CVS experiments. Reasoning
was measured in two ways. First, the reasoning skills were assessed using an adapted version
of Gutwill and Allen’s (2010) Proposing Actions (PA) and Interpreting Results (IR) distinction.
Secondly, the reasoning content of the conversations during investigation was assessed by
noting the frequency of scientifically correct and incorrect remarks about the three physical
properties in PA and IR (PA-Mc, IR-Si, et cetera). People’s conceptual understanding of
scientifically sound concepts of natural phenomena is a slow process. Although museum
experiences with for example counterintuitive exhibits can contribute to this learning process
(Strike & Posner, 1992), conceptual change is difficult to achieve and does not tend to be
completed until students’ high school years (Carey, 2000). It is therefore not likely to happen
as a result of a single science museum visit. Nevertheless, people might start using new concepts
when talking about phenomena, which does not necessarily imply that a coherent, scientifically
sound concept was acquired (Straatemeier, Van der Maas, & Jansen, 2008; Van Schijndel, Van
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Es, Franse, Van Bers, & Raijmakers, 2018b). We disregard the educator input during guidance;
rephrasing the educator’s comments is considered a relevant learning experience.
To answer the second research question, several individual characteristics of the
participating family members were assessed. Executive and cognitive functioning is important
for learning (Kirschner et al., 2006), but can be challenging when learning through investigation
takes place in a museum environment (e.g., museum fatigue, Allen, 2004). Therefore, the
children’s working memory, as an executive function (Diamond, 2013), and verbal and
perceptual reasoning skills, as indicators of cognitive abilities, were measured. For parents,
their highest education level was noted. In addition, interest and intrinsic motivation are
important preconditions for learning (Vansteenkiste, Simons, Lens, Sheldon & Deci, 2004).
Therefore, the children’s science enjoyment, and the parents’ interest in science were measured.
Lastly, adults’ epistemic beliefs with respect to learning were assessed as an indication of the
extent to which parents value self-discovery in children’s learning (Ricco & Rodriguez, 2006).
3.2 METHOD
3.2.1 Participants
112 Families visiting NEMO Science Museum in Amsterdam participated in the study. Eight
families were excluded from the analyses due to technical problems (3), self-reported ADHD
and autism (1), withdrawing from the study (1), not returning informed consent (1), and being
classified as outliers (2). The final sample comprised of 104 families consisting of one adult (P,
Mage = 43.92 years, SD = 5.44; 59 males, 45 females) and two children (Mage = 10.16 years, SD
= 1.53; 101 boys, 107 girls). We distinguished the oldest (CO, M = 11.09, SD = 1.24, 45 boys,
59 girls) and youngest children (CY, M = 9.23, SD = 1.21, 56 boys, 48 girls) in the analyses. In
most families (80%), the adult was the parent or caretaker of both children. Some parent-child
dyads were accompanied by the child’s friend (19%), and some children were accompanied by
a relative (1%). See 3.1 for more individual characteristics.
3.2.2 Procedure and Study Design
The study was conducted during weekend-days from April to July 2016. Most families (88%)
were recruited in the museum, a smaller part (12%) registered before their visit via the
museum’s website. During museum recruitment, visitors with children (8-12 year-olds) were
approached and asked to participate in a scientific study in which they would play at an exhibit
while video recordings were made. The criteria for approaching families were their language
and group composition. All potentially matching families were asked to participate. Visitors
mentioned as the main reason for not participating having alternative plans for their visit. If
families agreed to participate, they were welcomed in a research room where they completed
written consent forms. Subsequently, the participants each received a small bluetooth
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microphone and then were invited to play eight minutes at the exhibit 6. Families were assigned
to a control or guidance condition group without being aware that the study included other
conditions. To control for day of the week and time of day, time slots were assigned to
experimental conditions at the start of the day. Recruiters were partially aware of the conditions
(in approximately 30% of the cases), but had to approach all families meeting the language and
composition criteria. The experimental session consisted of three parts: an introduction,
investigating at the exhibit, and a posttest. The total procedure took about half an hour.
Exhibit. The open-ended exhibit provided two lines of investigation that families could
pursue: a specific experiment, whereby families could investigate which physical properties
can (i.e., mass distribution) and cannot (i.e., mass and size) predict acceleration differences
(Rolling cylinders). And a more general ‘how investigation works’ line of investigation,
whereby families could examine, by investigating and reading exhibit labels, which
preconditions (i.e., equal comparisons, repeated measurements) are important for scientific
investigation (Reliable outcomes). The exhibit consisted of an inclined plane, and four cylinders
that differed in mass, size, and mass distribution (see Figure 1). The exhibit was designed to
compare two cylinders per experiment. When doing so, families could perform six different
experiments: three CVS (Chen & Klahr, 1999; Van Schijndel, Visser, van Bers, & Raijmakers,
2015) and three non-CVS experiments, in which the cylinders differed in two physical
properties (e.g., mass and size, cylinder B and D). Families were free to choose how to approach
their investigation (e.g., the combinations and amounts of cylinders, how often to repeat or vary
an experiment). The exhibit included a balance scale to compare cylinder mass, and was
surrounded by exhibit labels and visuals introducing the empirical cycle (i.e., Investigate,
Hypothesize, Experiment, Results, and Conclude).
Guidance. Families were assigned to one of three conditions. In the two experimental
conditions, families were accompanied by a museum educator applying either the Describing
Evidence or Giving Explanations guidance strategy. In the Describing Evidence condition (ED,
N = 25) the educators named relevant task aspects and observations (e.g., “the cylinders have
the same size, but different weight”), the results of experiments (e.g., “the cylinders arrived at
the same time”), or relevant preconditions of investigation (e.g., “the two levers have not been
pulled at the same time”). In the Giving Explanations condition (EX, N = 27) the educators
explained the causal relationship between the cylinders’ properties and acceleration (e.g.,
"weight does not affect speed, how the weight is distributed does."), and the preconditions to
investigate in a scientific way (e.g., "to be able to compare which one goes faster, the two
cylinders should start at the same time."). In the Control condition (C, N = 52) families were
not accompanied by a museum educator.
6

We were primarily interested in the quality of the visitors' investigation, in relation to the individuals'
characteristics. Engagement time is very sensitive to a research setting (in comparison to a completely free setting;
Bamberger & Tal, 2007; Falk, Koke, Price, & Pattison, 2018). Hence, we were not convinced that engagement
time in our setting (the constraints that go together with recording video) would be a measure with strong external
validity. Therefore, we decided that the quality of investigation was best compared with (approximately) equallength, that is, constant, engagement times.
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Museum educators instead of researchers performed the test-leader roles, contributing
to the ecological validity of the study. Two educators were trained by a researcher (first author),
which included video-analysis of families engaging at the exhibit, and the practicing of different
guidance strategies at the exhibit. The museum educators and conditions were counterbalanced.
Fidelity to the guidance approach was assessed by testing the effect of museum educators for
all dependent measures. No significant effects were found. The guidance strategies were
derived from the literature (see Introduction), and subsequently adapted to the specific exhibit
by the researchers. This resulted in an extensive manual with lists of literal examples of exhibitrelated utterances per guidance strategy (see Table 3.1). The process ensured educators had
several, relevant intervention phrases at their disposal, and the video-analysis was aimed at
training them in the flexible application of the intervention.

Cylinder Property
Mass (in kg)
Size (diameter in cm)
Mass Distribution

A
1
8
compact

B
2
8
compact

C
1
8
hollow

D
1
12
compact

Figure 3.1. On top: a family playing at the exhibit in the study. Below: The four cylinders available at the
exhibit. By rolling down cylinders from an inclined plane, families could find out which physical properties do
(i.e., mass distribution) and do not (i.e., mass and size) predict acceleration differences. The exhibit was designed
to compare two cylinders per experiment. When doing so, families could perform six different experiments: three
control of variables (CVS) experiments and three non-CVS experiments, in which the cylinders differed in two
physical properties (e.g., mass and size, cylinder B and D). If bold then a property deviates from the standard
cylinder (cylinder A).
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Table 3.1
Examples of exhibit-related utterances for the Describing evidence and Giving
explanation guidance strategies.
Describing evidence
Rolling
cylinders

Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ

Reliable
outcomes

Ɣ
Ɣ
Ɣ

Giving explanations

Ɣ
The ‘rollers’ are the same weight,
but not the same size.
The cylinders differ both in size
Ɣ
and weight.
They are the same weight, but the
weight is distributed differently. On
one ‘roller’ all the weight is on the Ɣ
outside, on the other it is equally
distributed.

How fast a ‘roller’ is down (consequence) only
depends on how the weight is distributed (cause),
the weight itself does not matter.
A cylinder with all the weight on the outside
(cause) rolls much slower (consequence) than a
cylinder with the weight evenly distributed.
The size of a cylinder (cause) has no influence on
how fast the ‘roller’ is down (consequence).

Ɣ

Inaccurate investigation can result in different
results, therefore it is good to repeat an
experiment a number of times.
In order to be able to compare the cylinders in a
fair way, the levers have to be pulled down at the
same time

The levers were not pulled at the
same time.
The ‘rollers’ arrived at the same
time.
I saw that this cylinder rolled a bit
oblique, the other one rolled down
in a straight line.

Ɣ

Note. Examples of exhibit-related utterances that were used to train museum educators. Examples are given for
both lines of investigation (Rolling cylinders and Reliable outcomes) and both guidance strategies (Describing
Evidence and Giving Explanations).

3.2.3 Materials
Posttest. Fifteen individual characteristics were measured through individual questionnaires
(adult and children) and tasks (children). This resulted in 16 variables (see Table 3.2): six
describing the parents (i.e., gender, age, science interest, two educational levels, and beliefs
about learning), and five for each of the two children (i.e., gender, age, science enjoyment,
reasoning, and working memory).
Background questions (adult). The adult questionnaire included questions about the
adult’s gender and age, and the gender and age of both children. The adults’ Interest in Science
was assessed by three 4-point Likert-scale questions (Į=.54), relating to the frequency (e.g.,
0=never to 3=weekly) with which participants read science-related newspaper articles, listened
to or watched science shows on radio and television, and visited science museums. Interest in
Science sum scores (range 0-9) are used in analyses. The adults were asked about their
educational level (Up to Bachelor’s degree (L), Bachelor’s degree (B), Graduate degree (G))
and this level is used in analyses in two nominal variables (L and B versus G).
How children learn inventory (adult). The adults’ beliefs about learning (i.e., learning
as active or passive process) was assessed using a 16-statement questionnaire (How Children
Learn Inventory; Ricco & Rodriquez, 2006). The adults rated their agreement with the
statements on a 5-point-Likert scale (1=strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree). An example
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statement is: “When it comes to math and science, children learn by doing, i.e., through handson experience and by trying out ideas”. The measure was translated from English into Dutch.
Factor analysis resulted in a factor referring to the belief that learning is an active process (LBA; Į .64, statements 5, 7, 9 and 15), describing a child who learns by experimenting, reasoning
and drawing conclusions, 'trial and error', gaining success experiences, and receiving positive
adult feedback (Ricco & Rodriquez, 2006; see also 3.7 Supplementary Material). Sum-scores
are used in further analyses.
Science enjoyment (children). The children’s questionnaire (Į=.63, 7 items) consisted
of the Science Enjoyment subscale of the Dutch science and technology attitude instrument for
primary school pupils (Walma van der Molen, Wiegerinck, & Rohaan, 2007). The children
rated their agreement with statements on a 4-point-Likert scale (1= strongly disagree to 4=
strongly agree). An example question is: “I like to learn more about science”. Average scores
of the Science Enjoyment subscale are used in further analyses.
Reasoning and working memory (children). The children performed three subtasks of
the Dutch version of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (third edition; Kort et al.,
2005). Assuming that high quality exploration and conversation is related to cognitive skills
and executive functioning (Kirschner et al., 2006), the children’s verbal reasoning (Similarities
subtest), perceptual reasoning (Block Design subtest), and working memory (Digit Span
Backwards subtest) were tested in the present study. A summed standardized raw score for
Reasoning (IQ-R = Zscore Similarities and Zscore Block Design), and a standardized raw score
for Working Memory (IQ-WM = Zscore Digit Span Backwards) are used in further analyses.
Coding approach. During the investigation, the families’ manipulation and
conversation were recorded on video and audio: two cameras were situated at the exhibit, and
all family members (i.e., P, CO and CY) wore wireless microphones. Scoring was based on
transcripts of the recordings (in CLAN: MacWhinney & Snow, 1990). Transcripts were first
broken down into segments of experiments, whereby an experiment was defined as starting
when the cylinders were released and ending when the cylinders hit the bottom edge of the
exhibit (see also Figure 1). Each experiment was scored as CVS (1) or not (0) with the
manipulation coding instrument, and each conversation between two experiments (referred to
as ‘speech segment’) was scored as high-level proposing actions (PA=1) or not (PA=0), and as
high-level interpreting results (IR=1) or not (IR=0) using the reasoning skills coding
instrument. Subsequently, the content of PA and IR was scored using the reasoning content
coding instrument. The three coding instruments are further explained below. Inter-rater
reliabilities were calculated for the assigned level of PA and IR for each conversation section
between two experiments.
Manipulation. The total amount of performed experiments and CVS experiments were
determined, and the proportion of CVS experiments (pECVS) was used in the analyses as a
measure for the quality of manipulation (see also 2.2.1).
Reasoning: Skills. The quality of reasoning skills were scored by determining the
number of experiments in which high-level proposing actions (PA) and high-level interpreting
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results (IR) were made. PA and IR (Gutwill & Allen, 2010) are questions, remarks or short
conversations made by one or more family members at the beginning or end of an experiment
(see also 2.3.2). In the current study, PA include hypotheses (e.g., ”Which cylinder will arrive
first?”, “Uhm, this one?”, “Yeah, I think so too, the heaviest one will run fastest.”), or justified
actions (e.g., “Wait, we have to start at the same time, otherwise we can’t compare them!”),
and IR include causal explanations of the observed result (e.g., ”Ay, mine slowed …”, “…
because it bumped into the edge”); see the Supplementary Material (3.7.1 Materials) for the
scoring rules. Proportions of experiments preceded by PA (pPA) and proportions of
experiments followed by IR (pIR) were used in regression analyses. Inter-observer reliability
was found to be ’substantial’ (Landis & Koch, 1977): percentage agreement = 82, and kappa =
0.61 (p < 0.001), 95% CI (0.497, 0.722).
Reasoning: Content. The quality of reasoning content was scored by classifying each
PA and IR with a seven-subscale coding instrument. Five subscales were linked to the Rolling
cylinders line of investigation of the exhibit, distinguishing scientifically correct (c) and
incorrect (i) remarks about causal relations (i.e., PAs and IRs) between acceleration and
cylinder properties mass (M), size (S) and mass distribution (D): subscale 1 – Distribution of
mass matters for acceleration (PA-Dc, IR-Dc), subscale 2 – Mass does not matter for
acceleration (PA-Mc, IR-Mc), subscale 3 – Mass matters for acceleration (PA-Mi, IR-Mi),
subscale 4 – Size matters for acceleration (PA-Si, IR-Si), subscale 5 – Other (PA-X, IR-X). Two
remaining subscales were linked to the Reliable outcomes line of investigation of the exhibit:
subscale 7 – equal rolling preconditions are important for scientific reasoning (PA-F, IR-F) and
subscale 8 – equal inclined planes are important to compare acceleration (PA-I, IR-I). The
coding resulted in ten Rolling cylinders, and four Reliable outcomes variables. However, factor
analyses (see 2.3.3) showed that the latter four reasoning content variables could be reduced.
Therefore, in analyses sum scores of the equal rolling precondition variables PA-F and IR-F
(PAIR-F), and sum scores of the equal inclined plane variables PA-I and IR-I (PAIR-I) were
used. To conclude, 12 dependent variables were used in the analyses to describe the content of
families’ reasoning. Inter-observer reliability was found to be ‘substantial’ (Landis & Koch,
1977): percentage agreement = 87, and kappa = 0.80 (p < 0.001), 95% CI (0.735, 0.850).
Analysis approach. To study the families’ investigation (RQ-1), and the factors that
might impact investigation quality, i.e., individual characteristics (RQ-2) and guiding style
(RQ-3), we chose a quantitative analysis approach. For the first research question, factor
analyses were performed to determine the dependent variables that were at the core of
describing the families’ investigations (see 3.7 Supplementary Material). For the resulting 15
dependent variables (one manipulation, two reasoning skills, and twelve reasoning content)
descriptions of the non-guided control condition were calculated. For the second question, 15
backward regression analyses (starting with a full model and removing predictor variables until
the decrease of explained variance became significant) were performed, each with 16 variables
(i.e., six parent, five oldest child, and five youngest child independent variables), to find out in
what way the individual characteristics affected the quality of manipulation and conversation
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(model 1, with an a priori power of .75, medium effect size, alfa = .05). For the last question,
for all models 1, a follow-up regression analysis was performed. Optimal model 1 was extended
with guiding style (ED and EX versus C). Change statistics of model 2 to model 1 were
calculated to examine if guiding style significantly explained more variance than individual
characteristics alone. As a robustness check, we checked the full regression models (with all
co-variates entered) to test the robustness of the resulting models 1. The resulting covariates
that are significant under bonferroni correction in the backward regression models are all
significant in the full regression models. Data points in age, working memory (IQ-WM), or
science enjoyment were missing for participants of seven families. Therefore, multiple
regression analyses were performed with 97 instead of 104 families.
3.3 RESULTS
3.3.1 Descriptions of Families’ Individual Characteristics
Nine of fifteen individual characteristics of the families (n=104) are described below (see also
Table 3.2), gender and age are described in 2.1 Participants.
Science enjoyment and interest. Notable, but to be expected in a science museum, is
that the children were highly engaged in science (oldest: M = 3.31, SD = 0.39, and youngest: M
= 3.32, SD = 0.45). The children demonstrated higher science enjoyment (Sc.Enj.; M = 3.31,
SD=.42) than average primary school pupils (M = 2.69; Walma van der Molen et al., 2007),
t(199) = 20.89, p < .001. The adults were also interested in science, but not excessively (Sc.Int.;
M = 4.22, SD = 2.09). Half of the parents reported reading the newspaper science supplement
weekly to monthly. Over half of the parents visited science or natural history museums halfyearly to annually, and listened to or watched science programs on radio or television weekly
to monthly.
Beliefs about learning: Learning is an active process (LB-A). On average, the adults
agreed (sum score 16) to strongly agreed (sum score 20) with the belief that learning is an active
process (LB-A; M = 17.38, SD = 2.13). This view is in line with the museum’s hands-on
approach, and the set-up of the current study’s exhibit.
Educational level. The parents’ educational level (72% Bachelor or Graduate, 28% Up
to bachelor) was higher than the average level of 35-55 year olds in the Netherlands (41%
Bachelor or Graduate, 57% Up to bachelor, 2% unknown; Statistics Netherlands, 2016,
StatLine), t(103) = 7.04, p < .001.
Reasoning and working memory. The children’s verbal reasoning, assessed by the
Similarities subtask (Norm score M = 11.43, SD = 2.93), was above the Dutch average (M =
10), t(207) = 7.02, p < . 001. The children’s perceptual reasoning, assessed by the Block Design
subtask (Norm score M = 11.11, SD = 3.19), was also above the Dutch average (M = 10), t(207)
= 5.00, p < .001. The children’s working memory, assessed by the Digit Span backwards
subtask (Norm score M = 9.41, SD = 4.17), was lower than the Dutch average (M = 10), t(205)
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= -2.03, p < .05). Note that in the analyses instead of norm scores, summed standardized raw
scores for reasoning (IQ-R), and standardized raw scores for working memory (IQ-WM) were
used. As expected, both reasoning capacity (IQ-R) and working memory (IQ-WM) were higher
for the oldest children compared to the youngest children, t(206) = 6.63, p < .001 and t(203) =
2.93, p < .005 respectively (Huizinga, Dolan, & van der Molen, 2006, Waber et al., 2007).
Distribution of individual characteristics. To confirm equal distribution of the
individual characteristics across the guiding style conditions, MANOVAs (ratio variables) and
Chi Square analyses (nominal variables) were conducted for all 16 variables. This showed that
only the children’s working memory (IQ-WM) differed between conditions (F(2, 102) = 4.54,
p < .05, F(2, 102) = 3.10, p < .05). Both the oldest (M = 5.35, SD = 1.74) and youngest children
(M = 4.71, SD = 1.51) in the control condition (i.e., without guidance) had significantly higher
IQ-WM than the oldest (M=6.60, SD=1.92) and youngest children (M = 5.72, SD = 1.46) in the
Evidence Description condition (pTukey HSD =.009, pTukey HSD =.038). No differences between
conditions were found for the other individual characteristics.
Summary: Profile of participating families. The participants in the study were
families of two children and one adult. On average, the oldest and youngest children differed
two years in age and enjoyed science. Both the oldest and youngest children scored above
average on the reasoning tasks, but scored under the Dutch standard on the working memory
task. This is remarkable because reasoning and working memory normally correlate positively.
We therefore interpret the results on the Digit Span backwards task with care. The adult had
relatively more education than average and was moderately interested in science. On average,
the adults saw their child’s learning as an active process.
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Age
Science enjoyment
Digit Span Backwards
Similarities
Block Design

Age
Science enjoyment
Digit Span Backwards
Similarities
Block Design
Youngest Child (CY)
Gender

Oldest Child (CO)
Gender

Working memory
Reasoning
Reasoning

Male
Female

Working memory
Reasoning
Reasoning

Male
Female

Up to Bachelor (L)
Bachelor (B)
Graduate (G)

Male
Female

45 (43)
59 (57)
11.09 (1.24)
3.31† (0.39)
5.74† (1.76)
18.08 (4.44)
49.61 (11.09)
56 (54)
48 (46)
9.23 (1.21)
3.32† (0.45)
5.03† (1.70)
13.62 (4.26)
42.48 (12.07)

N (%)
N (%)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)

59 (57)
45 (43)
43.92† (5.44)
4.22 (2.09)
17.38 (2.13)
29 (28)
44 (42)
31 (30)

N (%)
N (%)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)

N (%)
N (%)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
N (%)
N (%)
N (%)

Total

27 (52)
25 (48)
9.24 (1.26)
3.34† (0.43)
4.71† (1.51)
13.10 (4.28)
41.67 (9.50)

24 (45)
28 (55)
11.13 (1.35)
3.32† (0.42)
5.35† (1.74)
17.88 (4.35)
48.38 (12.11)

29 (56)
23 (44)
44.43 (6.04)
4.15 (2.37)
17.19 (2.65)
17 (33)
26 (50)
9 (17)

C

14 (56)
11 (44)
9.36 (1.19)
3.29 (0.53)
5.72 (1.46)
14.00 (4.84)
43.76 (14.61)

10 (40)
15 (60)
11.24 (1.06)
3.27 (0.35)
6.60 (1.92)
17.92 (4.49)
53.16 (10.85)

13 (52)
12 (48)
43.41 (4.46)
4.16 (1.84)
17.52 (1.48)
5 (20)
10 (40)
10 (40)

ED

15 (56)
12 (44)
9.12 (1.16)
3.29 (0.43)
5.00† (2.10)
14.26 (3.62)
42.85 (14.16)

11 (41)
16 (59)
10.86 (1.18)
3.33 (0.39)
5.67 (1.39)
18.59 (4.68)
48.67 (8.66)

17 (63)
10 (37)
43.37† (5.13)
4.41 (1.76)
17.63 (1.45)
7 (26)
8 (30)
12 (44)

EX

De

Age
Science interest
Beliefs about learning LB-A
Educational level

Parent (P)
Gender

Table 3.2
Covariates, describing individual characteristics of parent, oldest child and youngest child.
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Note. Total number (N) and percentages (%) of the family members’ gender and the parents’ educational level are presented, and average values (M) and standard deviations
(SD) of the other individual characteristics. LB-A = Belief about learning: Learning is an active process. Digit Span Backwards = WISC III-subtest within the Working Memory
Index. Similarities = WISC III-subtest within the Verbal Comprehension Index. Similarities, measures the child’s abstract, logical thinking and reasoning (Sattler, 1974). Block
Design = WISC III-subtest within the Perceptual Reasoning Index. Block Design, measures the child's ability to analyze and synthesize abstract visual stimuli (Sattler, 1974).
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC). Total = all participating families (N = 104). C= without guidance control condition (N = 52). ED =Describing evidence
guidance condition (N = 25). EX = Giving explanation guidance condition (N = 27). † data points were missing for the parents’ age, and the children’s Digit Span Backwards
and science enjoyment. Therefore parent’s age NTOTAL = 103 and NEX = 26; youngest children’s IQ-WM NTOTAL = 103 and NC = 51; oldest children’s Digit Span Backwards
NTOTAL = 102, NC = 51 and NEX = 26; youngest children’s science enjoyment NTOTAL = 100 and NC = 48; oldest children’s science enjoyment NTOTAL = 100 and NC = 48.
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3.3.2 Families’ Learning through Investigation (RQ-1)
Families’ investigation quality is described by three types of dependent variables: manipulation,
reasoning skills, and reasoning content. Total values, and values per guiding style condition,
are reported in Table 3.3. Below we describe the families’ investigation quality in the nonguided control condition, which can be seen as a baseline of a regular, unstructured museum
visit (RQ-1).
Manipulation. On average, the families carried out 11.00 experiments (SD = 3.36).
Sixty four percent (SD = 22%) of the experiments were CVS experiments (ECVS), which is
above the 50% probability level, t(51) = 4.61, p < .001. Of the experiments 24% were focused
on mass, 21% on size and 20% on mass distribution.
Reasoning: Skills. The families’ reasoning was focused on scientific investigation. On
average, 85% of the experiments were preceded and 92% were followed by investigation
remarks. PA’s were made for 28% (SD = 21%) and IR’s were made for 50% of the experiments
(SD = 18%).
Reasoning: Content. Reasoning content was analyzed for both lines of investigation
that families could pursue at the exhibit: 84% of the high-level remarks (PA and IR) were about
Rolling cylinders, and 16% about Reliable outcomes. The most frequently made remark was
IR-Mi, the incorrect explanation that mass determines rolling acceleration (M = 5.12 times per
family, SD = 3.34). Incorrect hypotheses about mass (PA-Mi) were also made (M = 2.35 times
per family, SD = 2.54). Note that IR (M = 5.46, SD = 2.19) is higher than PA (M = 2.94, SD =
1.91). Therefore, relatively speaking, IR-Mi and PA-Mi were mentioned an equal number of
times (54% and 46%). The most frequently made correct remark about the relation between
cylinder property and acceleration was the explanation that mass distribution causes
acceleration differences (IR-Dc; M = 1.58 times per family, SD = 1.97). With regards to the
Reliable outcomes line of investigation, families formulated more hypotheses about
preconditions for equal rolling (PA-F; M = 0.73, SD 1.24) than they gave causal explanations
(IR-F; M = 0.48, SD = 0.87). Notably, the families also made remarks about a possible slope
difference between the two roller tracks, a difference that was not pre-set in the exhibit design.
The families mentioned slope differences equally often in their hypotheses (PA-I; M = 0.56, SD
0.94) and explanations (IR-I; M = 1.06, SD = 1.79).
Summary: Quality of families’ scientific investigation. The first research question
asked what the quality of investigation of families engaging with an open-ended exhibit was
(RQ-1). On average, the families performed 11 experiments in eight minutes. They tried out
many different combinations of cylinders, and their use of CVS experiments was above chance
level. The families were focused on the investigation in their behavior and conversation. Part
of these conversations were at a high level. For example, families formulated hypotheses and
gave causal explanations for observed results. The content of the high-level remarks concerned
both lines of investigation that families could pursue at the exhibit (Rolling cylinders and
Reliable outcomes), although most remarks were about causal relations between cylinder
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properties and acceleration (i.e., Rolling cylinders). Notably, the most frequently made correct
remark was related to mass distribution determining acceleration, and the most frequently made
incorrect remark related to mass determining acceleration. The families additionally made
remarks about a possible slope difference between the two roller tracks that was not pre-set in
the exhibit design.
3.3.3 The Impact of Individual Characteristics and Minimal Guidance Strategies (RQ-2,
RQ-3)
Multiple regression analyses were performed to test whether families’ investigation quality
could be explained by individual characteristics (RQ-2) or guiding style (RQ-3). The test
statistics of the resulting models, as well as standardized beta coefficients of individual
characteristics and guiding style condition are presented in Table 3.4. Effect sizes (Cohen,
1988) of these regression models range from medium to large (i.e., .12 to .32). The regression
models for manipulation and reasoning skills will be described below, as well as the significant
models for reasoning content. To prevent capitalization of chance (de Groot, 2014) by a type 1
error, a stricter limit value of significance than regular will be used (i.e., .05/15 = .003). We
performed necessary analyses to test assumptions of the regression analyses reported below.
There is no concern for multicollinearity: Absolute values of correlations were maximally .6
(age between oldest and youngest child), but for the other predictors maximally around .5. The
maximal VIF is 2.7. No clear incidents of heteroscedasticity were observed in the partial plots
of predictors and outcome residuals after regressing the predictors separately to all outcome
variables.
Manipulation. CVS experiments. A backward regression analysis, with proportion of
CVS experiments (pECVS) as dependent variable and individual characteristics as predictors,
resulted in a significant model with two predictors explaining 17% of ECVS variance, F(2, 94)
= 9.47; p < .001. The model shows that higher proportions of CVS experiments were present
in families in which the oldest children had relatively higher reasoning capacity (IQ-R; ȕ = .40,
t = 4.17, p < .001). The second individual characteristic, the youngest children’s working
memory (IQ-WM), also contributed to the resulting model, but its unique contribution (i.e.,
after correction for the predictor variables in the resulting model) was not significant. The
proportion of CVS experiments was not explained by guiding style (Fchange (2,92) = 0.07, p =
.929).
Reasoning: Skills. Proposing actions. The proportion of PA (pPA) was not explained
by individual characteristics or guiding style. A backward regression analysis with pPA as
dependent variable and individual characteristics as predictors resulted in a non-significant
model with two predictors: the parents’ educational level and the oldest children’s reasoning
capacity (IQ-R), F(2, 94) = 5.92; p = .004, R2= .11. Change statistics for guiding style as an
additional predictor were non-significant (Fchange (2,92) = 1.13, p = .329).
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Interpreting results. The proportion of IR (pIR) was not explained by individual
characteristics or guiding style. A backward regression analysis with pIR as dependent variable
and individual characteristics as predictors resulted in a non-significant model with youngest
children’s age as predictor, F(1, 95) = 3.45; p = .066, R2 = .04. Change statistics for guiding
style as an additional predictor were non-significant (Fchange (2,93) = 1.57, p = .214).
Reasoning: Content. Line of investigation: Rolling cylinders. The amount of correct
mass distribution hypotheses (PA-Dc) was significantly explained by two individual
characteristics, together accounting for 12% of the variance, F(2, 94) = 6.20; p < .003, R2= .12.
Families where the oldest children had relatively higher reasoning capacity (IQ-R) made more
correct mass distribution hypotheses ȕ = .37, t = 3.44, p = .001). The second individual
characteristic, the oldest children’s age, also contributed to the resulting model, but its unique
contribution was not significant (i.e., p > .003). Guiding style as an additional predictor did not
result in a model explaining significantly more variance, Fchange (2,92) = 0.60, p = .551.
The amount of correct mass distribution explanations (IR-Dc ) was significantly
explained by five individual characteristics, together accounting for 18% of the variance, F(5,
91) = 3.95; p < .003, R2 = .18. The five individual characteristics, the oldest and youngest
children’s age and reasoning capacity (IQ-R) and the oldest children’s working memory (IQWM), contributed to the resulting model, but their unique contributions were not significant
(i.e., p > .003). Guiding style as an additional predictor did not result in a model explaining
significantly more variance, Fchange (2,89) = 1.14, p = .326.
The amount of incorrect mass hypotheses (PA-Mi) was significantly explained by two
individual characteristics and by guidance style, together accounting for 17% of the variance,
Fchange(2,92) = 3.46, p < .05; F(4, 92) = 4.57, p < .003, R2=.17. The two individual
characteristics, the oldest children’s gender and reasoning capacity (IQ-R), and the guiding
style contributed to the resulting model, but their unique contributions were not significant (i.e.
p > .003).
The amount of incorrect mass explanations (IR-Mi) was significantly explained by five
individual characteristics and guidance style, together accounting for 27% of the variance,
Fchange (2,89) = 9.60, p < .001; F(7, 89) = 4.69; p < .001, R2 = .27. Compared to no guidance,
families in the guidance conditions made fewer incorrect mass explanations ȕ = -.31, t= - 3.16,
p < .003 and ȕ = -.39, t = - 3.95, p < .001). The five individual characteristics, the youngest and
oldest children’s age and reasoning capacity (IQ-R), and the youngest children’s science
enjoyment, also contributed to the resulting model, but their unique contributions were not
significant (i.e. p > .003).
The amount of incorrect size explanations (IR- Si) was significantly explained by five
individual characteristics, together accounting for 20% of the variance, F(5, 91) = 4.45; p =
.001, R2= .20. The five individual characteristics, the parents’ educational level, the oldest
children’s reasoning capacity (IQ-R) and working memory (IQ-WM), and the youngest
children’s reasoning capacity (IQ-R) and science enjoyment, contributed to the resulting model,
but their unique contributions were not significant (i.e. p > .003). Guiding style as an additional
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predictor did not result in a model explaining significant more variance, Fchange (2,89) = 1.12, p
= .330.
Line of investigation: Reliable outcomes. The amount of remarks the families make
about the track-quality (PAIR-I) can be explained by five individual characteristics and by
guidance style, together accounting for 32% of the variance, Fchange (2,89) = 5.80, p < .005; F(7,
89) = 6.04; p < .001, R2= .32. Compared to families with academically-educated parents,
families with parents with low educational level and higher vocational education made fewer
remarks about track quality (PAIR-I; ȕ = -.58, t = -4.80, p < .001 and ȕ = -.39, t= -3.64, p <
.001). Compared to families with no guidance, families with Evidence Description guidance
made fewer remarks about track quality (PAIR-I; ȕ = -.33, t = -3.39, p = .001). The three other
individual characteristics, the oldest children’s age, the youngest children’s working memory
(IQ-WM), the parents’ science interest, and the Giving Explanations guiding style also
contributed to the resulting model, but their unique contributions were not significant (i.e., p >
.003).
Summary: The impact of individual characteristics and minimal guidance. The
second research question asked if individual characteristics impacted families’ investigation
quality (RQ-2). The way families investigate at an open-ended exhibit is affected by certain
child and parent characteristics. The oldest child’s reasoning capacity has a positive, mediumsized effect on families’ manipulation (increase of CVS experiments), and a small effect on the
reasoning content (increase of correct remarks regarding mass distribution and acceleration).
Marginally, the oldest child’s reasoning capacity has a unique contribution (medium to large)
to making correct and incorrect remarks about cylinder properties and acceleration. This is also
the case for the age of both children, whereby the effect of the oldest and youngest child’s age
is sometimes opposite, that is, in the context of the other predictors. Furthermore, it is striking
that the children’s science enjoyment, in addition to the other family characteristics, does not
affect the families’ investigation quality. Additionally, it is shown that families with
academically educated parents more often mention the unintended slope differences of the
exhibit. Parents’ gender and belief that learning is an active process do not affect families’
investigation quality. Furthermore, no effects of parent characteristics on the families’
manipulations and reasoning skills were found.
The third question asked if minimal guidance strategies by museum educators positively
contributed to families’ investigation quality (RQ-3a) and if both guidance by Giving
Explanations and by Describing Evidence are more effective than without guidance (RQ-3b).
Guidance had an effect on the reasoning content of the families’ conversation during
investigation. Accompanied by a museum educator, less often the families concluded
incorrectly that acceleration differences are caused by mass differences. This applies to both
guidance styles. When accompanied by museum educators who Described Evidence, the
families also mention the unintended slope differences of the exhibit less frequently. Guidance
does not affect families’ manipulations during investigation.
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Table 3.3
Outcome variables, describing families’ investigation quality.
Total
M(SD)

C
M(SD)

ED
M(SD)

EX
M(SD)

E
pECVS

11.12 (3.49)
0.64 (0.21)

11.00 (3.36)
0.64 (0.22)

11.40 (3.58)
0.62 (0.24)

11.07 (3.75)
0.64 (0.18)

PA
pPA
IR
pIR

2.90 (1.76)
0.28 (0.21)
5.00 (2.26)
0.46 (0.20)

2.94 (1.91)
0.28 (0.21)
5.46 (2.19)
0.50 (0.18)

2.72 (1.86)
0.25 (0.24)
4.76 (2.65)
0.43 (0.22)

3.00 (1.36)
0.28 (0.15)
4.33 (1.86)
0.42 (0.22)

PA-Dc
PA-Mc
PA-Mi
PA-Si
PA-X
IR-Dc
IR-Mc
IR-Mi
IR-Si
IR-X

0.63 (1.09)
0.06 (0.23)
1.93 (2.09)
0.75 (1.26)
0.24 (0.65)
1.70 (1.86)
0.64 (0.98)
3.98 (2.99)
1.28 (1.65)
0.57 (0.95)

0.58 (1.09)
0.08 (0.27)
2.35 (2.54)
0.87 (1.37)
0.27 (0.77)
1.58 (1.97)
0.69 (1.09)
5.12 (3.34)
1.50 (1.50)
0.58 (1.00)

0.84 (1.25)
0.04 (0.20)
1.56 (1.39)
0.48 (0.65)
0.20 (0.50)
1.60 (1.89)
0.52 (0.92)
3.12 (2.01)
1.24 (1.96)
0.56 (0.96)

0.56 (0.93)
0.04 (0.19)
1.48 (1.50)
0.78 (1.45)
0.22 (0.51)
2.04 (1.60)
0.67 (0.83)
2.59 (2.14)
0.89 (1.60)
0.56 (0.89)

PA-F
PA-I
IR-F
IR-I
PAIR-F
PAIR-I

0.72 (1.10)
0.51 (0.88)
0.48 (0.88)
0.77 (1.55)
1.20 (1.62)
1.28 (2.12)

0.73 (1.24)
0.56 (0.94)
0.48 (0.87)
1.06 (1.79)
1.21 (1.73)
1.62 (2.39)

0.72 (1.14)
0.32 (0.80)
0.48 (0.82)
0.20 (0.71)
1.20 (1.68)
0.52 (1.45)

0.70 (0.78)
0.59 (0.84)
0.48 (0.98)
0.74 (1.51)
1.19 (1.39)
1.33 (1.98)

Manipulation

Reasoning: Skills

Reasoning: Content
Line of investigation: Rolling cylinders
Mass distribution matters for acceleration
Mass does not matter for acceleration
Mass matters for acceleration
Volume matters for acceleration
Other remarks about cylinders
Mass distribution matters for acceleration
Mass does not matter for acceleration
Mass matters for acceleration
Volume matters for acceleration
Other remarks about cylinders
Line of investigation: Reliable outcomes

Equal rolling conditions
Equal inclined plane conditions

Note. Average values (M) and standard deviations (SD), of three outcome variables categories (manipulation,
reasoning skills and reasoning content) are presented (n = 104). Column ‘TOTAL’ contains values of all
participating families (N = 104). Column ‘C’, ‘ED’ and ‘EX’ contain values of families in the control (N = 52),
describing evidence (N = 25) and giving explanation (N = 27) guidance condition respectively. Manipulation
variables: E = experiments performed during 8 minutes of play. pECVS= proportion of CVS experiments. Reasoning
skills variables: PA = high level Proposing Action (i.e. formulating hypotheses). pPA = proportion of PA. IR =
high level Interpreting Results (i.e., giving causal explanations). pIR = proportion of IR. Reasoning content
variables: Rolling cylinders. Remarks can be scientifically correct (c) or incorrect (i). Dc= scientifically correct
remark that mass distribution matters for acceleration . Mc = correct remark that mass does not matter for acceleration
; Mi = incorrect remark that mass matters for acceleration ; Si = incorrect remark that volume matters for acceleration
; X = other remark about cylinder. Reliable outcomes. F = equal rolling conditions. I = equal inclined plane
conditions. PAIR-F = sum of F in PA and IR. PAIR-I = sum of I in PA and IR. Note that multiple content categories
can be assigned to a PA, consequently the sum of PA-F, PA-I, PA-Dc, PA-Mc, PA-Mi, PA-Si, PA-X (= 4.84) does
not equals PA (= 2.90). Note that multiple content categories can also be assigned to an IR, consequently the sum of
IR-F, IR-I, IR-Dc, IR-Mc, IR-Mi, IR-Si, IR-X (= 9.42) does not equals IR (= 5.00).
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PAIR-F

PAIR-I

IR-X

IR-Si

IR-Mi

IR-Mc

IR-Dc

PA-X

PA-Si

PA-Mi

PA-Mc

PA-Dc

pIR

F(2,94) = 9.47;
p < .0001, R2 = .17
F(2,94) = 5.92;
p = .004, R2 = .11
F(1,95) = 3.45;
p = .066, R2 = .04
F(2,94) = 6.20;
p < .003, R2 = .12
F(1,95) = 4.54,
p = .036, R2 = .05
F(4,92) = 4.57,
p < .003, R2 = .17
F(5,91) = 3.54;
p = .006, R2 = .16
F(4,92) = 2.94;
p = .024, R2 = .11
F(5,91) = 3.95;
p < .003, R2 = .18
F(4,92) = 2.94,
p = .025, R2 = .11
F(7,89) = 4.69;
p < .0001, R2 = .27
F(5,91) = 4.45;
p < .003, R2 = .20
F(4,92) = 3.34;
p = .013, R2 = .13
F(7,89) = 6.04;
p < .0001, R2 = .32
F(1,95) = 4.35
p = .040, R2 = .04
.23
*

-.30
*

-.18
ns
-.26
*

-.24
*

.22
ns

.31
*

.42
**

.32
**

.19
ns

-.19
ns

.19
ns

.29
**

Standardized beta coefficients
Age
Gender
P
CO
Cy
P
CO

-.18
ns

Cy

-.58
****
-.21
*

-.39
****

.23*

-.18
ns

.21*

-.19
ns

Education
L
B

.18ns

LB-A
P

.21
*
.23
*
.23
*
.21
ns
.18
ns
.31
**
.30
**
.28
*

.37
***

IQ-R
CO
.40
****
.29
**

-.21
ns
-.24
*
-.22
ns

-.23
ns

-.24
ns

Cy

-.31
**

.26
*

-.11
ns

-.21
*

IQ-WM
CO
Cy
-.17
ns

.19
ns
-.30
**

Sc. Int.
P

.15
ns
.19
ns

.22
*

Sc. Enj.
CO
Cy

-.33
***

-.31
***

-.22
*

-.15
ns

-.39
****

-.22
*

Guidance
ED
EX

De

pPA

pECVS

Best model

Table 3.4
Standardized beta coefficients of regression models of families’ investigation quality.
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Note. The first column contains the 15 outcome variables that together describe families’ investigation quality: one manipulation outcome variable (row 1), two reasoning skill
variables (row 2-3), twelve reasoning content variables of ten about Line of investigation: Rolling cylinders (row 4-14) and 2 about Line of investigation: Reliable outcomes (row
15-16). The second column contains multiple regression test statistics of the best model predicting families’ (N=97) investigation quality. Standardized beta coefficients are given
of individual characteristics (column 3-18) and guiding style condition (column 19 and 20). pECVS = proportion of CVS experiments; pPA = proportion of PA; pIR = proportion of
IR; Dc= correct remarks about the relation of mass distribution and acceleration; Mc= correct remarks about the relation of mass and acceleration; Mi = incorrect remarks about the
relation of mass on acceleration; Si = incorrect remarks about the relation of size and acceleration; X= other remarks about the relation of cylinder properties and acceleration. PAIRI = PA and IR remarks about equal inclined plane conditions; PAIR-F = PA and IR remarks about equal rolling conditions; P=parent, CO=oldest children, CY= youngest children.
Education L = Up to Bachelor’s degree parents compared to Graduate degree parents; Education B = Bachelor’s degree parents compared to Graduate degree parents; LB-A = Belief
about learning: Learning is an active process; IQ-R = children’s reasoning capacity; IQ-WM = children’s working memory capacity; Sc. Int.= parent’s interest in science, Sc. Enj.=
children’s science enjoyment; Guidance ED= Describing Evidence guiding style; Guidance EX= Giving Explanation guiding style. n.s.p > .05, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .003, ****p <
.0001. Bold are test statistics that are significant after Bonferroni corrections (***p < .003).
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3.4 DISCUSSION
The current study used socio-cultural and cognitive developmental perspectives on learning, in
studying families’ learning at an open-ended museum exhibit. It considers both the learning in
natural situations where all family members contribute to a shared learning situation, and the
fact that learning is an individual effort in which individual differences play an important role.
3.4.1 Families’ Learning through Investigation
Families’ learning through investigation was assessed by measuring three aspects: the
manipulation of the exhibit: the extent to which families control the variables in their
experiments; the reasoning skills: the formulation of hypotheses and interpretation of results;
and the reasoning content: 1) conversation about cylinder properties that might play a causal
role in the object’s motion down the incline, and 2) conversation about the reliability of the
experiments. First, we studied the families’ joint investigation, without the guidance of a
museum educator.
Manipulation. The families performed above chance (64 %) in constructing CVS
experiments, which might be considered in contrast with the evidence showing children’s
difficulties with understanding and performing CVS experiments in a formal context
(Schwichow, Croker, Zimmerman, Höffler & Härtig, 2016). For example, elementary-school
children have often been shown to design non-CVS experiments, preventing them from
distinguishing effective variables (Bullock, Sodian, & Koerber, 2009; Chen & Klahr, 2008;
Kuhn, Garcia-Mila, Zohar, & Andersen, 1995). Although CVS is a domain-general strategy
that can be applied to investigate various phenomena, it is not ‘content free’ (Zimmerman, 2007,
p. 175). When applying CVS, variables must be recognized and encoded, which is not equally
easy for all content areas and depends among others on domain knowledge (Morris, Croker,
Masnick & Zimmerman, 2012). This complicates comparing CVS performance between
content areas. One explanation for the above chance CVS performance in this study might be
that families visiting science museums already possess CVS knowledge (Klahr & Nigam, 2004;
Dean & Kuhn, 2007). A result contradicting this explanation is that no effect of parent education
on CVS use was found. A second explanation could be the facilitation offered by the exhibit
design: the exhibit included one green colored standard cylinder, and using this green cylinder
in combination with another cylinder automatically led to a CVS experiment. In addition, the
exhibit labels contained an instruction suggesting CVS performance, but this instruction only
comprised 15% of the exhibit-label text. Conversation analysis demonstrated that almost all the
families (95%) read the exhibit labels, mostly (81%) at the start of their investigation.
Nevertheless, reading the exhibit labels did not automatically result in performing a CVS
experiment: 62% of the experiments performed directly after the first time reading was a CVS
experiment, a percentage similar to the overall CVS performance. Another relevant aspect of
the exhibit design, is the exibit’s limitation to three cylinder variables (mass, size, mass
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distribution), and therefore to six possible experiments. This choice was meant to prevent
families from getting bogged down in endless possibilities, but might have increased CVS
performance (Chinn & Malhotra, 2002b; Kuhn, Amsel, & O’Loughlin, 1988). A third
explanation for the above chance use of CVS in this study could be the adult presence in the
family context. Adults investigating by themselves are more focused on informative
experiments than children (Klahr, Fay, & Dunbar, 1993), and are better able to design these
(Kuhn et al., 1988; Schauble, 1996). Children exploring together with their parents, as in this
study, are more likely to perform CVS experiments compared to children exploring alone
(Gleason & Schauble, 1999).
To conclude, the current study shows that the families were able to perform CVS
experiments for a range of variables when investigating at an open-ended museum exhibit.. The
families performed size, mass, and mass distribution experiments with similar frequencies. As
concept learning from investigation starts with creating informative situations (Chen & Klahr,
1999; Stender, Schwichow, Zimmerman, & Härtig, 2018), these results show that the museum
environment offers valuable learning opportunities.
Reasoning: Skills. All the families playing at the exhibit formulated hypotheses and
gave causal explanations, and sixty percent of the families even gave causal explanations for
minimally half of the performed experiments. Contrary to concerns that open-ended
investigations will not lead to meaningful investigations (Gutwill, 2008), this study
demonstrated high quality investigations. These findings are in line with those of Gutwill and
Allen (2010), who also reported families formulating hypotheses and interpreting results during
investigation at APE-exhibits. An important difference with Gutwill and Allen is that the
families in their study were trained in inquiry skills, while the families in this study were not.
A second finding concerning reasoning skills was that families more often mentioned causal
explanations (50%) than hypotheses (28%), which aligns with previous results in field trip
(Gutwill & Allen, 2012) and museum (Tenenbaum & Callanan, 2008) contexts. Allen (2002)
has suggested that making verbal predictions takes too much effort. Our findings contrast with
research showing that families do not always show advanced investigation strategies during
unstructured exploration of interactive museum exhibits (Allen, 2002; Diamond, 1986; Randol,
2005). Possibly these contrasting results are explained by the way the visitor experience was
framed in this study: by placing the exhibit in a context of scientific investigation through the
exhibit labels and title (Hammer, Elby, Scherr, & Redish, 2005). Although most families only
glanced at the exhibit labels, this may have been enough to set the stage, especially for the
parents. Research into framing shows that a learning context can cue learners’ expectations and
consequently their cognitive activities and social interactions (Dunbar & Klahr, 1989;
Friedman, 1979; Hammer et al., 2005), also in the specific context of family learning in a
science museum (Atkins, Velez, Goudy, & Dunbar, 2009; Tscholl & Lindgren, 2016). A second
explanation could be the so called ‘immediate apprehendability’ of the exhibit (Allen, 2004, p.
20). Because the rolling of cylinders refers to a familiar schema (i.e., racing), it helps to structure
the activity (Rowe, 2002), and this allowed families to pay time and attention to the experiment
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itself. Research showing a similar exhibit, Downhill Race, also provoking predictions and
explanations (Gutwill, 2002; Perry & Tisdal, 2004) supports this explanation.
Reasoning: Content. In addition to domain general behaviors, such as formulating
hypotheses and giving causal explanations, conversations about domain specific concepts can
also be seen as indicators for learning from investigation. In this study, the families made
content-related remarks about almost all experiments (i.e., 96%). Various topics were
discussed, not only concerning the relationship between cylinder properties and acceleration,
but also concerning the reliability of the performed experiments. Concerning reliability of the
performed experiments, the families mentioned conditions that could cause or reduce
experimental error, such as the simultaneous start of cylinders or performing the same
experiment several times. Although errors are an inherent aspect of investigation, to the best of
our knowledge, families’ conversations about the reliability of performed experiments were not
previously studied in a museum context. In the scientific reasoning literature, little attention has
been paid to children’s understanding of experimental error either (Masnick & Klahr, 2003;
Schauble, 1996; Zimmerman, 2005). In line with our findings, Masnick and Klahr (2003) found
that most 8- and 10-year-olds were able to generate sources for measurement and execution
error. However, several studies demonstrated that children have difficulties distinguishing
between variance due to error and variance as a consequence of phenomenon behavior
(Masnick & Klahr, 2003; Schauble, 1996). Especially when an observed result is not in line
with prior concepts, in a formal learning context, children are more likely to explain this in
terms of error (Schauble, 1996). Possibly, these results can explain why families discussed the
reliability of the performed experiments in the current study.
Most of the conversation was concerned with the relationship between cylinder
properties and acceleration. That is, the majority (83%) of families’ hypotheses and causal
explanations were about cylinder properties. An example of a causal result interpretation is:
“Youngest child (Cy): No, at the same time! Oldest child (Co): No, exactly at the same time!
Parent (P): Look at that, at the same time. Cy: Same, because…, but I think it's because they are
the same size [keeps cylinders on top of each other] and equally thick, these are really just the
same, only this one [heavy] is the…, this is a heavier one. P: I expected that this iron one [heavy]
would go down faster, because it is much heavier. Co: Me too. Cy: Me too.”.
Talking about cylinder properties, the families mentioned mass more frequently (56%)
than suggested by their CVS experiments (33% mass experiments). Their reasoning was often
scientifically incorrect. As in the above example, in nearly half of the cases the families
incorrectly mentioned a relationship between mass and acceleration. This finding contrasts with
the findings of Gutwill and Allen (2010), who observed almost solely scientifically correct
interpretations of results. Possibly, the inquiry training in the Gutwill and Allen study resulted
in more scientifically correct conversations. However, there were more differences between the
two studies. Although both exhibits were open-ended, had multiple options, and could be used
by multiple users, the phenomena differed between exhibits. The exhibit in Gutwill and Allen
was about connected pendula. The authors do not mention any dominant misconceptions about
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the observable misconception, which was a striking characteristic of the exhibit in our study.
Hence, another explanation for the relatively high frequency of scientifically incorrect
conversations in this study could be that families’ prior conceptions impeded them to accurately
observe and interpret results. Research has shown that children struggle with accurately
observing and interpreting situations when the observations contrast with their prior ideas
(Chinn & Malhotra, 2002a, as cited in Morris et al. 2012). Children (Galili, 2001; Hast & Howe,
2017) and even physics students (Gunstone & White, 1981) have been shown to possess the
misconception that mass explains inclined object motion. Children and adults have been shown
to rely especially on their prior conceptions when experimental results are ambiguous, that is,
when experimental outcomes are unclear (Schauble, 1996). In the current study, families
encountered a substantial amount of ambiguous data, mostly in mass and size CVS experiments,
where small differences due to error changed the conclusion from “cylinders arriving
simultaneously” to “one cylinder is faster than the other”. If at the current study’s exhibit the
heavy cylinder would beat the lighter green cylinder, this outcome would agree with the
common object motion misconception. If the cylinders would arrive at the same time, the result
could be explained by experimental error. A further microanalysis of how ambiguity of
experimental outcomes (compared to experiments with only clear experimental outcomes)
affects families’ manipulations and conversations would be an interesting direction for future
museum research aimed at painting a more realistic picture of science in the museum (Chinn &
Hmelo-Silver, 2002; Metz, 2004).To conclude, in the current study, the families’ concept
learning from investigation left room for improvement. However, the open-ended investigation
did trigger the families to discuss the topic of reliability of the performed experiments, which
is an important, and not frequently investigated aspect of learning through scientific
investigation.
3.4.2. The Impact of Individual Characteristics
The second research question studied the impact of the individual characteristics of the parent,
oldest and youngest child on the family’s investigation quality.
Children. We found that child characteristics were reflected in the manipulations and
the reasoning content. With a medium effect size, the oldest children’s reasoning capacity
positively influenced the quality of the performed experiments (i.e., CVS). This is in line with
a previous study demonstrating that children’s verbal reasoning and vocabulary could
moderately explain their CVS acquisition from self-directed learning in a controlled setting
(Wagensveld, Segers, Kleemans &Verhoeven, 2015). This is particularly interesting, because
a 3-year longitudinal study has demonstrated that children’s CVS knowledge is a predictor for
learning science (Bryant, Nunes, Hillier, Gilroy & Barros, 2015). Surprisingly, we found no
effect of child characteristics on reasoning skills: the families’ hypotheses and causal
explanations. Within the age range participating in this study (8- to 14-year-olds), an effect of
age could be expected, since children younger than ten rarely formulate explicit hypotheses
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when performing experiments (Penner & Klahr, 1996), and the capacity for formulating
hypotheses and interpreting results increases with age (Dunbar & Klahr, 1989; Klahr et al.,
1993; Penner & Klahr, 1996; Schauble, 1996; Zimmerman, 2000, as cited in Haden, 2010). An
explanation could be that the variance in reasoning skills was already explained by reasoning
capacity, as this increases with age. Another explanation for not finding age effects could be
the family context. Possibly the parents and oldest children (average 11 year old) took the lead
in formulating hypotheses and interpreting results, and covered up a possible lack of
contribution of the youngest children (average 9 year old). Looking at reasoning content, it is
again the oldest child’s reasoning capacity that emerges as a predictor. This child characteristic
affected families’ scientifically correct conversation about the relation of mass distribution and
object motion with a small effect size. Evidence for effects of the oldest child’s reasoning
capacity on scientifically incorrect conversations were more limited.
Parents. The effect of parent characteristics was only reflected in reasoning content
about the reliability of performed experiments. With a large effect size, it was found that higher
educated parents, i.e. parents with an academic education, more often mentioned a possible
slope difference between the two roller tracks. In contrast, Tenenbaum and Callanan (2008)
found that parents’ education positively contributed to the reasoning skills of parent-child
science conversation (e.g., causal result interpretations), but they did not analyze the reasoning
content of the conversation. However, their study differed in various ways from the current
study. For example, it was not aimed at open-ended exhibits and parents had less education.
Overall, the impact of individual parents’ and children’s characteristics on the families’
investigation was smaller than expected. Besides the families’ cognitive abilities, no other
characteristics significantly affected the quality of the performed experiments (manipulation),
and the topics discussed (reasoning content). The reasoning skills were also not significantly
affected by individual characteristics. Thus, moments of high-quality open-ended investigation
during the families’ unguided visits were not limited to solely highly educated visitors, but
applied to all participating families.
3.4.3. The Impact of Minimal Guidance Strategies
The last research question investigated whether minimal interventions by museum educators
could positively contribute to the quality of families’ investigation at an open-ended museum
exhibit. Guidance was always given in response to the families’ manipulations and reasoning
content. With a large effect size, it was found that both guidance strategies, Giving Explanations
and Describing Evidence, had a positive effect on the reasoning content of the families’
conversation, but not on the reasoning skills. This finding is partly in line with those of Pattison
et al (2018) who demonstrated that facilitation by museum educators positively impacted on
families’ mathematical reasoning. In the Pattison et al. study the overall mathematical reasoning
measure was an average of four dimensions, two of which concerning verbal indicators of
mathematical reasoning (talking about mathematical quantities and describing mathematical
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relationships among those quantities) and two concerning visitor behaviors and interactions
with the exhibits. The effect of facilitation in the current study, concerned families less often
incorrectly concluding that acceleration differences were caused by mass differences. This
might be expected for a Giving Explanations strategy, but is remarkable for a Describing
Evidence strategy. In the latter case, the educator only remarked about the experiments the
families performed themselves, without influencing the experiments or questioning the
correctness of the families’ reasoning. That is, the autonomy of the family was fully respected.
In contrast, when applying a Giving Explanations strategy, the educator explained to the
families that the slowing down or acceleration of a cylinder is caused by mass distribution
differences, and not by mass or size differences. Notably, no clear evidence was found for
guidance also stimulating families to make fewer incorrect remarks about size, or more correct
remarks about mass (i.e., mass does not matter) or mass distribution. Also in literature it appears
that negating a strong misconception is found to be easier than mentioning alternative
explanations (Brookman-Byrne, Mareshal, Tolmie, & Dumontheil, 2018; Mareschal, 2016).
With regard to reasoning content about the reliability of performed experiments,
evidence was found that Describing Evidence, but not Giving Explanations, resulted in a
decrease in remarks (i.e., PAIR-I). Possibly, families guided by Describing Evidence were
triggered to further discuss alternative cylinder properties mentioned by the educator, while
families guided by Giving Explanations dealt with discrepancies between the educators’
explanations and observed results by discussing the reliability of performed experiments.
3.4.4 Limitations of the Study
When quantifying families’ learning through investigation in the museum context, apart from
determining when, what, and how to measure, there are other considerations to take into
account. First, families expect certain qualities of museum activities (e.g., they are fun to do).
Therefore, participating in a research activity should be rewarding in itself and not evoke a
feeling of failure (Bell, Lewenstein, Shouse, & Feder, 2009; Campbell 2008). A second
consideration is the dilemma of ecological validity versus experimental control. Comparing two
families that visit the science museum at the same time, one engaging in an unstructured visit
and the other participating in the study, these families have differences in freedom of choice
regarding exhibit choice, time spent and social context that impact the ability to generalize
research findings (Bamberger & Tal, 2007; Falk, Koke, Price, & Pattison, 2018). In the current
design we tried to optimize the families’ free choice within the measurement constraints
(especially active consent for videotaping; Pattison, Gutwill, Auster, & Cannady, 2019). The
exhibit had the same size and quality as the other museum offer, and was not made especially
for this study. The museum was busy and noisy, and the surrounding exhibits were occupied
by other visitors. At the exhibit, the families were free to decide how and what to investigate
without the presence of the test leader. Any guidance was given by regular museum educators.
There were reasons why visitors in the research context may have been less interested in the
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content of the exhibit than visitors who started playing on their own. Most parents (81 of 104)
indicated that they participated in the study because research is a fun and an interesting activity
for their children (and themselves). A second motive was to help make the museum more fun
and educational (29 of 104), or the valuing of science learning research (20 of 104). However,
it can also be said that the participants were more engaged because they were not disturbed by
other visitors, and were asked to play for eight minutes. This commitment possibly had a
positive effect on the families’ interaction and attention. Pattison and Shagott (2015) showed
that active recruitment (as in this study) in comparison to passive recruitment, can result in
increased engagement time and exhibit behaviors, and even affects learning. The ability to
generalize this study’s results to other settings remains an open question. We agree with
Pattison et al. (2017) that multiple studies in different settings are needed. This study contributes
by showing that high quality investigation at an open-ended exhibit is within reach for museum
visitors, that minimal guidance can make a substantial difference, and that several individual
factors play a role. We do not intend to conclude that high quality investigations occur all the
time during regular museum visits.
Another limitation of this study is its focus on a single exhibit. We purposefully did so,
to perform an in-depth study of families’ investigations with detailed manipulations and
conversations. This is not uncommon in the visitor study literature (e.g., Benjamin et al., 2010;
Crowley et al., 2001a; Van Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016). To facilitate generalization of the
results, we selected an open, interactive exhibit that not only addresses a common
misconception, but also has many similarities with other Active Prolonged Engagement
exhibits (Humphrey & Gutwill, 2005). Despite these similarities, we acknowledge the
challenges in the generalization of results across exhibits and contexts. However, since the
effects of the applied guidance strategies in this study have previously been demonstrated at
other exhibits (Fender & Crowley, 2007; Van Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016), we think this
study makes a valuable contribution to the knowledge base on effective guidance in a museum
context.
Choosing to observe families in a naturalistic setting, means accepting that data will be
noisy and the study’s power will be less, limiting possible findings (Bronfenbrenner, 1979).
Nevertheless, we did obtain medium to large effect sizes (Cohen, 1988) for the regression
models explaining the families’ manipulation and reasoning content.
Noise may also have played a role in assessing children’s working memory. Although
the procedure for administering the digit span task went well, we found deviant results
compared to standardized Dutch averages (Kort at al., 2005). Despite absolute values not being
representative, individual differences within the study resulted in sufficient variance to use
relative values. Yet, it is difficult to say what exactly has been measured by the digit span task:
working memory or selective focussed attention (Diamond, 2013). Possibly tiredness caused
by the exhibit experience and the demanding nature of the task may have played a role in the
below-average scores.
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Besides experimental control and ecological validity, we aimed for a pleasant visitor
experience. Therefore, to prevent the procedure to last longer than half an hour, and to avoid
families from feeling tested or incompetent, we decided not to include a knowledge post-test,
in addition to quantifying reasoning content in-situ. In future studies, it could be informative to
use both content measures, to investigate how reasoning content and knowledge acquisition are
related.
3.4.5 Implications for Museum Practice
Families’ learning through investigation in practice. The finding that high quality
investigation at an open-ended exhibit during unstructured family visits can occur, does not
mean that it will always occur. Firstly, the museum’s offer is generally far more extensive than
what visitors can do during a visit. Therefore, visitors only pay attention to a selection of the
exhibits (Allen & Gutwill, 2009; Diamond 1986; Falk 2006; Falk & Dierking, 1992; 2000).
Secondly, visitors are not expected to investigate all exhibits with the same intensity. Scientific
investigation requires high levels of concentration, and to keep a balance, moments of low and
high intensity will alternate during a visit. However, for museums it is valuable to know that
high quality investigation during unstructured family visits can occur and lies within reach of
all visitors. This will help to make informed choices when assembling a balanced and varied
museum offer, especially when aiming to present a more realistic image of science in the
museum (Chinn & Hmelo-Silver, 2002; Metz, 2004; O’Neill & Polman, 2004, as cited in
Zimmerman, 2005). One way to present a more realistic image of science, is by addressing the
nature of scientific knowledge, and with that the subject of uncertainty in relation to scientific
evidence. We have shown that measurement error is a subject of families’ conversations during
investigation. We can imagine that the design of an exhibit can trigger families to do so to a
greater or lesser extent. The open-ended exhibit used in the current study was designed in such
a way that measurement error could arise. We presume that talk about reliability is less
provoked by exhibits that are less open-ended. For example, an exhibit with only one handle
instead of an exhibit with two handles that can be operated separately, as was the case in the
exhibit used in the current study. An exhibit with only one handle ensures that both cylinders
start rolling down at the same time, and with that reduces measurement error. Or, an exhibit
that has only two cylinders (a compact and a hollow) that differ considerably in rolling
acceleration, compared to multiple cylinders among which cylinders with the same rolling
acceleration. Measurement error has less impact if it is many times smaller than the observed
effect, as is the case with two cylinders that differ from each other in rolling acceleration (a
compact and a hollow cylinder).
Minimal guidance strategies in practice. The current study showed that both minimal
guidance strategies can positively, albeit modestly, contribute to families’ scientific
investigation at an open-ended museum exhibit. An important difference between the two
interventions is that Giving Explanations provides what the outcome of the experiment should
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be, while Describing Evidence does not. Possibly the explanations given by the educator do not
match with the families’ observations in following experiments due to measurement or
execution errors. This discrepancy could stimulate families to reason about alternative
explanations, but it could also give families a feeling of incompetence (cf., Gutwill, 2008).
Moreover, by Giving Explanations the educator takes the role of an expert and the educational
aim of the families’ investigation could shift from investigating to find out how it works, to
investigating how to reproduce the theory (Hein, 1998). In contrast, with Describing Evidence
the educator draws attention to cylinder properties that families might not have considered
before, and therefore the educational aim of families’ investigation remains to find out how
object motion works.
In the current study, we trained and asked museum educators to apply one guiding style
in isolation, in order to be able to investigate its effectiveness. Although the educators were
fully capable of doing so, this is not how we propose to use interventions in museum practice.
We imagine educators to have a range of interventions at their disposal, which they can use to
respond to families’ needs. However, as a museum educator, experiencing the effect of applying
a single intervention at a time can yield interesting insights. Following the current research,
NEMO Science Museum developed a basic training for educators (Interaction: Visitor – Exhibit
– Educator, 2017) in which three intervention strategies were discussed and practiced at
multiple exhibits: Asking Questions, Giving Explanations, and Describing Evidence. Although
not scientifically studied, over 45 museum educators participated in this training and educators
indicated that 1) practicing multiple intervention strategies made them more aware of their own
preferred guiding style (e.g., giving explanations), 2) experiencing interaction differences
within the visitor-exhibit-intervention triangle was informative, and 3) Describing Evidence is
an intervention style they had not commonly used before. It would be interesting to further
investigate their guidance in practice and study the effectiveness of the intervention strategies
with different types of exhibits.
3.5 CONCLUSION
A frequently mentioned consequence of open-ended investigation, in formal and informal
science learning context, is that it hardly facilitates learning. In this science museum study we
conclude, based on the causal talk and informative manipulations, that the families, even
without guidance were able to investigate the open-ended exhibit in a meaningful way. Families
controlled their experiments and formulated hypotheses and causal explanations. Families’ did
not only discuss the phenomenon (object motion) during the open-ended investigation, but also
had a meta-conversation about performing experiments. Minimal interventions by the museum
educators created better opportunities for learning. Both giving explanations and describing the
observed evidence (as separate guidance strategies) specifically reduced the families’
confirmation of a common misconception during investigation. Individual differences in
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children's cognitive abilities and parents' educational background only modestly impacted the
families’ performance.

3.6 APPENDIX A
Table 3.A1
Descriptions of variables and glossary of acronyms

Abbreviation Description

Variable

Manipulation
E

Number of experiments performed

ECVS

Number of CVS experiments performed

pECVS

Proportion CVS experiments (ECVS divided by E)

Dependent

Reasoning: Skills
PA

Number of experiments with high level Proposing Actions (i.e., formulating
hypotheses)

IR

Number of experiments with high level Interpreting Results (i.e., giving causal
explanations)

pPA

Proportion PA (PA divided by E)

Dependent

pIR

Proportion IR (IR divided by E)

Dependent

Reasoning: Content
PA-Dc

Total number of Dc mentioned in PAs (scientifically correct PA about the causal
relation between mass distribution and acceleration)

Dependent

PA-Mc

Total number of Mc mentioned in PAs (scientifically correct PA about the causal
relation between mass and acceleration)

Dependent

PA-Mi

Total number of Mi mentioned in PAs (scientifically incorrect PA about the
causal relation between mass and acceleration)

Dependent

PA-Si

Total number of Si mentioned in PAs (scientifically incorrect PA about the
causal relation between volume and acceleration)

Dependent

PA-X

Total number of X mentioned in PAs (other PA about the causal relation of
cylinder characteristics and acceleration)

Dependent

IR-Dc

Total number of Dc mentioned in IRs (scientifically correct IR about the causal
relation between mass distribution and acceleration)

Dependent

IR-Mc

Total number of Mc mentioned in IRs (scientifically correct IR about the causal
relation between mass and acceleration)

Dependent
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IR-Mi

Total number of Mi mentioned in IRs (scientifically incorrect IR about the
causal relation between mass and acceleration)

Dependent

IR-Si

Total number of Si mentioned in IRs (scientifically incorrect IR about the causal
relation between volume and acceleration)

Dependent

IR-X

Total number of X mentioned in IRs (other IR about the causal relation of
cylinder characteristics and acceleration)

Dependent

F

Equal rolling conditions

I

Equal inclined plane conditions

PAIR-F

Total number F in PA and IR (sum of PA and IR about equal rolling conditions)

Dependent

PAIR-I

Total number I is mentioned in PAs and IRs (sum of PA and IR about inclined
plane conditions)

Dependent

Guidance strategy
ED

Describing evidence guidance condition (n=25)

EX

Giving explanation guidance condition (n=27)

C

Without guidance control condition (n=52)

EDC

ED compared to C

Factor

EXC

EX compared to C

Factor

Individual characteristics
Age, P

Parent’s age

Co-variate

Gender, P

Parent’s gender

Co-variate

Education L

Up to Bachelor’s degree parents compared to Graduate degree parents

Co-variate

Education B

Bachelor’s degree parents compared to Graduate parents

Co-variate

LB-A

Parent’s belief about learning: Learning is an active process

Co-variate

Sc. Int.

Parent’s interest in science

Co-variate

Age, CO

Oldest child’s age

Co-variate

Gender, CO

Oldest child’s gender

Co-variate

IQ-R, CO

Oldest child’s reasoning capacity: sum of raw scores on the WISC III-subtests
Similarities and Block Design

Co-variate

IQ-WM, CO

Oldest child’s working memory capacity: raw scores on WISC III-subtest Digit
Span Backwards.

Co-variate

Sc. Enj., CO

Oldest child’s science enjoyment: sum score on VTB

Co-variate

Age, CY

Youngest child’s age

Co-variate

Gender, CY

Youngest child’ gender

Co-variate
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IQ-R, CY

Youngest child’ reasoning capacity: sum of raw scores on two WISC IIIsubtests: Similarities and Block Design.

Co-variate

IQ-WM, CY

Youngest child’ working memory capacity: raw scores on WISC III-subtest
Digit Span Backwards.

Co-variate

Sc. Enj., CY

Youngest child’ science enjoyment: sum score on VTB

Co-variate

Education

Parent’s highest education level

WISC

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC)

Digit Span
Backwards

WISC III-subtest within the Working Memory Index

Similarities

WISC III-subtest within the Verbal Comprehension Index

Block Design WISC III-subtest within the Perceptual Reasoning Index

3.7 SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
3.7.1 Materials
Post-test. Families’ individual characteristics have been measured through questionnaires
(adult and children) and tasks (children), in a post-test session. Below we report additional
information about the internal consistency of the questionnaires that assessed parents’
perspective on learning and children’s science enjoyment.
How children learn inventory (adult). Adults’ beliefs about learning (i.e., learning as
an active or passive process) was assessed using a 16-statement questionnaire (How Children
Learn Inventory; Ricco & Rodriquez, 2006). Adults rated their agreement with the statements
on a 5-point-Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree). An example statement
is: “When it comes to math and science, children learn by doing, i.e., through hands-on
experience and by trying out ideas”. The measure was translated from English into Dutch. Ricco
and Rodriguez (2006) reported a forced two-factor analysis under Varimax rotation resulting in
a factor (factor 1) referring to the belief that learning is an active process (Į = .63; statements
5, 7, 9, 10), and a factor (factor 2) referring to the belief that learning is a passive process (Į =
.58; statements 1, 4, 8, 12, 13, 14), each explaining 15% of the variance. For the current study
we found non-reliable internal consistency of Ricco and Rodriguez’ factor 1 (Į = .51; statements
5, 7, 9, 10). A factor analysis with data of the current study resulted in a slightly different factor
(factor LB-A) referring to learning is an active process (statement 15 “Children learn math and
science through experiencing success and praise or approval from adults” instead of statement
10 “No two children learn math and science in quite the same way”) with a higher internal
consistency reliability (Į = .64). Sum scores of statements 5, 7, 9 and 15 will be used in further
analysis.
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Science enjoyment (children). Children’s science enjoyment was assessed using a
subscale (7 statements) of the Dutch science and technology attitude instrument for primary
school pupils (Walma van der Molen, ey al., 2007). Children rated their agreement with
statements on a 4-point-Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree to 4 = strongly agree). Example
questions are: “I like to explore things”, “I like to learn more about science”. The internal
consistency of the subscale in the current study (Į = .63) is lower than Van der Molen et al. (Į
= .88). This could be explained by a difference in variance: compared to Van der Molen et al.
study (primary school pupils, M=2.69), children in the current study are more alike (science
museum visitors), and have significantly higher average Science Enjoyment (M = 3.31, SD =
.42), t(199) = 20.891, p < .001.
Coding approach. The quality of families’ conversation during investigation was
analysed using two conversation coding instruments (i.e., reasoning skills and reasoning
content). Below the scoring rules of the reasoning skills coding instrument are elaborated.
Reasoning: Skills. To assess the reasoning skills quality we followed Gutwill and
Allen’s (2010) approach of classifying difficulty levels of proposing actions and interpreting
results. Gutwill and Allen’s high-level proposing action is defined as families mentioning both
a proposed action and the expected effect of this action. In a similar way, high-level interpreting
results were defined as families mentioning both the observed effect as a possible explanation
for this effect.
In the current study, a Rolling cylinders conversation prior to an experiment was
classified as PA (PA = 1) if family members, alone or together, formulated a hypothesis. That
is, they not only predicted what would happen (e.g., A will arrive later than B) but also
elaborated on why this would happen (i.e., because B is heavier than A). A Rolling cylinders
conversation was classified as non-PA (PA = 0) if family members only predicted, only
mentioned a cylinder characteristic, or said nothing. In a similar way a Rolling cylinders
conversation afterwards an experiment was classified as IR (IR = 1) if family members, alone
or together, formulated causal explanations. That is, they not only described the result (e.g., A
arrived earlier than D) but also explained why this happened (i.e., because D is bigger than A).
A Rolling cylinders conversation was classified as non-IR (IR = 0) if family members only
mentioned the result, only mentioned a cylinder characteristic of said nothing.
In the current study, a Reliable outcomes conversation prior to an experiment was
classified as PA (PA = 1) if family members, alone or together, justified an action or the use of
a rule related to measurement or performance errors. That is, they not only mentioned an action
or rule (e.g., starting the cylinders simultaneously), but also elaborated the reason for this action
or rule (e.g., to be able to compare the cylinders). A Reliable outcomes conversation was
classified as non-PA (PA = 0) if family members only mentioned the rule, only mentioned the
aim (e.g., comparing cylinders), or said nothing. In a similar way, the Reliable outcomes
conversation afterwards an experiment was classified as IR (IR = 1) if family members, alone
or together, formulated a causal explanation. That is, they not only described the action or rule
(e.g., rolling down in a straight line) but also explained the consequence of this action or rule
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in relation to measurement or performance errors (i.e., otherwise we cannot compare the
cylinders). A Reliable outcomes conversation was classified as non-IR (IR = 0) if family
members only mentioned the action or rule, only the aim or motivation, or said nothing.
Analyses approach. Using, the reasoning content coding instrument resulted in 14
outcome variables describing the quality of families’ reasoning content during investigation.
Ten describing Rolling cylinders (i.e., PA-Dc, PA-Mc, PA-Mi, PA-Si, PA-X, IR-Dc, IR-Mc, IRMi, IR-Si, IR-X), and four describing Reliable outcomes (i.e., PA-F, PA-I, IR-F, IR-I). To
identify if this large amount of variables could be reduced Principal components analyses were
performed. First the four Reliable outcomes variables were analysed. Initial eigen values
indicated that the first factor explained 48% of the variance. The second, third and fourth factor
had eigen values below one, and explained 23%, 8% and 3% of the variance respectively. The
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was .647, which is above the commonly
recommended value of .6, also Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant (Ȥ (6) = 53.139, p <
.005), the diagonals of the anti-image correlation matrix were around .5 (i.e. r ranges from .620
to .691), and the communalities were all well above .3. The solution for two factors was
examined using Oblimin rotations of the factor loading matrix. One factor describes comments
about equal inclined plane condition (i.e., PA-I, IR-I), the other about equal rolling conditions
(i.e., PA-F, IR-F). Absolute factor loading were all above .713. Adding PA-I and IR-I values,
and PA-F and IR-F values, seems useful, since factor loadings are in the same direction.
Therefore sum scores (PAIR-I and PAIR-F) have been used in a multiple regression analysis,
to see whether reasoning content quality could be predicted by person characteristics and
guiding style.
Subsequently, it was investigated if the ten Rolling cylinders outcome variables could
be reduced by Principal components analysis. Both a 4-factor solution (61% explained variance
and an eigenvalue of 1.132) and a 5-factor solution (71% explained variance and an eigenvalue
of 0.956) resulted in two PA factors that made sense. One factor (factor 1) comprised physically
incorrect PAs (e.g., Mi, Si, X, see also Coding instruments in Method section) and another factor
(factor 2) comprises physically correct PA (e.g., Dc, Mc). The absolute factor loads are 0.656
and 0.689 respectively. For a 6-factor (79%) solution, too, two factors could be identified,
which represented incorrect and correct hypotheses, however the limit of the absolute factor
load for the incorrect hypotheses is 0.466, below 0.5. IR variables showed a less clear picture.
Although a 4-factor solution showed a factor with incorrect IR (e.g., Mi and Si), a second factor
have high factor loadings for Dc and X, but Mc was not clearly represented in any factor. A 5factor solution presents three factors each representing one category (i.e. Mi, Si and X). Now
neither Mc nor Dc were represented. Because the factor analyzes of PA and IR did not produce
the same picture, we choose not to reduce these variables. Therefore all twelve Rolling cylinders
variables have been used in the multiple regression analysis, to see whether reasoning content
quality can be predicted by person characteristics and guiding style.
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Parental Pre-knowledge
Enhances Guidance during
Inquiry-Based Family Learning
in a Museum Context:
an Individual Differences
Perspective

This chapter is based on: Franse, R.K., Van Schijndel, T.J.P., & Raijmakers, M.E.J. (2020).
Parental Pre-knowledge Enhances Guidance During Inquiry-Based Family Learning in a
Museum Context: An Individual Differences Perspective. Frontiers in Psychology, 11.
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ABSTRACT
Effective interaction and inquiry are an essential source for children’s learning about science in
an informal context. This study investigated the effect of parental pre-knowledge on parent–
child interactions (manipulations, parent talk, and child talk) during an inquiry activity in
NEMO Science Museum in Amsterdam. The sample included 105 parent–child dyads (mean
children’s age = 10.0 years). Half of the couples were randomly assigned to the experimental
group in which, without the child’s knowledge, the parent was shown the task’s solution prior
to the inquiry activity. Results show that parental pre-knowledge affected the way parents
interacted and inquired with their child. Compared to parents without pre-knowledge, parents
with pre-knowledge inquired longer, posed more open-ended wh-questions and closed
questions, and less often interpreted results. Children of parents with pre-knowledge more often
described evidence and interpreted results, more often manipulated alone, and solved the task
more accurately. These results indicate that parental pre-knowledge brings about parents’
scaffolding behavior. In addition, it was studied how individual differences of parents and
children relate to parent–child interaction. Results show that children’s self-reported inquiry
attitude was related to their conversation during inquiry, such that they asked fewer closed
questions and more open-ended questions. Children’s gender affected the cooperation between
parent and child, parents more often manipulated together with boys than with girls, and girls
more often manipulated alone. Fathers with pre-knowledge, but not mothers, let their child
manipulate more by oneself than fathers without pre-knowledge. This study shows that more
knowledge about an exhibit improves a parent’s scaffolding behavior in a science museum.
Results are discussed in the context of museum practice.
Keywords: wh-questions, parent–child interaction, pre-knowledge, individual differences,
inquiry-based learning, museum context
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
Science museums offer families opportunities to learn from and about everyday science mostly
by inquiry-provoking activities, which are an important means to learn about these phenomena
(Bell, Lewenstein, Shouse, & Feder, 2009). Typical for inquiry is the gathering of evidence by
manipulating materials and observing effects, and the interpreting of evidence by discussing
the observed effects, linking observations to pre-knowledge, and weighing the quality of
gathered evidence (Legare et al., 2017; Schauble, 1990, 1996). Inquiry activities can provide
parents and children with opportunities to gain insight into specific phenomena (Fender &
Crowley, 2007), to develop and practice inquiry skills (Gutwill & Allen, 2010), and to
experience interest in science (Crowley & Jacobs, 2002).
How parents and children inquire and what they can learn through inquiry in the
museum context is of interest for developmental and educational researchers (Sobel & Jipson,
2015), as well as for museum practitioners (Allen, 2002, 2004). Parent–child interaction during
inquiry activities in the museum has been studied by focusing at different aspects of behavior
(Haden, 2010; Legare et al., 2017): verbal behavior (e.g., Benjamin, Haden, & Wilkerson, 2010;
Callanan & Jipson, 2001; Callanan & Valle, 2008; Gauvain, 2001; Kisiel, Rowe, Vartabedian
& Kopczak, 2012; Luce, Callanan, & Smilovic, 2013; Tenenbaum & Hohenstein, 2016) and
non-verbal behavior (e.g., Crowley et al., 2001a; Van Schijndel et al., 2010; Willard et al.,
2019) of parent, child, or parent–child dyads. Parent– child interaction during inquiry activities
has been studied in different content areas, including physics (e.g., Crowley et al., 2001a),
engineering (e.g., Benjamin et al., 2010), and biology (e.g., Eberbach & Crowley, 2017).
Inquiry activities offer many opportunities for learning, but does not automatically result in new
knowledge or skills. Research into open-ended inquiry in the school context has demonstrated
that inquiry is not always effective for concept learning and that teacher guidance (e.g.,
scaffolding) substantially contributes to the learning outcomes (Alfieri, Brooks, Aldrich &
Tenenbaum, 2011). By scaffolding, teachers temporarily bridge the gap between a learning task
and children’s current abilities (Wood, Brunner, & Ross, 1976). Types of scaffolding that are
used in inquiry learning are modeling, questioning, giving hints, instructing, or explaining (Van
de Pol, Volman & Beishuizen, 2010). Teachers can, for example, think out loud, or model how
to ask questions (Rosenshine, 2009) and, by doing so, reduce the difficulty of an ill-structured
task. This type of teacher support has a positive effect on children’s knowledge and skill
acquisition if it is in line with the child’s pre-knowledge (Alfieri et al., 2011; Van de Pol et al.,
2010). In the museum context, parents could guide their children during inquiry activities by
giving individual attention and support (Ash, 2004b; Crowley & Callanan, 1998; Pattison &
Dierking, 2013). Research has shown that children inquire longer and on a deeper level (e.g.,
hypothesis-driven) if accompanied by their parents compared to inquiring alone or with peers
(Crowley et al., 2001a; Gleason & Schauble, 1999). However, in general, parents are not
professional teachers (Schauble et al., 2002), and it has also been demonstrated that parents can
miss out on opportunities to support their children’s learning potential (Eberbach & Crowley,
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2017; Gleason & Schauble, 1999; Palmquist & Crowley, 2007). For example, parents
sometimes lack specific content knowledge that could enrich the verbal interaction between
parent and child (Knutson & Crowley, 2010), or assume that the child’s understanding is similar
to their own when interpreting evidence (Gleason & Schauble, 1999).
Parent–child interaction during inquiry activities is considered to be a collaborative and
dynamic process of exploring and explaining (Legare et al., 2017). The process is described as
collaborative, because both parent and child add to the learning situation by their behavior and
talk, while interacting with each other (Callanan & Oakes, 1992; Gleason & Schauble, 1999).
The process of parent–child interaction is described as dynamic, because the processes of
gathering evidence through inquiry and interpreting evidence by drawing on prior experiences
and knowledge (Siegel, Esterly, Callanan, Wright, & Navarro, 2007) mutually influence each
other.
Within this collaborative and dynamic learning process, parent and child differences in
knowledge, reasoning skills, and interest will result in opportunities for parents to scaffold their
children’s learning (Alfieri et al., 2011; Wood et al., 1976). However, also for parents, content
presented in the museum is sometimes new or complex. Science museums often present exhibits
covering a multitude of phenomena from different content areas. Hence, it is not possible for
parents to have a good understanding of all of these. This means that parents during joint inquiry
often take on not only the role of facilitator of the child’s learning process but also the role of
learner (Falk, 2009; Siegel et al., 2007). The present study is aimed at improving our
understanding of how parents’ conceptual pre-knowledge affects parent–child interaction
during inquiry activities in the museum.
4.1.1 Pre-knowledge and Parent–Child Interaction during Inquiry Activities
Previous research in both formal and informal learning contexts has shown that pre-knowledge
affects the way people inquire (Klahr & Dunbar, 1988; Trumbull, Bonney, & Grudens-Schuck,
2005) and interact (Eberbach & Crowley, 2017; Palmquist & Crowley, 2007). In a formal
learning context, a lack of pre-knowledge has been shown to impede the way people experiment
and make observations (Klahr & Dunbar, 1988; Trumbull et al., 2005).
In an informal learning context, two correlational studies (Eberbach & Crowley, 2017;
Palmquist & Crowley, 2007), and only one experimental study (Benjamin et al., 2010)
investigated the relation of parents’, children’s, and dyads’ pre-knowledge with parent–child
interaction. Eberbach & Crowley (2017) demonstrated in the context of a botanical garden, with
6to 10-year-old children, that parental pre-knowledge is related to parent–child verbal
interaction and parental guidance style. Compared to parents who knew less, parents who knew
more about pollination more often talked about pollination, and more often asked their children
content-related open-ended wh-questions during the garden visit. Open-ended wh-questions
start with, for example, What, Why, or How, and aim at stimulating dialogue (Haden, 2010)
and focusing the attention on relevant aspects for remembering and learning (Benjamin et al.,
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2010; Falk & Dierking, 2000; Leinhardt & Knutson, 2004). Palmquist and Crowley (2007)
studied the relation of children’s pre-knowledge and parent–child interaction in the context of
a Dinosaur exhibition, with 5- and 7-year-old children. It was demonstrated that children’s preknowledge about dinosaurs and paleontology was related to parent talk: higher amounts of talk
was observed with parents of novice children compared to parents of expert children. Moreover,
based on exploratory observations, children’s pre-knowledge appeared to be associated with
parents’ guidance. Parents of expert children seemed “testers” of the child’s knowledge; they,
for example, asked questions that encouraged children to present their knowledge about
dinosaurs. Parents of novice children, on the other hand, seemed “teachers,” who supported the
child’s learning process and inquired along with their child, by, for example, interpreting the
information that was presented in the exhibition. These two studies showed positive relations
between parents’ or children’s domain-specific pre-knowledge and parents’ domain-general
guidance. However, as the studies were correlational in nature, observed differences in parental
scaffolding behaviors could possibly be explained by other person characteristics than preknowledge. For example, parents’ attitude toward learning has shown to be related to both
parental knowledge acquisition and parental guidance (Ricco & Rodriguez, 2006; Sigel, 1998;
Sigel & McGillicuddy-De Lisi, 2002). Benjamin et al. (2010) investigated, in a study with an
experimental design, the effect of parents’ and children’s knowledge on parent–child interaction
in the context of a Building exhibition, with 4- to 8-year-old children. It was found that by
receiving domain-specific knowledge prior to visiting the exhibition, parents’ and children’s
content-related talk and building behavior improved: dyads’ conversations (wh-questions and
associations) were more often domain-specific and their buildings were sturdier. Preknowledge, however, did not affect parental scaffolding: the total amount of wh-questions and
associations did not increase. Possibly, the lack of effect on parental scaffolding is explained
by the fact that, in this study, parent and child received the same content-related information.
In the current study, we will therefore investigate the effect of parental pre-knowledge on
parental scaffolding during inquiry activities in an experimental design in a museum context.
We focus on 8- to 12-year-old children. Evidently, apart from parental pre-knowledge, more
person characteristics of both the parent and the child are possibly relevant for parent–child
interaction during inquiry, such as age (e.g., Kuhn, Amsel, & O’Loughlin, 1988; Klahr, Fay, &
Dunbar, 1993; Schauble, 1996), educational level (Callanan & Jipson, 2001), epistemic beliefs
about learning (Ricco & Rodriguez, 2006), executive and cognitive functioning (Brigham,
Scruggs, & Mastropieri, 2011; Kirschner, Sweller, & Clark, 2006; Watt, Therrien, &
Kaldenberg, 2014; Zweers, Huizinga, Denessen, & Raijmakers, 2019), and motivation and
interest (Tomlinson et al., 2003; Vansteenkiste, Simons, Lens, Sheldon & Deci, 2004).
Therefore, we will include person characteristics of parent and child in the current study. Below,
we will briefly introduce research related to the impact of person characteristics on parent–child
interaction in the museum context.
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4.1.2 Person Characteristics and Parent–Child Interaction during Inquiry Activities
Person characteristics, such as children’s and parents’ age, gender, and educational level, are
reported in most museum research to give insight into the population that is studied. Some
research, however, also studied how parent (e.g., Nadelson, 2013; Siegel et al., 2007; Tare,
French, Frazier, Diamond & Evans, 2011) or child characteristics (e.g., Geerdts, Van De Walle
& LoBue, 2015) are related to parent–child interaction. This research shows that individual
differences are large, and their impact on learning and behavior in the museum might be
substantial.
Gender. With regard to gender, it has been found that parents interact differently with
boys and girls in the museum context (Crowley, Callanan, Tenenbaum, & Allen, 2001b; Luce
et al., 2013; Siegel et al., 2007). Parents gave more causal explanations of science content to
boys (Crowley et al., 2001b), made more absolutist statements such as claims and facts to boys
(Luce et al., 2013), and behaved more collaboratively with boys (Siegel et al., 2007).
Additionally, fathers and mothers have been shown to interact differently with their children in
museums (Benjamin et al., 2010; Nadelson, 2013; Van Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016). For
example, father–child dyads played longer in a construction exhibition (Benjamin et al., 2010),
and mothers gave more causal explanations (Van Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016).
Interest, Motivation, and Attitude. Science interest is seen as a multi-component
construct, where behavior, enjoyment, knowledge components, values, and motivational
aspects mutually influence each other (Ainley, 2017; Sachisthal et al., 2018). Parents’ interest
in science has been shown to be related to parent–child interaction at exhibits: parent and child
engaged with more exhibits if parents had a positive science attitude (Szechter & Carey, 2009),
and parent and child spent more time at exhibits if the science topic of an exhibit was of interest
to parents (Tare et al., 2011). Besides science interest, other motivational aspects such as
parents’ agenda to visit a museum have also been shown to be related to parent– child
interaction. For example, if parents’ motivation to visit the museum was educational, parents
were more involved in the child’s learning at an exhibit (Tare et al., 2011).
Age. One would expect children’s inquiry behaviors to be age related (Klahr et al., 1993;
Kuhn et al., 1988; Schauble, 1996). However, museum research did not show age-related
differences in children’s content-related talk (Geerdts et al., 2015, 3- to 8year-olds; Marcus,
Haden, & Uttal, 2018, 4- to 8-year-olds) or manipulations (Fender & Crowley, 2007, 5- to 7year-olds) during inquiry. In comparable age ranges, age-related differences were found in
children’s conceptual understanding of the exhibit (Fender & Crowley, 2007). In addition,
parents’ behavior was found to be related to children’s age (Geerdts et al., 2015; Marcus et al.,
2018): compared to school-aged children, parents more often talked with preschoolers about
non-observable characteristics (Geerdts et al., 2015), and science processes, technology, and
engineering (Marcus et al., 2018). Other studies on parent– child conversations (Jipson &
Callanan, 2003, 3- to 5year-olds; Tenenbaum & Leaper, 2003, 11- to 13-year-olds) or
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manipulations (Fender & Crowley, 2007, 5- to 7-yearolds) did not find differences in parents’
behavior in relation to children’s age.
Educational Level. Parents’ schooling has shown to be related to how parents interact
with their children in the museum context (Siegel et al., 2007; Szechter & Carey, 2009). Parents’
educational level and science museum experience was positively associated with time spent
inquiring at an exhibit, and with the frequency that dyads linked the inquiry to prior experiences
(Szechter & Carey, 2009). In addition, it was found that in a science museum context, higher
educated parents were more directive than lower educated parents (Siegel et al., 2007).
Working Memory. Cognitive and executive functioning is important for learning
(Kirschner et al., 2006), especially in a museum environment with a lot of distraction and open
discovery tasks (Allen, 2004). An overloaded working memory can affect children’s learning
experiences (Rosenshine, 2009).
Beliefs about Learning. Additionally, parents’ epistemological beliefs about learning
might be relevant for parent–child interaction in the museum. Parents’ beliefs about learning
have shown to be related to parental guidance (Ricco & Rodriguez, 2006; Sigel, 1998; Sigel &
McGillicuddy-De Lisi, 2002).
4.1.3 Current Study
The current study aims at a better understanding of parent–child interaction during inquiry
activities, a type of activity that is at the core of the science museum experience. Parental preknowledge appears to play a role in parent–child interaction during inquiry, but most previous
insights have stemmed from correlational research. We present a study with an experimental
design, in which we manipulated parental pre-knowledge, addressing two research questions:
x

How does parental pre-knowledge affect parent–child interaction during an inquiry activity
in the museum? (RQ-1).

x

How do person characteristics (i.e., parents’ gender, educational level, science interest and
beliefs about learning, and children’s age, gender, working memory, enjoyment in science
lessons, and inquiry attitude) affect parent–child interaction during an inquiry activity, and
the possible relation of parental pre-knowledge and parent– child interaction? (RQ-2).

Our hypotheses are based on the idea that parents with domain-specific pre-knowledge
about the phenomenon of inquiry do not have an urge for information, and therefore have the
opportunity to scaffold their child’s learning process.
Operationalization and Hypotheses. To study the possible causal effect of parental
pre-knowledge on parent–child interaction (RQ-1), a randomized controlled trial was designed,
with two conditions: A control condition without pre-knowledge and an experimental
condition, in which parents received conceptual knowledge about the phenomenon to inquire
in the inquiry activity.
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To be able to control parental pre-knowledge, a so-called black-box was used as the
object of inquiry, an object that does not allow one to see from the outside what is going on
inside (Miller, 2014). An important characteristic of a black-box is that no physical laws are
applicable (e.g., shadow size, buoyancy, magnetism), and therefore participants cannot have
pre-knowledge about the problem to be solved. This way, one can experimentally control
parental pre-knowledge. The black-box used in the current study consisted of a wooden box
with four holes from which four rope ends protruded. How the ropes were entangled inside the
box could not be observed from the outside; however, it could be discovered by manipulating
the ropes. Parents in the pre-knowledge condition were shown the entangled ropes in the inside
of the box prior to the inquiry activity, without their child being aware of this disclosure. The
black-box was offered in a separate room, the Research and Development lab, at the museum
floor of NEMO Science Museum.
To study how person characteristics affect parent–child interaction (RQ-2), children
performed a task (cognitive abilities) prior to the black-box inquiry, and parents and children
filled out questionnaires afterward. Children aged between 8 and 12 participated in the study.
In this age range, children can already contribute to conversations about inquiry-related topics
(Chinn & Malhotra, 2002a).
Parent–child interaction was measured by observing behavior and talk during inquiring
at the black-box. Behavior during inquiry consisted of pulling one or more ropes, and observing
what the causal effect of this manipulation was. This could be the parent’s, the child’s (solitary),
or cooperative behavior. We expect that parents without pre-knowledge have an urge for
information and are primarily focused on finding out for themselves how the problem can be
solved. We therefore expect them to perform more manipulations of the ropes by themselves,
compared to parents with pre-knowledge. We expect that parents with pre-knowledge shift from
a role of learning along with their child toward taking the role of facilitating the child’s learning
(Falk, 2009; Siegel et al., 2007). We therefore expect that they less often manipulate the ropes
by themselves.
We quantified parents’ and children’s talk in terms of elements of scientific reasoning,
such as formulating hypotheses and interpreting results, and type of explanatory talk, such as
asking open-ended wh-questions, asking closed questions, describing evidence, and giving
directions (Crowley et al., 2001a; Fender & Crowley, 2007; Gutwill & Allen, 2010; Van
Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016). We expect that pre-knowledge will affect the parental talk,
such that parents with pre-knowledge will better facilitate children’s learning process. That is,
we expect that parents with pre-knowledge talk more and ask more open-ended wh-questions
to encourage children to formulate hypotheses and interpret results (Crowley & Jacobs, 2002).
4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.2.1 Participants
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One hundred sixteen parent–child dyads visiting NEMO Science Museum in Amsterdam
participated in the study. Eleven dyads were excluded from analyses, 1 for retracting permission
and 10 for technical problems. The final sample included 105 dyads consisting of an adult (P;
Mage = 43.18, SD = 4.92; 50 male, 55 female), and a child (C; Mage = 9.96, SD = 1.38; 51 boys,
54 girls). To sketch a profile of the participating dyads: in all cases, the adult was the caretaker
of the child. Parents were relatively highly educated (19% Graduate, 45% Bachelor, and 36%
Up to Bachelor’s), and moderately interested in science. For example, half of the parents
reported reading the science supplement of an (internet) newspaper weekly to monthly. Almost
all parents had visited half-yearly to annual a science or natural history museum, and over half
of the parents had watched or listened weekly to monthly to a science program on the radio or
television. Mostly, parents believed that children learn by experimenting, reasoning, and
drawing conclusions, trial and error, gaining success experiences, and receiving positive
feedback from their parents (see Section “Measures for Person Characteristics”). Children were
highly engaged in science, which is to be expected in a science museum.
4.2.2 Procedure and Study Design
The study was conducted in the museum during spring break 2016. Families with children (8to 12-year-olds) were approached and asked if they wanted to participate in a scientific study.
If families agreed, they were welcomed in a research room where research assistants explained
the procedure. The parent completed written consent forms for him- or herself and the child.
Parent–child dyads were randomly assigned to a with pre-knowledge experimental condition
(E, N = 54) or a without pre-knowledge control condition (C, N = 51). For both conditions, the
experimental session took about 20 min and included an inquiry task that dyads could play with
as long as they wanted, with a maximum of 5 min. Prior to the inquiry task and without the
child being aware of it, parents in the with pre-knowledge experimental condition were shown
the inside of the box. While inquiring, parent–child interaction was video recorded. When
finished, parent and child were asked to make a drawing, each separately, as a measure for
learning through inquiry. Furthermore, the experimental session consisted of measures to
characterize the population. After the inquiry activity, parents filled out a questionnaire
consisting of Background questions (age, gender, and educational level), Science interest
statements, and Beliefs about learning processes statements. Children, prior to the inquiry task,
performed a visual spatial Working memory task and, after inquiring, filled out a questionnaire
consisting of questions about Enjoyment in science lessons, Attitude to inquiry, and Enjoyment
in science.
4.2.3 Materials
Inquiry Task. To study the effect of parental pre-knowledge on parent–child interaction, an
inquiry task was selected that, on the one hand, encouraged hypothesis-driven inquiry and, on
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the other hand, provided a challenge for which participants have no specific pre-knowledge,
but for which pre-knowledge could be given in a quick and unambiguous way. Black-box tasks
met those criteria (Lederman & Abd-El-Khalick, 1998). The black-box used in the study
consisted of a wooden box (25 × 15 × 10 cm) with four holes, two ropes, one fabric ring, and a
padlock (see also Figure 4.1). Inside the box, both ropes run through the fabric ring. Each rope
end had a unique color (blue and red for rope 1, green and yellow for rope 2), and protruded
through one of four box holes. When the box was closed, only the rope ends were visible, and
how the ropes were entangled inside could not be observed. The way the ropes were entangled
caused a complex movement pattern. This movement pattern was partly caused by the fabric
ring that is not at a fixed position in the box but can also move. When someone pulled a rope,
another rope end was pulled in (or multiple rope ends were pulled in). For example:
•

•

•

If a participant pulls one rope (e.g., red), then the other three ropes (yellow, green, and blue)
will be pulled in. How much these three ropes are pulled in depends on how tightly the
participant pulls and the current position of the fabric ring in the black-box.
If a participant pulls two ropes on the short side of the box (e.g., blue and red), then the other
two ropes (green and yellow) are pulled in until the participant can’t pull the rope ends any
further.
If a participant pulls two ropes on the long side of the box (e.g., blue and green), then the
other two ropes (red and yellow) are pulled in without restriction, which is that the red and
yellow rope ends could disappear into the box (this, however, never happened).

Parent–child dyads were presented with the closed box and were asked to “inquire how
the ropes are running on the inside.” Families were free to follow their own approach (e.g.,
pulling one rope at a time, or pulling two ropes simultaneously) and to inquire as long as they
wanted, with a maximum of 5 min.

Figure 4.1. Black-box inquiry task. (A) Closed black-box, as presented to parent–child dyads during inquiry.
Four rope ends, with unique colors (red, blue, green, and yellow) stick out. The box is sealed by a padlock. (B)
Opened black-box, as presented to parents in the pre-knowledge experimental condition, prior to the inquiry task.
Parents could observe two ropes, one with a red and blue rope end and another with a green and yellow rope end
interconnected through a fabric ring.
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Task-Related Information (Pre-knowledge). Parents in the experimental condition,
but not in the control condition, were invited to peek into the black-box to observe how the
ropes were entangled, just before the inquiry task started and without the child being aware of
it.
Coding Approach. Parent and child’s inquiry process was recorded on video. The final
scoring was based on transcripts of these recordings (in CLAN: MacWhinney & Snow, 1990).
A transcript was first broken down into speech segments. A segment ended if the parent or child
were taking turns or ended after a natural silence. That is, silences were included in the
preceding speech segment. Parents’ and children’s manipulations during inquiry were scored
by classifying each speech segment using a five-subscale coding instrument. The highest score
was used for manipulations during a speech segment. In case a manipulation was continuing
over multiple speech segments, it was only scored once. These subscales were: No manipulation
(M0), Child manipulates alone (MC), Parent manipulates alone (MP), Parent and Child
manipulate in parallel (MC/P), and Parent and Child manipulate together (MC&P). The interobserver reliability for manipulations (two observers, 20% of the data) was found to be
“substantial” (Landis & Koch, 1977): the percentage agreement was 85% and kappa was 0.77
(p < 0.001), 95% CI (0.73, 0.80). Frequencies of the five manipulation types were used as
outcome variables in further analyses. Parents’ (P) and children’s (C) individual contribution to
the conversations was scored by classifying each speech segment using a seven-subscale coding
instrument distinguishing six different types of inquiry and guidance (Crowley et al., 2001a;
Fender & Crowley, 2007; Gutwill & Allen, 2010; Van Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016;
Zimmerman, 2005). These types were as follows: Asking open-ended wh-questions (C1-C and
C1-P for children and parents respectively; example: “Why does that rope move?”), Asking
closed questions (C2-C and C2-P; example: “Is this rope attached to that rope?”), Describing
evidence (C3-C and C3-P; example: “If I pull the red one then the blue one moves, but not the
green one.”), Interpreting results (C4-C and C4-P; example: “The blue rope only pulls the red
rope, therefore, they belong together.”), Giving direction (C5-C and C5-P; example: “Go ahead,
just pull a rope.”), and Formulating hypotheses (C6-C and C6-P; example: “I expect that these
four ends are actually two separate ropes.”). The seventh subscale (C7-C and C7P) contained
all unclassifiable comments such as expressing emotions (e.g., “This is really fun to do”). The
inter-observer reliability for conversations (two observers, 20% of the data) was found to be
“almost perfect” (Landis & Koch, 1977): the percentage agreement was 94% and kappa was
0.93 (p < 0.001), 95% CI (0.91, 0.95). The remaining comments category (C7C and C7-P) was
not included in the analyses. As a learning outcome variable, parents’ and children’s drawings
were classified in four categories: Incorrect ropes and incorrect connection (K1), Correct ropes
but incorrect fixed connection (K2), Correct ropes but incorrect loose connection (K3), and
Correct ropes and correct loose connection (K4). Holding time, the number of minutes played,
was used as a first explorative outcome variable to describe parent–child interaction.
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To sum up, parent–child interaction is in the current study described by 17 dependent
variables. That is, five manipulations variables, six parent talk variables and six child talk
variables. Learning (knowledge gain) is described by four dependent variables.
Measures for Person Characteristics. Working memory (child). Children’s visual
spatial working memory was tested using the Chessboard Task (Dovis, Van der Oord, Wiers,
& Prins, 2012). This task assesses children’s ability to both maintain and manipulate visual–
spatial information, and is based on the Corsi Block Tapping Task (Corsi, 1972), and the subtest
Letter–Number Sequencing from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS, Wechsler,
1958). Children played for a maximum of 7 min, and on average performed 20 trials. As a
measure of the child’s working memory, the longest sequence achieved during 7 min of play
was reported and used in further analyses. The working memory scores are relative scores and
are solely used to compare differences between parent–child dyads within the current study.
Enjoyment in science lessons (child) and Attitude to inquiry (child). Subscales
Enjoyment in science lessons Į = 0.91, 10 items) and Attitude to inquiry Į = 0.81, 10 items)
of the Test of Science-related attitudes (TOSRA), a measure to distinguish science-related
attitudes among secondary school students (Fraser, 1981), were translated to Dutch and adjusted
to primary school wording. Children rated their agreement with statements on a 5-point-Likert
scale (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree). Example questions are as follows: “Science
is one of the most interesting school subjects” (Enjoyment in science lessons sub-scale), and “I
would rather solve a problem by doing an experiment than be told the answer” (Attitude to
inquiry subscale). A forced two-factor analysis under Varimax rotation of the Dutch
questionnaire (i.e., the translated and adjusted subscales), resulted in two process factors that
contained the same items and comparable reliabilities as reported by Fraser (1981): Enjoyment
in science lessons with Į = 0.91 (cf. Fraser, Į = 0.91) and Attitude to inquiry with Į = 0.74 (cf.
Fraser, Į = 0.81), explaining 30 and 15% of variance, respectively. Sum scores of Enjoyment in
science lessons and sum scores of Attitude to inquiry are reported and used in further analyses.
Additional measures for person characteristics, not used in analyses. Parents’ Beliefs
about learning processes (i.e., learning as active or passive process) were evaluated using a 16statement survey (How Children Learn Inventory; Ricco & Rodriguez, 2006). However, the
reliabilities of the two sets of statements, Į = 0.38 for learning as an active process and Į = 0.45
for learning as a passive process, were insufficient to use variables based on these sets in further
analyses. Explorative factor analysis resulted in one scale with 10 statements and Į = 0.62,
explaining 16% of the variance. In addition to children’s Enjoyment in science lessons, also
children’s not school-related Science enjoyment was evaluated using a subscale of the Dutch
science and technology attitude instrument for primary school pupils (Walma van der Molen,
Wiegerinck, & Rohaan, 2007). Children’s responses on the VTB and TOSRA subscales were
found to be significantly related, r = 0.51, p < 0.001; therefore, only the results of the subscale
with the highest reliability were included in the analyses (i.e., TOSRA Enjoyment in science
lessons).
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To sum up, in the analyses, seven independent variables will be used to describe parents’
and children’s person characteristics, that is, five child characteristics—age, gender, working
memory, enjoyment in science lessons, and inquiry attitude—and two parent characteristics—
gender and educational level.
Analysis Approach. To study the effect of parental pre-knowledge, person
characteristics, and possible interactions between parental pre-knowledge and person
characteristics on parent–child interaction, three MANCOVAs were performed, one for each
aspect of parent–child interaction: manipulations, parent talk, and child talk. To further study
the relationship between the dependent variables of each parent–child interaction aspect, followup analyses were performed using univariate ANOVAs (Field, 2009). From these analyses, we
learned how the behavioral measures (e.g., the six parent talk categories) play together in
different conditions (RQ-1; with and without parental pre-knowledge), or with different person
characteristics (RQ-2; e.g., gender child). Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variances was
violated for six outcome variables (M0, MP&C, C1-P, C6-P, C1-C, and C2-C); therefore, we
choose Hotelling’s T as test statistics (Field, 2009); nevertheless, robustness of the F statistic
seems to be warranted because of equal group sizes of pre-knowledge (without = 51, with = 54),
inquiry attitude (low = 55, high = 50), and gender child (boys = 51, girls = 54) groups, also see
Table 4.2 (Blanca, Alarcón, Arnau, Bono, & Bendayan, 2018). To test the robustness of results,
we performed non-parametric tests (Mann–Whitney U for two groups and Kruskal–Wallis for
four groups) in addition to the follow-up ANOVAs, which confirmed significance of all
significant ANOVA results. For the sake of brevity, these results are not reported here. With
these follow-up analyses, we could describe, for example, that parental pre-knowledge led to
parents asking more open-ended wh-questions, or that children with a higher inquiry attitude
asked less closed questions.
4.3 RESULTS
4.3.1 Descriptions of Person Characteristics and Parent–Child Interaction
Person Characteristics. Mean values of person characteristics used in analyses are reported in
Table 4.1, for all participants and for participants per pre-knowledge condition. A profile
description of participating dyads can be found in Participants (see “Materials and Methods”
section). On average, children agreed with enjoying science lessons (M = 41.39, SD = 7.94);
they scored significantly higher than the international standard (M = 32.8, SD = 9.5; Fraser,
1981), t(104) = 11.08, p < 0.001. Note that in the international standard, children were older
(12- and 13-year-olds) than in the current study. Interesting is that, although they enjoyed
science lessons, on average (M = 37.21, SD = 5.90) children rated themselves as having a
moderate inquiry attitude (30 = not being sure of having, 40 = agreeing with having an inquiry
attitude).
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ANOVA’s (ratio variables) and chi-square analyses (nominal variables) were performed
to investigate equal distribution of the person characteristics (the parents’ gender and
educational level, and the children’s gender, age, working memory, enjoyment in science
lessons, and inquiry attitude) across pre-knowledge conditions. No differences between preknowledge conditions were found.
Parent–Child Interaction. Summary values, and values per pre-knowledge condition,
are reported in Table 4.2. On average, dyads inquired the inquiry task for 3.14 min. Dyads in
the with pre-knowledge experimental condition (M = 3.62, SD = 1.38), played for 1 min longer
than dyads in the without pre-knowledge control condition (M = 2.63, SD = 1.52), t(103) = 3.483; p < 0.001. When manipulating, in most cases (73%), the child (MC) or the parent (MP)
manipulated alone. There was a high correlation between not manipulating the black-box and
content-related talk (sum of C1–C6) of parents, r = 0.88, p < 0.001, and children, r = 0.67, p <
0.001.
Parents, M = 22.89, SD = 11.52, contributed more than children (M = 14.39, SD = 8.20),
to content-related talk during inquiry, t(104) = 8.967, p < 0.001. Parents made all kinds of
content-related comments, but most often gave directions to the child (C5-P), “okay, so we have
to find out how the ropes are running.” Notably, they formulated almost no hypotheses (C6-P).
Parents with pre-knowledge significantly contributed more to content-related talk (M = 26.41,
SD = 12.06), than parents without pre-knowledge (M = 19.16, SD = 9.71), t(103) = 3.38, p <
0.001.
Children most often interpreted results (C4-C), “I think these are two different ropes,”
described observations (C3-C), “all ropes have different colors,” and made non-content-related
comments (C7-C), such as expressing emotions “this is really difficult!”. Children asked
relatively few questions (C1-C, C2C) and, similar to the parents, formulated almost no
hypotheses (C6-C). Children of parents with pre-knowledge significantly contributed more to
content-related talk (M = 16.33, SD = 7.83) than children of parents without pre-knowledge (M
= 12.33, SD = 8.16), t(103) = 2.56, p < 0.05.
To give an impression of the conversations, two examples are displayed in Table 4.3.
Hypotheses do occur (see example 1; “Yes, let’s try that. So if I pull these two, then those two
go over there.”). However, sometimes participants observe the effect of a manipulation just
before they fully express the hypothesis, and therefore the expression does not count as
hypotheses (see in example 2; “And if we pull this, yes the yellow one goes more smoothly”).
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Table 4.1
Factors and covariates, describing person characteristics of parent and child.

Parent Gender
Dyad

Educational level

Child Gender

Male
Female
Father–Son
Father–Daughter
Mother–Son
Mother–Daughter
Up to Bachelor (L)
Bachelor (B)
Graduate (G)
Male
Female

Age
Working memory
Enjoyment in science lessons
Attitude to inquiry

N (%)
N (%)
N (%)
N (%)
N (%)
N (%)
N (%)
N (%)
N (%)
N (%)
N (%)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)

Parental pre-knowledge
Total
Without
50 (48%)
22 (43%)
55 (52%)
29 (57%)
26 (25%)
12 (24%)
24 (23%)
10 (20%)
25 (24%)
13 (25%)
30 (29%)
16 (31%)
38 (36%)
17 (33%)
47 (45%)
22 (43%)
20 (19%)
12 (24%)
51 (49%)
25 (49%)
54 (51%)
26 (51%)
9.96 (1.38)
9.95 (1.36)
4.49 (0.89)
4.50 (0.87)
41.39 (7.94) 41.84 (8.05)
37.21 (5.90) 37.39 (7.10)

With
28 (52%)
26 (48%)
14 (26%)
14 (26%)
12 (22%)
14 (26%)
21 (39%)
25 (46%)
8 (15%)
26 (48%)
28 (52%)
9.97 (1.42)
4.49 (0.92)
40.96 (7.89)
37.04 (4.56)

Note. Total number (N) and percentages (%) of the parents’ and children’s gender, the distribution of gender over
the various parent–child dyads and the parents’ educational level, and average values (M) and standard deviations
(SD) of the children’s age, working memory, enjoyment in science lessons and attitude to inquiry. Total = all
participating parent–child dyads (N = 105). Without = parent–child dyads without parental pre-knowledge, control
condition (N = 51). With = parent–child dyads with parental pre-knowledge, experimental condition (N = 54).
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5–55
0–30
0–22
0–14
0–16
0–15
0–19
0–11
0–19
0–24
0–2
0–5
0–5
0–19
0–17
0–9
0–3

M0
MC
MP
MP/C
MP&C

C1-P
C2-P
C3-P
C4-P
C5-P
C6-P

C1-C
C2-C
C3-C
C4-C
C5-C
C6-C

Range
(Min–Max)

0.33 (0.76)
0.75 (1.10)
4.76 (4.00)
6.48 (3.83)
1.92 (2.09)
0.14 (0.49)

3.96 (3.39)
5.35 (4.12)
3.16 (2.65)
3.65 (3.25)
6.69 (4.02)
0.08 (0.30)

24.87 (13.45)
10.53 (6.71)
5.87 (5.19)
3.23 (3.21)
2.89 (3.72)

Total
M (SD)

0.41 (0.90)
0.57 (0.70)
4.00 (4.05)
5.25 (3.49)
2.00 (2.30)
0.10 (0.36)

2.10 (2.18)
3.86 (2.94)
2.96 (2.49)
4.33 (3.39)
5.82 (3.60)
0.08 (0.27)

18.80 (11.29)
8.67 (6.59)
6.63 (5.29)
3.96 (3.39)
2.22 (2.77)

Pre-knowledge
Without
M (SD)

0.26 (0.59)
0.93 (1.36)
5.48 (3.86)
7.63 (3.80)
1.85 (1.90)
0.19 (0.59)

5.72 (3.40)
6.76 (4.58)
3.35 (2.80)
3.00 (3.00)
7.50 (4.25)
0.07 (0.33)

30.59 (12.89)
12.30 (6.40)
5.15 (5.04)
2.54 (2.89)
3.52 (4.36)

With
M (SD)

0.18 (0.48)
0.98 (1.13)
4.16 (3.56)
6.69 (4.37)
1.80 (1.98)
0.18 (0.61)

0.50 (0.95)
0.50 (0.74)
5.42 (4.38)
6.24 (3.15)
2.06 (2.23)
0.10 (0.30)

Inquiry Attitude
Low
High
M (SD)
M (SD)
22.76 (13.96)
9.39 (5.95)
5.02 (4.38)
3.33 (3.12)
3.55 (3.89)

Gender Child
Boys
M (SD)
26.85 (12.76)
11.61 (7.25)
6.67 (5.78)
3.13 (3.32)
2.26 (3.48)

Girls
M (SD)

De

Note. Mean values (M) and standard deviations (SD), of three categories of outcome variables (manipulations, parent talk, and child talk), are presented for condition (parental
pre-knowledge) and person characteristics (attitude to inquiry and gender child) with a main effect on parent–child interaction. Column “Total” contains range and mean
values of all participating parent–child dyads (N = 105). Column “Without” and “With” contains values of parent–child dyads in the without parental pre-knowledge control
condition (N = 51) and with parental pre-knowledge experimental condition (N = 54), respectively. Column “Low” and “High” contains values of parent–child dyads with
children having a low (N = 55) and high (N = 50) attitude to inquiry, respectively. Column “Boys” and “Girls” contains values of parent–boy (N = 51) and parent–girl (N =
54) dyads, respectively. In bold: outcome variable with a significant difference between pre-knowledge conditions (without and with), inquiry attitude groups (low and high),
and the child’s gender (boys and girls) respectively.

Manipulations
No manipulations
Child manipulates alone
Parent manipulates alone
Parent and child in parallel
Parent and child together
Parent Talk
Asking wh-questions
Asking closed questions
Describing evidence
Interpreting results
Giving directions
Formulating hypotheses
Child Talk
Asking wh-questions
Asking closed questions
Describing evidence
Interpreting results
Giving directions
Formulating hypotheses

Parent–child Interaction

Table 4.2
Outcome variables, describing parent–child interaction during an inquiry activity in the museum.
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Table 4.3
Two examples of parent–child conversations during inquiry at a black-box.
Father:
Daughter:
Father:
Daughter:
Daughter:
Father:
Daughter:
Daughter:
Father:
Daughter:
Father:
Daughter:
Father:
Father:
Father:
Father:
Son:
Son:
Son:
Son:
Father:
Father:
Father:
Son:

Example 1
Look, that one pulls, yellow pulls, ah!
Now, pull that one.
Look at that, this one goes to the middle.
I know this one.
This one goes, those two.
Yes, and this one is.
Also connected.
Ah, I know.
You already know?
Ahu.
What do you think? Well, tell me then.
These two are together, and so are those, and they form a knot.
Yes, let’s try that. So if I pull these two, then those two go over there.
Yes, and now you pull those two. Yes, and now we pull only one.
Yes, I think you are right.
Example 2
You pull those and then those two go in.
So uhm, then this one is underneath that one, I guess.
Pull, for example, the red one.
Then these two go. And if we pull this, yes the yellow one goes more smoothly.
So red goes with yellow.
Now pull the yellow one.
Then the blue one goes in.
Stop, stop, otherwise you’ll pull it all the way in.
And with this one, the yellow one goes.

C3-P
C5-C
C3-P
C7-C
C3-C
C2-P
C4-C
C7-C
C2-P
C7-C
C1-P
C4-C
C6-P
C5-P
C7-P

MP/C
MC
MC
MP/C
MP
MP
MP
M0
M0
M0
M0
MC
MP
MP/C
M0

C3-P
C4-C
C5-C
C3-C
C4-C
C5-P
C3-P
C5-P
C3-C

MC
M0
MC
MP&C
M0
MC
M0
M0
MP/C

Note. Example 1 is a full conversation of father–daughter (without pre-knowledge; 8-year-old). Example 2 is a
conversation fragment of father–son (without pre-knowledge; 9-year-old). C1, asking open-ended wh-questions;
C2, asking closed questions; C3, describing evidence; C4, interpreting results; C5, giving directions; C6,
formulating hypotheses; C7, other comments. P, Parent; C, Child. M0, no manipulations; MC, child manipulates
alone; MP, parent manipulates alone; MP/C, parent and child in parallel; MP&C, parent and child together.

4.3.2 The Impact of Parental Pre-knowledge and Person Characteristics on Parent–Child
Interaction.
Overall Results. Manipulations. To find out if pre-knowledge and person characteristics
affected parent and child’s manipulations during inquiry, a MANCOVA was performed with
the five manipulation categories (M0, MC, MP, MP/C, and MP&C) as outcome variables, with
parental pre-knowledge, gender, and educational level, and children’s gender as factors, and
with children’s age, working memory, enjoyment in science lessons and inquiry attitude as covariates. Also, three two-way factor interactions were included (condition with respectively
gender parent, educational level parent and gender child). Results showed significant main
effects of parental pre-knowledge, T = 0.35, F(5,87) = 6.11, p < 0.001, n2 = 0.26, and children’s
gender, T = 0.14, F(5,87) = 2.36, p = 0.05, n2 = 0.12, on manipulations. In addition, there was
an interaction effect of parental pre-knowledge and parent’s gender on manipulations, T = 0.14,
F(5,87) = 2.38, p = 0.05, n2 = 0.12.
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Parent talk. To find out if parental pre-knowledge and parent characteristics affected
parent talk, a MANOVA was performed with six conversation categories (C1-P to C6-P) as
outcome variables and with parental pre-knowledge, gender and educational level as factors.
Also, the two two-way factor interactions were considered (condition with respectively parent’s
gender and educational level). Results showed a significant main effect of parental preknowledge [T = 0.61, F(6,92) = 9.36, p < 0.001, n2 = 0.38] on parent talk. No other significant
effects were observed.
Child talk. To find out if parental pre-knowledge and child characteristics affected child
talk, a MANCOVA was performed with six conversation categories (C1-C to C6-C) as outcome
variables, with parental pre-knowledge and children’s gender as factors, and with children’s
age, working memory, enjoyment in science lessons and inquiry attitude as co-variates. Also,
the two-way factor interaction was taken into account (condition with gender child). Results
showed significant main effects of parental pre-knowledge [T = 0.18, F(6,92) = 2.76, p = 0.02,
n2 = 0.15], and children’s inquiry attitude [T = 0.19, F(6,92) = 2.89, p = 0.01, n2 = 0.16] on child
talk. No significant interaction effects on child talk were observed.
RQ-1. RQ-1: How does parental pre-knowledge affect parent–child interaction during
an inquiry activity in the museum?
Manipulations. To find out how pre-knowledge affected parents’ and children’s
manipulations during inquiry, the five separate univariate ANOVA’s on the outcome variables
are reported. Higher amounts of no manipulations (M0), F(1,91) = 15.63, p < 0.001, n2 = 0.15,
and child manipulates alone (MC), F(1,91) = 9.00, p = 0.003, n2 = 0.09, were observed for
parent–child dyads with parental pre-knowledge (see Table 4.2).
Parent talk. To find out how pre-knowledge affected parent talk, the six separate
univariate ANOVAs on the outcome variables are reported. Higher amounts of asking openended wh-questions (C1-P), F(1,97) = 32.38, p < 0.001, n2 = 0.25, asking closed questions (C2P), F(1,97) = 14.98, p < 0.001, n2 = 0.13, and lower amount of interpreting results (C4-P),
F(1,97) = 5.09, p = 0.03, n2 = 0.05, were observed for parents with parental pre-knowledge (see
Table 4.2).
Child talk. To find out how pre-knowledge affected child talk, the six separate univariate
ANOVAs on the outcome variables are reported. Higher amounts of describing evidence (C3C), F(1,97) = 4.43, p = 0.04, n2 = 0.04, and interpreting results (C4-C), F(1,97) = 10.90, p =
0.001, n2 = 0.10, were observed for children of dyads with parental pre-knowledge, compared
to children of dyads without parental pre-knowledge.
RQ-2. RQ-2: How do person characteristics affect parent–child interaction during an
inquiry activity and the possible relation of parental pre-knowledge and parent–child
interaction?
Manipulations. The follow-up univariate ANOVA’s revealed that, compared to parent–
son dyads, in parent–daughter dyads, parents more often manipulated alone (MP), F(1,91) =
4.20, p = 0.04, n2 = 0.04, and parent–daughter dyads less often manipulated together (MP&C),
F(1,91) = 3.96, p = 0.05, n2 = 0.04. The follow-up univariate ANOVAs also revealed that only
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for father–child dyads, compared to dyads without parental pre-knowledge, children of dyads
with parental pre-knowledge more often manipulated alone (MC), F(1,91) = 8.30, p = 0.005, n2
= 0.08 (see also Figure 4.2).
Child talk. To investigate how children’s inquiry attitude affects child talk, the six
separate univariate ANOVAs on the outcome variables are reported. Children with higher selfreported inquiry attitude more often asked open-ended wh-questions (C1-C), F(1,97) = 6.10, p
= 0.02, n2 = 0.06, and less often asked closed questions (C2-C), F(1,97) = 3.96, p = 0.05, n2 =
0.04, compared to children with lower self-reported inquiry attitude (see Table 4.2).
4.3.3 Impact of Parental Pre-knowledge on Solution Accuracy
Parents’ and children’s solution accuracy, measured by classifying their drawings in one of four
drawing categories, is presented in Table 4.4. Parental pre-knowledge resulted in higher
accuracy for children Ȥ2 = 12.88, pbootstrap = 0.003) and parents Ȥ2 = 53.43, pbootstrap < 0.001).
The most striking difference is that none of the children (0%) in the control condition were able
to solve the black-box problem correctly, compared to 15% in the with parental pre-knowledge
condition. Looking at fathers and mothers separately, it appears that in the pre-knowledge
condition, fathers’ solutions were as good as mothers’ solutions Ȥ2 = 1.443, pbootstrap = 0.70).
However, in the control condition, fathers gave better solutions than mothers Ȥ2 = 1.443,
pbootstrap = 0.04).

Table 4.4
Parents’ and children’s solution accuracy of the inquiry activity.

K1 (incorrect)
K2
K3
K4 (correct)

N (%)
N (%)
N (%)
N (%)

Without pre-knowledge
Child
Parent
7 (14)
5 (10)
10 (20)
2 (4)
34 (67)
44 (86)
0 (0)
0 (0)

With pre-knowledge
Child
Parent
8 (15)
1 (2)
17 (31)
5 (9)
21 (39)
14 (26)
8 (15)
34 (63)

Note. Total number (N) and percentages (%) of parents and children per drawing category (K1, K2, K3, and K4).
Column “Without” and “With” are parents (Parent) and children (Child) in the without (N = 51) and with (N = 54)
parental pre-knowledge condition, respectively. K1, incorrect ropes and incorrect connection; K2, correct ropes
but incorrect, fixed connection; K3, correct ropes but incorrect, loose connection; and K4, correct ropes and correct
loose connection.
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Figure 4.2. Parental pre-knowledge and parental gender interaction on manipulations. (A) Father–child dyads
(N = 50). (B) Mother–child dyads (N = 55). Mean values of the five manipulation categories (M0, MC, MP, MP/C,
MP&C) for the two pre-knowledge conditions (blue = Control condition without parental pre-knowledge, red =
Experimental condition with parental pre-knowledge). Error bars = 95% CI. Significances for differences between
pre-knowledge conditions are depicted: nsp > 0.05, **p  0.01.
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4.4 DISCUSSION
The current study’s main research question concerned the effect of parental pre-knowledge on
parent–child interaction during inquiry. We used an experimental design to study this question,
and additionally focused on the effects of parents’ and children’s person characteristics on
parent–child interactions. Parent–child interactions were assessed by coding non-verbal
(manipulations) and verbal behaviors (conversations), and learning was measured as solution
accuracy after the parent and child’s inquiry activity. To allow for manipulation of parental preknowledge, a black-box was used as the object of inquiry: a closed box where four rope ends
stuck out. By inquiring, that is, pulling the ropes, dyads could largely figure out how the ropes
were entangled inside the box. Parents in the pre-knowledge condition were shown the
entangled ropes in the inside of the box prior to the inquiry activity, without children knowing.
4.4.1 The Effect of Parental Pre-knowledge on Parent–Child Interaction
Parental pre-knowledge led to differences in parent–child interaction with regard to inquiry
time, manipulations, conversations, and learning. Parent and child in the parental preknowledge condition, inquired the box for a substantially longer period of time. Below,
differences in manipulations, conversations, and learning will be discussed.
Manipulations. Children of parents with parental pre-knowledge more often
manipulated the ropes on their own than children of parents without pre-knowledge. To the best
of our knowledge, research that investigated the relation between parental knowledge and
parent–child interaction during inquiry in the museum did not report on children’s individual
contribution to manipulations (Benjamin et al., 2010; Eberbach & Crowley, 2017; Palmquist &
Crowley, 2007). A second finding was that parents and children in the parental pre-knowledge
condition more often did not manipulate the ropes. It seems that these dyads focused more on
verbal exchange than dyads in the condition without parental pre-knowledge. On average, these
dyads indeed talked more, during which they did not manipulate. These dyads also inquired for
a substantially longer period of time longer (i.e., on average 1 min more) compared to dyads in
the without pre-knowledge condition. In line with these findings, Benjamin et al. (2010) report
a positive causal effect of parents’ elaborative talk (open-ended wh-questions and associations)
on dyads’ time spent in the exhibition.
Conversations. During the conversations, parents with pre-knowledge less often
interpreted results themselves compared to parents without pre-knowledge. Instead, parents
with pre-knowledge more often asked questions, both open-ended wh-questions and closed
questions. That is, results indicate that parents with pre-knowledge behaved more as if they
were in the role of being a supporter of the child’s learning process by asking questions, instead
of being a learner alongside the child. Especially asking open-ended wh-questions is considered
to be an important strategy for supporting children’s problem-solving and knowledge seeking
behavior in informal (Boland, Haden, & Ornstein, 2003; Eberbach & Crowley, 2017) and
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formal (Smith & Reiser, 2005) learning context. Children with parents who did have preknowledge more often described evidence and interpreted results. Several museum studies
demonstrate positive effects of parents’ wh-questions on children inquiry and learning
(Benjamin et al., 2010; Crowley et al., 2001a; Willard et al., 2019).
Our finding that parental pre-knowledge enhanced asking open-ended wh-questions was
not evidenced by Benjamin et al. (2010). An explanation for this discrepancy in findings could
be that in Benjamin et al.’s (2010) study both parent and child received information, while in
the current study, only the parents did, without children knowing. Our results are in line with
those of Palmquist and Crowley (2007) who report that parents of novice children talked more
and in a more supportive way with their children than parents with expert children. The same
relationship is supported by the results of Eberbach and Crowley (2017) who report a correlation
of parental pre-knowledge of pollination and the amount of open-ended wh-questions asked by
parents during a botanical garden visit.
Children’s Solution Accuracy. The finding that some of the children in the preknowledge condition solved the inquiry problem, compared to none of the children in the
without pre-knowledge condition, indicated that parental pre-knowledge facilitated children’s
learning. One explanation is that pre-knowledge facilitated parents in scaffolding their
children’s learning through inquiry. This explanation is supported by higher amounts of openended wh-questions that parents in the pre-knowledge condition asked their children. The
explanation that parents with pre-knowledge told the inquiry problem’s solution directly to their
child is less likely since parents with pre-knowledge less often interpreted results, which in the
current study entails giving explanations. A second finding was that, in the control condition,
not only the children but also the parents were often unable to solve the inquiry problem in all
detail. However, partially correct answers were given by a substantial group of parents and
children. That is, by inquiry they could solve important aspects of the task. Nevertheless, this
suggests that the task was difficult to solve fully by inquiry alone, that is, without guidance by
a parent with pre-knowledge. As the analysis of the conversation shows, the contribution of the
parent with pre-knowledge was not explaining the solution, but scaffolding the child in
discovering the solution. These results are in line with insights from education effect studies
into open-ended inquiry learning (Alfieri et al., 2011) and studies into guided inquiry learning
(Van de Pol et al., 2010).
4.4.2 The Impact of Person Characteristics on Parent–Child Interaction
This study did show ample evidence for the impact of child characteristics on parent–child
interaction. Parent characteristics were only in an interaction between gender and parental preknowledge related to parent and child’s manipulations.
Child Characteristics. The child’s gender was found to be related to how parent and
child cooperated during manipulations. Compared to parent– son dyads, in parent–daughter
dyads, parents more often manipulated alone and parent and child less often manipulated
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together during the inquiry activity. Informal science education literature reports on differences
in how parents interact with boys and girls while engaging in inquiry activities (Crowley et al.,
2001b; Luce et al., 2013; Siegel et al., 2007). As observed in the current study, Siegel et al.
(2007) found that, at home and with a closed-ended task, parents behaved more collaboratively
with boys than with girls. However, in the same study, in a museum context and with more
open-ended activities, parents collaborate more with girls than with boys. Apparently,
correlations between the child’s gender and parent–child interaction are highly context and task
specific. An explanation for context-related differences in parental behavior with girls and boys,
is parents’ genderbiased beliefs about children’s abilities and interests (Siegel et al., 2007; Sigel
& McGillicuddy-De Lisi, 2002). In future research, to better understand how the child’s gender
relates to parent–child interaction during inquiry, it could be informative to examine the impact
of parents’ beliefs about their child’s science achievement and science interest.
Another explanation for the observed differences in cooperation in the current study is
that, instead of parents, children acted differently. Whether cooperation is achieved by the child,
or is a reaction of the child to the parents’ behavior (or the parent to the child’s behavior) is
difficult to disentangle (Tenenbaum & Leaper, 2003). Anecdotally Siegel et al. (2007) observed
that boys, more than girls, were taking the lead in performing experiments. In science education
literature, the relation between the child’s gender and science achievement has been studied
with contradicting results: some studies showed significant differences between boys and girls,
while others did not (Sungur & Tekkaya, 2003).
Children’s self-reported inquiry attitude was related to differences in child talk. Children
with higher inquiry attitude (e.g., children who prefer to solve a problem by inquiring instead
of by being told) more often asked open-ended wh-questions, and less often asked closed
questions, compared to children with lower inquiry attitude. This relation could be considered
as a validation of the TOSRA Inquiry Attitude subscale (Fraser, 1981) in the museum context.
Attitude toward science is recognized as an important educational outcome as it relates to
lifelong learning (Ainley & Ainley, 2011; Organisation for Economic Co-operation, and
Development [OECD], 2009; Sachisthal et al., 2018).
Parent Characteristics. Against our expectations, no main effects of parent
characteristics on parent–child interaction were observed, besides the experimentally acquired
parental pre-knowledge. Museum literature shows that dyads’ time spent in the exhibition was
found to be correlated to parents’ educational level (Szechter & Carey, 2009) and parents’
attitude toward science (Tare et al., 2011). Moreover, parent–child interaction was found to be
correlated to the parents’ gender (Benjamin et al., 2010; Brown, 1995; Nadelson, 2013; Van
Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016). For example, compared to mothers, fathers tended to be more
active when accompanying their child’s exploration of hands-on exhibits (Brown, 1995).
Compared to fathers, mothers gave more causal explanations (Van Schijndel & Raijmakers,
2016). However, we did observe an interaction effect of parents’ gender and parental preknowledge on manipulations. The interaction effect of parental pre-knowledge and parent
gender on manipulations (see also Section “Conversations”) revealed that children of father–
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child dyads, not of mother-child dyads, manipulated more frequently alone in case the parent
had pre-knowledge. Relating this result to the accuracy of solutions found by the parents, it
seems that fathers without pre-knowledge (relative to fathers with pre-knowledge) were giving
children less time to explore alone, because they were finding out the correct solution. Mothers
without pre-knowledge did not limit the time of their children to explore alone, resulting in
worse solutions than the fathers without pre-knowledge.
4.4.3 Limitations of the Study
In studying the causal effect of pre-knowledge on parent– child interaction, we purposefully
choose a decontextualized inquiry activity (Clough, 2006), to ensure that none of the
participants had pre-knowledge about the inquiry activity (i.e., the black-box). Most inquiry
exhibits in science museums, however, are contextualized inquiry exhibits based on natural
phenomena. One could question therefore, the external validity of the task for science museums
practices. After all, black-box activities challenge the acquisition and use of domain-specific
knowledge less. However, black-box activities provide similar challenges as encountered when
inquiring natural phenomena; they stimulate the use of domain-general strategies as asking
questions, experimenting, observing, and interpreting evidence (Lederman & Abd-El-Khalick,
1998). Museum exhibits that foster these inquiry skills, such as APE (Active Prolonged
Engagement) exhibits, do not depend strongly on pre-knowledge, in contrast to counterintuitive
exhibits (Gutwill, 2008). Our data showed that parents with pre-knowledge did not share their
pre-knowledge directly with the child; parents even explained less to their child. Whether this
effect of parental pre-knowledge on parent–child interaction will be the same for phenomenonbased inquiry exhibits, we cannot tell. We imagine that having information about “how to solve
a specific problem” (black-box) is different from having information about “how a phenomenon
works.” In the latter case, the information has a value that goes beyond the situation of the
inquiry activity. This “eternity” value could motivate parents to act differently, for example, by
sharing this information with the child by interpreting results in addition to asking open-ended
wh-questions. Also, knowledge about a real-world phenomenon could make parents more
interested in the inquiry activity (Ainley, 2017; Sachisthal et al., 2018; Tare et al., 2011) and
this could raise new questions that the parents might want to inquire. In future research, it could
be informative to further investigate the effect of parental pre-knowledge on parent–child
interaction for a series of phenomena, which differ in the extent that they are familiar to the
parents.
A second limitation is the generalizability of the outcomes to natural settings. Our test
design does not reflect the natural situation of families inquiring at home or during a free-choice
science museum visit. The research setting and the presence of the video camera could have
motivated participants extrinsically to inquire longer and with more attention, resulting in a
longer inquiry time and more interaction between parent and child (Pattison & Shagott, 2015).
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However, these possible motivating circumstances were the same for both pre-knowledge
conditions.
A third limitation is the generalizability of the study outcomes to non-museum settings.
Participants were recruited from the museum population and on average were higher educated
than the average Dutch. This could have impacted parent–child interaction; however, our data
did not show an effect of parental education level on parent–child interaction.
4.4.4 Implications for Museum Practice
Insights from research about how person characteristics impact family inquiry in the museum
are of value for museum practice, for example, when designing for specific audiences (e.g.,
Dancstep & Sindorf, 2018; Dritsas et al., 1998) or specific learning experiences (e.g., Gutwill,
2008; Humphrey & Gutwill, 2005; Povis & Crowley, 2015). The findings of the current study
could be of interest for museum professionals in making informed choices in exhibition design
in relation to desired objectives. The current study with the black-box as activity seems
especially relevant for exhibits that foster inquiry skills. The current study suggests, for
example, that if aiming to support parents in their role of scaffolding the child’s learning, then
it may be helpful to opt for phenomena that parents are more familiar with or to provide parents
with information about the specific phenomenon. Our results showed that parents with domainspecific pre-knowledge more often scaffolded their child by asking open-ended wh-questions.
It seems essential that only the parent has this domain-specific pre-knowledge, not the child (cf.
Benjamin et al., 2010). Museum research has shown that parental scaffolding behavior can be
encouraged by pre-visit instruction (e.g., domain-general process knowledge), for example, an
inquiry training (Gutwill & Allen, 2010), an instruction to use elaborative speech (Benjamin et
al., 2010), an instruction to explain (Willard et al., 2019), and an instructional video about
coaching techniques (Van Schijndel et al., 2010). An interesting aspect of the current study is
that, by offering parents a domain-specific knowledge edge (in contrast to scaffolding or inquiry
instruction), they spontaneously showed scaffolding behavior by asking more open-ended whquestions without being trained or instructed to do so.
4.5 CONCLUSION
Children’s science learning is for an important part dependent on how families observe, discuss,
and explore science and technology (Bell et al., 2009; Haden, 2010). The current study
investigated how person characteristics relate to families’ learning from inquiry activities and
demonstrates that parental pre-knowledge affects the way parents interact and explore with their
child. Compared to parents without pre-knowledge, parents with pre-knowledge inquired
longer, posed more open-ended wh-questions and closed questions, and less often interpreted
results. The children of parents with pre-knowledge more often manipulated alone, more often
described evidence, more often interpreted results, and gave better solutions. In addition, the
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study demonstrates that child characteristics affected parent–child interaction during inquiry.
Boys more often than girls cooperated with their parents, girls more often than boys manipulated
alone, and children with a self-reported higher inquiry attitude asked more open-ended whquestions than children with a lower inquiry attitude. By offering parents a knowledge edge,
they spontaneously showed scaffolding behavior by asking more open-ended wh-questions and
they left the interpretation of inquiry results to their children without being trained or instructed
to do so. The current study gives an insight into the potential effect of pre-knowledge on parent–
child interaction during an inquiry activity and shows that having pre-knowledge can facilitate
parents scaffolding behavior and can lead to a different learning situation for both child and
parent.
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The research described in this dissertation stems from an interest into how people learn from
and about everyday science. In three empirical studies (chapters 2, 3 and 4) different aspects of
science learning have been studied: the knowledge representations of a natural phenomenon
(study 1), the effect of minimal guidance strategies on families’ learning through investigation
(study 2) and the impact of parental pre-knowledge on parent-child interaction during
investigation (study 3). This last chapter (chapter 5) summarizes the main findings of these
three studies and then discusses the outcomes in relation to the scientific relevance, the study
limitations and the directions for future research. Finally, the relevance of the findings to
museum practice is discussed.
5.1 SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS
In the first study (chapter 2), we have investigated children’s pre-knowledge of floating and
sinking. Children can learn about buoyancy by means of various information sources: physical
experiences, observing specific situations, reading books, or through conversations with others.
The cognitive science literature discusses how knowledge that results from heterogeneous
information sources is organized (DiSessa, Gillespie, & Esterly, 2004; Vosniadou, 2008) and
how this knowledge is best assessed (Straatemeier, Van der Maas, & Jansen, 2008; Van
Schijndel, Van Es, Franse, Van Bers, & Raijmakers, 2018b). We systematically investigated
the coherency of children’s buoyancy representations for multiple contexts (sets of objects)
using multiple tasks (multiple-choice questions and a structured interview with open questions).
Four- to twelve-year old children (N = 139) were asked to predict buoyancy for three sets of
objects and to explain buoyancy of the predicted floaters and sinkers. The sets of objects
differed in buoyancy-related properties. Buoyancy of the indistinctive objects (cubes made of
indistinct materials) could only be predicted based on perceptions of the cube’s mass and
volume, while buoyancy of the material objects (wooden and metal cubes) and the exemplar
floaters and sinkers (e.g., a pebble, a coin, a wood stump) could also be predicted based on
material knowledge and factual-knowledge. The results of the first study revealed multiple
knowledge representations of buoyancy within, and between children, depending on task
demands, and types of objects to classify. By using multiple tasks in assessing children’s
knowledge representations, we have shown that different question types triggered different
knowledge. That is, prediction questions triggered more advanced two-dimensional strategies
(mass + volume), and explanation questions triggered more, less-advanced one-dimensional
strategies (mass only). In addition, we have shown that predictions and explanations were not
consistent within individuals. By assessing children’s knowledge representations for multiple
contexts (sets of objects), we demonstrated that different object properties triggered different
knowledge. That is, indistinctive objects triggered rule-based knowledge (one or twodimensional strategies), and exemplary objects mainly triggered factual-knowledge. In
addition, in predicting the buoyancy of the material-based objects we found evidence for an
interaction between different types of knowledge.
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In the second study (chapter 3) we have investigated the effect of minimal guidance
strategies by museum educators on families’ learning through investigation at an interactive
exhibit in a science museum. The effectiveness of learning through investigation, and the
factors that contribute to this effectiveness, are topics of interest in both formal and informal
science learning literature. We studied the effect of minimal guidance strategies on family
learning with an experimental design. In the control condition, families investigated on their
own. In the experimental condition, families were accompanied by a museum educator who
applied one of two minimal guidance strategies: describing evidence or giving explanations.
An important difference between the two strategies is that in describing evidence relevant task
aspects or observations are only described, whereas in giving explanations the scientifically
correct causal relationship between them is explained. Family teams (N = 104) of one parent
and two eight- to twelve-year old children investigated the phenomenon of object motion by
designing and performing experiments considering multiple variables (different characteristics
of objects rolling down on a ramp). As indicators for learning we performed detailed
observations of families’ manipulations and conversations during investigation. The proportion
of control of variable experiments performed was used as a measure of manipulation quality.
Families' conversations during investigation were studied for reasoning skills (formulating
hypotheses and interpreting results) and reasoning content (object motion and reliable
experiments). The results of the second study showed that families were able to investigate in
a meaningful way at an interactive exhibit in a science museum. Families controlled their
experiments and formulated hypotheses and causal explanations. Families not only discussed
the investigated phenomenon of object motion, but also had meta-conversations about the
reliability of their experiments. Although largely manipulations and conversations were
meaningful they did not necessarily lead to correct hypotheses and conclusions about the
phenomenon: families often related object properties to object motion in a scientifically
incorrect way. However, it was demonstrated that minimal guidance strategies by museum
educators can contribute positively to reduce scientifically incorrect conclusions about the
relation of object motion and object mass. This effect was shown for both minimal guidance
strategies, i.e. describing evidence and giving explanations.
In the third study (chapter 4) we have investigated the effect of parental pre-knowledge
on parent-child interaction during investigation. In addition, we studied the relation of parents’
and children’s person characteristics and parent-child interaction. The possible relation of
individual differences of parents and children with effective parent-child interaction and
investigation in the museum, is of interest to developmental and education researchers, and
museum practitioners. We have studied the interaction of parent-child dyads (N = 105) with
eight- to twelve-year old children while they investigated a black box, an activity that invites
participants to inquire about causal relations and perform model-based reasoning. As indicators
for parent-child interaction we studied dyads’ manipulations for who acted (the child or parent
alone, or in collaboration), and parent and child talk for elements of scientific reasoning and
scaffolding (e.g., asking open-ended wh-questions). In addition, parents’ and children’s solution
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accuracy of the inquiry problem was studied as a learning outcome. The results of the third
study showed that parental pre-knowledge facilitated parental guidance, such that parents asked
more closed questions and more open-ended wh-questions. Parental pre-knowledge also led to
an increase of children’s explanations. Moreover, parental pre-knowledge improved children’s
learning outcomes without parents giving more explanations. We have also shown that person
characteristics of parents and children were related to parent-child interaction: children’s gender
and the interaction of parent’s gender and parental pre-knowledge was related to the
cooperation between parent and child. Additionally, children’s self-reported inquiry attitude
was related to child talk during inquiry, such that children with a higher inquiry attitude asked
fewer closed questions and more open-ended questions.
5.2 GENERAL DISCUSSION
This dissertation addresses different research questions about science learning in the informal
context, and includes three stand-alone studies. The studies have in common that we used an
experimental design, quantitative measures, and that we applied multiple measurement methods
in each study. The field of visitor studies lacks experimental, quantitative research (Allen, et
al., 2007). This type of research focuses on the reproducibility of research insights and/or
identifying causal relationships (Fu, Kannan, Shavelson, Peterson & Kurpius, 2016). To this
end, we have assessed inter-rater reliability for all observational measures in this dissertation.
A downside of quantifying data is that information is lost, leading to a limited representation of
what actually happened. However, by using multiple methodologies, we have been able to
quantify children’s and adults’ verbal and non-verbal behavior in great detail. Measuring in this
way is labor-intensive due to video registering, transcribing and scoring verbal and nonverbal
behaviors of larger populations (N > 100), and assessing inter-rater reliability. However, it does
provide a more extensive insight in families’ learning through investigation compared to, for
example, administering a post-knowledge test. For example, in study 2, we obtained a detailed
picture of families’ learning through investigation by quantifying their performed CVS
experiments, their verbalized scientific reasoning and (mis)conceptions, and their meta-level
discussions about investigation. As the context is important for learning in the museum, to
improve future generalizability of our results, we have developed research methods that are
transferable to other phenomenon based open-ended exhibits.
In this dissertation, we build on different theoretical perspectives: an individualcentered cognitive developmental perspective on learning with the aim to study how individual
differences in person characteristics impact children’s and parent’s knowledge and behavior
(studies 1, 2, and 3), and a socio-cultural perspective on learning to study learning through
investigation at the level of families in the museum context (study 2). The approach of drawing
on methods and insights from the research field of categorization, a research field that is largely
based on well-controlled lab studies, turned out to be a useful approach in studying children’s
representation of the natural phenomenon of buoyancy (study 1).
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5.2.1 Children’s knowledge representations of natural phenomena: the case of Floating &
Sinking
Scientific relevance. In the cognitive science literature, it is debated how knowledge from
heterogeneous information sources is organized: in terms of coherent representations or
fragmented knowledge (diSessa, et al., 2004; Vosniadou, 2008). The results of the first study
contributed to this discussion by showing that a more abstract context triggered coherent
representations (rule-based knowledge) in children when predicting buoyancy, which has also
been found for the phenomena shadow size (Van Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016), and torque
principle (Jansen & Van der Maas, 1997). In contrast, in a more daily-life context children’s
fragmented representations (factual-knowledge) were triggered in predicting buoyancy. A
second discussion in the cognitive science literature concerns the way knowledge is best
assessed, for example by multiple-choice questionnaires (Van Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016;
Shadow size), or interviews (Van Schijndel et al., 2018b). We have contributed to this debate
by using multiple quantitative measures and by showing intra-individual differences in
children’s representations as a result of differences in contexts and tasks. Children showed more
advanced representations when they were asked to predict buoyancy with multiple-choice
questions compared to when they were asked to explain buoyancy during a structured interview.
The finding that different measurement methods can lead to different results is in line with
research studying children’s representations of the earth (Straatemeier, et al., 2008), and
prenatal development (Van Schijndel et al., 2018b), which led researchers to conclude that some
measurement methods are more reliable than others. However, in chapter 2 we argue that
different measurement methods relate to different types of knowledge representations, in
agreement to the categorization literature (Ashby & Ell, 2001).
Study limitations and directions for future research. One of the challenges in
studying children's knowledge representations, is the potential learning effect as a result of
testing (Van Schijndel et al., 2018b). A fixed order of stimulus presentations, as in our study,
potentially affects test outcomes. We presented the multiple object sets such that the number of
relevant object properties increased during the experiment. As such we aimed at triggering
properties of the objects it selves instead of properties of the earlier presented objects. In a
follow-up intervention study presenting object types in a random order we replicated our
findings concerning children’s representations of buoyancy (Van Schaik, Slim, Franse, &
Raijmakers, 2020). Secondly, giving explanations by children during the assessment could have
a learning effect in itself. These in the literature called self-explanations (Williams &
Lombrozo, 2010) could affect explanations of future object sets. From this perspective, it would
be interesting to investigate whether and how explanations depend on the order in which
children are asked to explain buoyancy of the three object sets.
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5.2.2 Guidance strategies and family learning
Scientific relevance. An important question in the science museum literature is how family
learning during unstructured museum visits can be best facilitated (Allen, 2004; Allen &
Gutwill, 2009; Bell, Lewenstein, Shouse, & Feder, 2009; Crowley et al., 2001a; Dritsas, Borun,
& Johnson, 1998; Falk & Storksdieck, 2005; Haden et al., 2014; Pattison & Dierking, 2012;
Van Schijndel, Franse, & Raijmakers, 2010). Little quantitative research has been published on
effective minimal guidance strategies to stimulate families’ learning through investigation in
the museum (Falk, 2004; Pattison et al., 2017; Uyen Tran, & King, 2007). Minimal guidance
strategies, such as giving explanations (Crowley et al., 2001a), describing evidence (Crowley
et al., 2001a), and asking open-ended wh-questions (Haden, 2010), are of interest to science
museums as these strategies are less complex to implement compared to scaffolding.
Scaffolding, an approach that is used to support student’s inquiry learning in a school context
(Alfieri, Brooks, Aldrich, & Tenenbaum, 2011; Van de Pol, Volman & Beishuizen, 2010),
requires a good insight into the student's initial situation. This insight into visitors’ initial
situation is difficult to achieve for museum educators given the short contact time, the large
number of visitors they meet during a day, and the heterogeneous nature of the museum
audience (e.g., age, educational level, pre-knowledge, visiting goals, motivation for learning).
Moreover, minimal guidance strategies fit in with the informal character of learning in the
museum, where visitor autonomy is considered a great asset (Barton & Tan, 2010; Falk &
Dierking, 2000). In study 2 and 3 we studied in different ways the relation of minimal guidance
strategies and family learning. An interesting point that emerged from both studies is that an
improvement in domain-specific content knowledge can be attributed to minimal guidance
strategies that do not specifically explain the phenomenon investigated. In study 2, both
guidance strategies used by museum educators resulted in a decrease in families’ incorrect
conclusions about the phenomenon investigated (i.e., domain-specific content knowledge).
Note that in using the describing evidence strategy the scientifically correct relationship
between the effect (object acceleration) and the variables (object properties) was not mentioned
by the museum educator. The finding that describing evidence turns out to be as effective for
improving domain-specific content knowledge as giving explanations is relevant for the aim of
stimulating learning through investigation. Firstly, research has shown that giving explanations
can negatively affect families' investigative behavior (Gutwill, 2008). Secondly, the
descriptions by the museum educator seem to facilitate the family conversations, which could
be seen as self-explanations of the family members. A meta-analysis of self-explanation and
learning showed that giving self-explanations, compared to guided explanations, results in a
higher learning effect even when self-explanations were combined with guided explanations
(Bisra, Liu, Nesbit, Salimi, & Winne, 2018). In study 3 we have shown that parents, without
being trained in advance, spontaneously choose a non-explanation guidance style when having
a knowledge edge compared to their child. Instead of sharing knowledge with their child by
explaining, parents with pre-knowledge asked more open-ended wh-questions, resulting in
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children coming up with better solutions to the inquiry problem investigated. Similar to the
describing evidence strategy (study 2), asking open-ended wh-questions (study 3) does reveal
the scientifically correct relationship between the phenomenon (moving ropes), and the
variables (the ropes and the fabric ring).
Study limitations and directions for future research. Since both studies (study 2 and
study 3) have experimental design, we can conclude that there is an effect of minimal guidance
strategies on family learning, and an effect of parental pre-knowledge on parental guidance and
children’s learning. However, the effect sizes may be smaller or bigger in natural settings. The
designs of study 2 and 3 differ in certain ways from parent-child interaction during a free visit
in the museum or at home. Possibly, parents and children investigate more focused when
participating in scientific research, because they take research seriously or because they have
committed themselves as a family to the activity (external motivations). During a free visit in
the museum, guidance by a museum educator could have more impact if it helps the family to
focus on investigation, but also could have less impact if families do not pay attention to the
educator’s remarks. Another limitation is the generalizability of the study outcomes to other
contexts within the museum. The specific exhibit context may have influenced the observed
effect. In both studies, a single exhibit was used to study guidance strategies and family
learning, which is not uncommon in the visitor study literature (e.g., Benjamin, Haden,
&Wilkerson, 2010; Crowley et al., 2001a; Van Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016). However, it
would be interesting to further study the effect of parental pre-knowledge on parental guidance
in different contexts, that is, with other exhibits that include less familiar phenomena. Another
interesting topic for future studies would be families’ meta-conversations, for example about
the reliability of performed experiments as was observed in study 2, as this is an underinvestigated aspect of learning through investigation.
5.2.3 Individual differences and family learning
Scientific relevance. In family learning, individual differences can play a significant role due
to age differences and the absence of a shared formal education history. Parent and child
characteristics have shown to be related to family learning in the museum (e.g., Benjamin et
al., 2010; Crowley, Callanan, Tenenbaum, & Allen, 2001b; Luce, Callanan, Smilovic, 2013;
Siegel, Esterly, Callanan, Wright, & Navarro, 2007; Szechter & Carey, 2009; Van Schijndel &
Raijmakers, 2016;). However, family learning in a museum context is complex, and subject to
many other factors besides individual characteristics (e.g., co-visitors and museum staff,
exhibition design, Falk & Storksdieck, 2005), and therefore effects of individual characteristics
are not consistently found. For example, some studies showed parental talk to be related to
children’s age (Geerdt, Van de Walle, LoBue, 2015; Marcus, Haden, & Uttal, 2018), while
other studies did not (Jipson & Callanan, 2003; Tenenbaum & Leaper, 2003), but the age ranges
differ between these studies. In study 2 and study 3 we have investigated the impact of different
person characteristics on family learning, where family learning included both the learning
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process during investigation (study 2 and study 3), and the learning outcomes from investigation
(study 3).
Child characteristics. Interest and motivation are important preconditions for learning
(Vansteenkiste, Simons, Lens, Sheldon & Deci, 2004), children’s science attitude relates to
lifelong learning (Ainley & Ainley, 2011), and is seen as an important predictor of children's
future steps in science (Maltese & Tai, 2011). In study 3, we showed that children’s selfreported inquiry attitude was related to child talk: children with higher inquiry attitudes asked
less closed questions and more open-ended wh-questions during inquiry. This finding can be
considered as a validation of the TOSRA Inquiry Attitude subscale (Fraser, 1981) in the
museum context, and shows that children are well able to assess their own inquiry attitude.
Cognitive skills and executive functions play an important role in investigation
(Kirschner, Sweller, & Clark, 2006). During investigation, all kinds of cognitive activities are
performed, which place a heavy load on children’s working memory (Sweller, 1988). For
example, these cognitive activities include observing evidence (study 2 and study 3), combining
observations of multiple experiments (study 2 and study 3), connecting new observations with
prior knowledge to formulate hypotheses and interpret results (study 2), and problem solving
(study 3). In study 2, we explored whether children’s working memory was related to the quality
of families’ manipulations and conversations. In study 3, we explored whether children’s
working memory was related to parent-child interaction, investigation time, and children’s
solution accuracy. Against our expectations, we did not observe an impact of children’s
working memory on any of these indicators. One explanation is that the parents adjusted their
guidance to the needs and capacities of the children, compensating for the differences in
working memory. However, in additional analyzes in study 3 we did not observe a correlation
between the child’s working memory and parental speech. A second explanation could be that
the assessment of children’s working memory was less valid. The results of study 2 deviated
from those of the standardized Dutch averaged on the digit span task (Kort et al., 2005), which
supports this explanation. In this study, we measured children’s task performance after their
investigations at an open-ended exhibit. Therefore, possibly instead of measuring children’s
working memory, we measured children’s selective focused attention (Diamond, 2013). That
is, the low performance on the digit span task could possibly be explained by high working
memory capacity children intensively investigating at the exhibit, and consequently being tired
when participating in the digit span task. From study 2 we concluded that it is important to
measure working memory prior to investigation activities. In study 3, we did assess children’s
working memory prior to children’s investigation of the black box. The absence of an effect of
working memory on family learning in study 3, therefore, cannot be explained by tiredness as
a result of a previous research task. Besides our focus on the impact of working memory, in
study 2, we additionally investigated the impact of children’s reasoning capacity. Children’s
cognitive skills are shown to be related to their scientific reasoning (Davidson, 1996; Miller &
Weiss, 1981; Welsh, Pennington, & Groisser, 1991). Therefore, we expected that children’s
reasoning capacities would impact on families’ manipulations and conversations. We showed,
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indeed, that the reasoning capacity of the oldest children was positively related to the proportion
CVS-experiments performed by the families (i.e., manipulations), and their reasoning content
being scientifically correct or incorrect. For the reasoning skills (i.e., formulating hypotheses
and interpreting results) we did not observe an impact of children’s reasoning capacities. In this
study, we measured families’ use of formulating hypotheses and interpreting results without
assessing whether these were scientifically correct or incorrect. An explanation for the above
findings could therefore be found in the existence of multiple processes that are at play in
investigation, such as, the performance of inquiry skills on the one hand, and reaching correct
understandings of concepts on the other hand (Dunbar and Klahr, 1989; Schauble 1990; Van
Schijndel, Jansen, & Raijmakers, 2018a). This study shows the latter to be related to the oldest
child’s reasoning capacities, as assessed with the WISC subscales. This relation can be
explained by children with higher reasoning capacities being able to draw better conclusions
during investigating, or possibly having more prior knowledge on the subject.
Gender is related to family learning in the museum, parents interact differently with
boys and girls (Crowley et al., 2001b; Luce et al., 2013; Siegel et al., 2007). For example,
parents collaborate more with girls than with boys in open-ended activities in a museum context
(Siegel et al., 2007). In study 3, we have shown that in parent-child dyads, girls more often
manipulate alone than boys. And, contrary to Siegel et al. (2007), we have shown that parents
more often manipulate together with boys than with girls. This contrasting result demonstrates
the context- and task-specific relation between children’s gender and parent–child interactions.
Parent characteristics. Children’s learning through investigation benefits from parents’
accompaniment (Crowley et al., 2001a ; Gleason and Schauble, 1999). Parent characteristics
and parent-child interaction in the museum have shown to be related (e.g., Nadelson, 2013;
Siegel et al., 2007; Tare, French, Frazier, Diamond, & Evans, 2011). For example, parental preknowledge was demonstrated to be related to parent–child conversation and parental guidance
style (Eberbach & Crowley, 2017). Differences in parental guidance style, however, could
possibly be explained by other parent characteristics than pre-knowledge (e.g., parents’ attitude
toward learning; Ricco & Rodriguez, 2006; Sigel, 1998; Sigel and McGillicuddy-De Lisi,
2002). This is what we further looked into in study 3. We demonstrated an effect of parental
pre-knowledge on parental guidance style, parent-child conversation, and children’s learning
from inquiry. In addition, we demonstrated an interaction effect of parental pre-knowledge and
gender on manipulations: compared to children of mother-child dyads, children of father-child
dyads more often manipulated alone when the parent had pre-knowledge. Against our
expectation we did not observe main effects of parents’ educational level (Szechter & Carey,
2009), attitude towards science (Tare et al., 2011), and gender (Benjamin et al., 2010; Brown,
1995; Nadelson, 2013; Van Schijndel & Raijmakers, 2016) on family learning in study 3.
Similarly, in study 2, parent characteristics were less strongly related to family learning than
we had expected. Only parents’ educational level moderately impacted on families’
conversations: families with higher educated parents more often spoke critically about the
reliability of performed experiments.
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Study limitations and directions for future research. A challenge we encountered in
these studies was the selection of questionnaires for measuring attitude-related characteristics
in the museum context. For example, to assess children's attitude towards science we used
questionnaires for primary (VTB, Dutch science and technology attitude instrument for primary
school pupils, Walma van der Molen, Wiegerinck, & Rohaan, 2007) and secondary (TOSRA,
Test of science related attitudes among secondary school students, Fraser 1981) education. On
the one hand, the VTB subscale Science enjoyment, an informative measure in the school
context, seemed to be somewhat less informative in the museum context: most of the
participating children (study 2 and study 3) reported a positive attitude towards science. The
TOSRA subscale Inquiry attitude, on the other hand, proved to be suitable for measuring
children’s self-reported inquiry attitude (study 3). Finding suitable and reliable questionnaires
for measuring parental guidance styles in the informal context posed an even bigger challenge
(study 2 and study 3). Existing clinical questionnaires on parenting styles proved unsuitable for
the museum context upon inspection of the questions (Robinson, Mandelco, Olsen, & Hart,
2001). We finally selected How Children Learn Inventory, measuring parents' beliefs about the
value of children's discovery learning and learning by direct instruction (Ricco & Rodriguez,
2006). This scale did include relevant questions, though the psychometric characteristics of the
scale were not investigated in a museum population. For future research, it would be useful to
develop parental questionnaires on topics such as beliefs on how children learn and how parents
can optimally guide children’s learning in informal contexts, and on parent’s science-related
attitudes and interests. A second limitation in measuring individual characteristics is that
administering cognitive tasks in an informal context is a challenging undertaking. Families visit
museums with an agenda that is more geared towards play, investigation, and enjoyment in a
social context (Allen, 2004; Falk, & Dierking, 2000), and less towards individual performance
of standardized, school-like tasks. In science museum NEMO, most visitor research therefore
maximally takes half an hour. In the current research, in order not to overload parents, we did
not include questions about cultural diversity or social economic status. Also, we did not
systematically ask parents and children on how they experienced the guidance by museum
educators and on how they experienced the parent receiving prior knowledge on the exhibit,
while the child was not. However, from a participatory point of view, it would be interesting to
do so in future research.
5.2.4 Implications for museum practice.
Below we will discuss the implications of the findings for the museum practice, as well as for
the formal science education practice.
Children’s knowledge representations of natural phenomena. The insight, from
study 1, that children can have multiple knowledge representations of buoyancy depending on
context (e.g., indistinctive versus exemplar objects), and on task (e.g., predictions versus
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explanations) offers interesting starting points for science learning in the informal and formal
context.
Designing learning materials. The finding that children’s knowledge representation of
buoyancy depends on context can be used in the designing of learning materials. For example,
this insight can be used in the design of an interactive museum exhibit to engage families’
investigation of the phenomenon of buoyancy, or in the selection of learning materials allowing
pupils to investigate buoyancy in primary school. Depending on the intended learning
experience (e.g., investigating versus knowledge acquisition) well-considered choices can be
made in the type of floaters and sinkers (e.g., indistinctive versus exemplar objects) that are
offered to the families or pupils, respectively. For example, these results suggest that when
aiming to stimulate the investigation of causal relationships between variables and observations,
one could select more indistinctive objects as learning materials. We have investigated this in
a follow-up study (Van Schaik et al., 2020) and found that exploration with systematicallyvaried cubes can help children in using more advanced strategies (better integration of mass
and volume) in predicting buoyancy.
Designing learning activities. The insight that children’s knowledge representations of
buoyancy depends on the type of questions asked (to predict or to explain) can be relevant for
designing learning activities, such as a family workshop in the museum or a lesson sequel for
primary school pupils. We showed that children’s predictions of buoyancy were more advanced
than their explanations: in their prediction they more frequently integrated mass and volume,
while their explanations were more mass-based. These conflicting knowledge representations
that result from the type of question asked (predict versus explain) can be an interesting starting
point for children’s investigation of buoyancy. Research into science learning shows that
conflicting evidence can encourage children to actively investigate (Bonawitz, Van Schijndel,
Friel, & Schulz, 2012; Van Schijndel, Visser, Van Bers, and Raijmakers, 2015). We applied
this idea of making participants aware of their pre-knowledge discrepancies in the award
winning workshop ‘Talking about science’ that was developed for a European project aiming
to engage family learning (FEAST, Facilitating Engagement of Adults in Science and
Technology, 2007; Scientix Resource Award 2011). In the workshop we observed examples of
high involvement of parents and children during buoyancy investigation, and discrepancies
between predictions and explanations did not only occur in children but also in parents. For
future studies, it would be interesting to systematically investigate the impact of pre-knowledge
conflicts on family investigation learning in an informal context.
Concept learning in the museum. In this dissertation we are interested in how people
learn from and about science within an informal learning context. In study 2, we showed that
families’ learning through investigation in the museum can be meaningful, both in terms of
what families do (manipulations), and what they say (conversations). We also have shown that
families’ conversations contain misconceptions about the phenomenon investigated, and that
guidance strategies by museum educators can contribute positively to families' concept
learning. In study 2, families’ concept learning of object movement lies in the fact that with
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museum educator guidance families less often make incorrect remarks about object movement
(mass determines the rolling speed), but they do not necessarily formulate a new, more
advanced concept of object movement (mass distribution determines the rolling speed).
However, questioning one’s own misconception is a first step in the overall process of concept
learning, and a genuine conceptual change is a slow process (Carey, 2009), which is important
for the museum practice to realize when evaluating impact. It is to expect that families only
start doubting their misconceptions after having investigated at an exhibit, as we have seen in
study 2 with object movement, instead of accepting a scientifically correct concept.
Guidance strategies by museum educators. The fact that describing evidence and
giving explanations are both effective guidance strategies for enhancing family learning during
investigation is a promising finding for the museum practice. Firstly, these minimal guidance
strategies seem less complex to apply than scaffolding, and secondly the describing evidence
guiding strategy seems in line with the informal character of museum learning (see also 3.4.5
minimal guidance strategies practice and 5.2.2 scientific relevance). Follow-up research will
have to show whether these strategies are also effective at other exhibits, whether they can be
effectively taught to and implemented by educators, and whether they can be applied with all
families. Within the programs that NEMO Science Museum runs, we have had some good
initial experiences with implementing these guidance strategies in training for informal and
formal educators. We implemented the strategies in a basic training (Interaction: Educator Visitor - Exhibit, 2017) and an exhibition manual (Handleiding V4 Humania, 2019) for museum
educators, and in a teacher-training of an inquiry learning in primary education method
(Maakkunde, www.maakkunde.nl, 2020). We will explain in more detail the training for
museum educators. After being introduced to three minimal guidance strategies (including
asking open-ended questions), the educators in this training were encouraged to formulate short
sentences following the guiding strategies, for six different exhibits. To give the educators
something to hold on to, we introduced three caricatural characters that represented the
strategies in a teasing way: a sports reporter describing evidence, a know-it-all giving
explanations, and a quizmaster asking open-ended questions. In particular for the describing
evidence strategy, this proved to be useful for the educators since that guiding strategy was
rather unknown to them. After that, museum educators practiced each guidance strategy
separately, on the museum floor, in order to experience the effects of the different strategies in
interaction with the visitors. We noticed that the implementation of the strategies at times was
challenging for the museum educators, especially during the assignment in which we asked
them to come up with example sentences themselves. For example, informal observations
during the training showed that in describing evidence sometimes too obvious observations
were reported and in giving explanations the examples were often too detailed and information
dense. Our experience is that, by discussing these examples within the group of educators, by
giving educators sufficient opportunity to gain experience in applying the strategies in practice,
and by generating examples for more exhibits (e.g. in exhibition manuals) educators are
becoming more and more familiar with the strategies.
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In addition to informal and formal educators, we also see a potential for informing
families visiting the museum. During a one-off parent-child workshop about guiding children’s
investigation (National Science Weekend-event, 2014, prior to study 2), we prepared three
workstations where children could do an experiment together with a science practitioner. At
each workstation the practitioner supported the child with a different guidance strategy. Above
the workstations large poster boards introduced the guidance strategies in a caricatural way
(sports reporter, know-it-all and quizmaster). During the experiment parents were asked to
observe the practitioner-child interaction. In informal observations, the practitioners noticed
parents’ interest in topics such as how children learn and guidance strategies to support inquiry
learning. Parents were also interested in reflecting on their own learning process. The poster
board characters were a reason for children to reflect on the activity afterwards, and to discuss
how they would like to be supported during investigation. We didn't investigate these
conversations any further, but we are interested in studying this in a more systematic way in the
future and to include learning in the museum more often as a subject matter in museum
programs.
Person characteristics. The findings with regard to the impact of person characteristics
on family learning and children’s knowledge representations could be of interest for museum
professionals in making informed choices in exhibition design or audience guidance in relation
to desired objectives. When designing a museum exhibition, choices are made that relate to the
objectives, subject matter and intended audience of the exhibition, in addition to those that arise
from the museum’s mission and vision, and that relate to limitations such as technical
feasibility, safety, accessibility, cost and time (McKenna-Cress & Kamien, 2013). These
choices are preceded by questions such as ‘What learning experience are we aiming for?’,
‘Which phenomena will we present?’ and ‘What audience age-range do we have in mind?’.
During the exhibition’s concept development phase, the subject matter is translated in such a
way that it fits in with the experience of the intended audience. Relevant questions to consider
are, for example, “What concepts are underlying the phenomenon we're presenting?” and "What
is the audience’s knowledge level of these concepts?”.
During concept development, museum practice can benefit from insights from
behavioral research. For example, the finding that in 4- to 12-year-old children’s solution
strategies in predicting buoyancy is age-related, while children’s explanations do not show a
clear developmental pattern (study 1). And the finding that parental pre-knowledge relates to
parental guidance strategy (study 3, see also 4.4.4). These insights show that the difficulty level
of an exhibit not only can have consequences for suitability for a certain age level but can also
have an effect on the parent-child interaction.
Also, the finding from study 2 that families’ manipulations (CVS-experiments) and
reasoning content (scientifically correct or incorrect) is related to the oldest children’s reasoning
capacity can be informative. The museum can respond to these differences in children’s
reasoning capacities through museum educator guidance or exhibition design. For example, by
applying multiple levels of difficulty in an exhibit (layering) or by designing open-ended
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exhibits that are inviting to explore in a family context (see e.g., Dritsas, et al., 1998). Museums
can also choose to design exhibits in such a way that the available material automatically leads
to CVS experiments (If we take the exhibit from study 2 as an example, this could mean that a
limited amount of only two cylinders would be available for investigation, instead of multiple
cylinders). However, this would mean that the open ended character of the exhibit would be
lost. And it is precisely this variety of possibilities that makes experimenting interesting. For
example, it can offer families the opportunity to have meta-discussions about reliability,
something we observed in study 2 in families with higher educated parents. Meta-reflection on
reliable experimentation is a subject that is rarely discussed in museums by families, even
though it is a very topical and relevant subject.
5.3 CONCLUSION
This dissertation is an example of behavioral research in the museum aiming for a better
understanding of how families learn from and about science and technology in an informal
learning context. As a result of three empirical studies we have learned that children have
different knowledge representations of buoyancy, that museum educator guidance strategies
impact the conclusions families draw from investigation and that parental pre-knowledge
impacts parent’s guidance behavior during investigation. These findings can be informative
both for fundamental science and for museum practice. With a better understanding of how
people learn through investigation, museum professionals can better reflect on how to create
informal learning experiences and what they want to achieve with an exhibition. In this way,
evidence informed practice can contribute to in-depth museum learning experiences.
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Leren van en over alledaagse wetenschap
Gedragsstudies naar de kennis van kinderen over natuurverschijnselen en het leren van
families in het museum.
Het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift komt voort uit een interesse in hoe mensen leren
van en over alledaagse wetenschap. In drie empirische studies (hoofdstuk 2, 3 en 4) zijn
verschillende aspecten van dit leren bestudeerd: de kennisrepresentaties die kinderen hebben
van natuurverschijnselen (studie 1), het effect van minimale begeleidingsstrategieën op het
onderzoekend leren door families bij een interactieve museumopstelling (studie 2) en de impact
van ouderlijke voorkennis op de ouder-kind interactie tijdens het onderzoekend leren (studie
3). In het laatste hoofdstuk (hoofdstuk 5) worden de belangrijkste bevindingen van deze drie
studies samengevat en worden vervolgens de uitkomsten besproken in relatie tot de wetenschappelijke relevantie, de onderzoeksbeperkingen, de richtingen voor toekomstig onderzoek
en de opbrengst voor de museumpraktijk.
SAMENVATTING VAN DE BELANGRIJKSTE BEVINDINGEN
In de eerste studie (hoofdstuk 2) hebben we de voorkennis van kinderen over drijven en zinken
onderzocht. Kinderen leren over het fenomeen drijfvermogen door middel van verschillende
informatiebronnen: fysieke ervaringen, het observeren van specifieke situaties, het lezen van
boeken of door gesprekken met anderen. Hoe kennis die voortkomt uit heterogene
informatiebronnen wordt georganiseerd (DiSessa, Gillespie, & Esterly, 2004; Vosniadou, 2008)
en hoe deze kennis het best kan worden beoordeeld (Straatemeier, Van der Maas, & Jansen,
2008; Van Schijndel, Van Es, Franse, Van Bers, & Raijmakers, 2018b), zijn vragen die in de
cognitieve wetenschapsliteratuur aan de orde komen. We onderzochten systematisch de
coherentie van de representaties die kinderen hebben van drijfvermogen, in meerdere contexten
(sets van objecten) en aan de hand van meerdere taken (een vragenlijst en een gestructureerd
interview). Aan kinderen van vier tot twaalf jaar werd gevraagd het drijfvermogen voor drie
sets van objecten te voorspellen en het drijfvermogen van de voorspelde drijvers en zinkers te
verklaren. De sets van objecten verschilden in drijfvermogengerelateerde kenmerken. Het
drijfvermogen van de abstracte objecten (kubussen gemaakt van een mix van materialen) kon
alleen worden voorspeld op basis van waarnemingen van de massa en het volume van de kubus.
Terwijl het drijfvermogen van de objecten gemaakt van bekende materialen (houten en metalen
kubussen) en de typische drijvers en zinkers ook kon worden voorspeld op basis van
materiaalkennis en feitenkennis. Met de eerste studie hebben we, binnen en tussen kinderen,
meerdere kennisrepresentaties van het drijfvermogen aangetoond, afhankelijk van de
taakvereisten en de te classificeren soorten objecten. Door meerdere taken te gebruiken voor
het meten van de kennisrepresentaties van kinderen, hebben we laten zien dat verschillende
typen vragen verschillende kennisrepresentaties oproepen. Dat wil zeggen, voorspellingsvragen
triggeren meer geavanceerde tweedimensionale strategieën (massa + volume) en verklarings-
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vragen triggeren minder geavanceerde eendimensionale strategieën (alleen massa). Daarnaast
hebben we aangetoond dat voorspellingen en verklaringen niet consistent waren binnen
individuen. Door de kennisrepresentaties van kinderen voor meerdere contexten (sets van
objecten) te beoordelen, hebben we laten zien dat verschillende objectkarakteristieken
verschillende kennisrepresentaties triggeren. Dat wil zeggen, abstracte objecten triggeren
regelgebaseerde kennis (één- of tweedimensionale strategieën) en exemplarische voorbeelden
triggeren vooral feitelijke kennis. Daarnaast hebben we laten zien dat het voorspellen van het
drijfvermogen van objecten gemaakt van bekende materialen (houten en metalen kubussen) een
wisselwerking tussen verschillende soorten van kennisrepresentatie triggert.
In de tweede studie (hoofdstuk 3) hebben we onderzocht wat het effect is van minimale
begeleidingsstrategieën door publieksbegeleiders op het onderzoekend leren van families bij
een interactieve opstelling in een wetenschapsmuseum. De effectiviteit van onderzoekend leren
en de factoren die bijdragen aan deze effectiviteit, zijn onderwerpen in de literatuur die
onderzoekend leren in zowel de formele als informele leeromgeving beschrijft. We gebruikten
een experimenteel onderzoeksdesign waarbij families in de controleconditie op eigen kracht
onderzochten en families in de experimentele conditie begeleid werden door een publieksbegeleider die een van de twee minimale begeleidingsstrategieën toepaste: het beschrijven van
observaties of het geven van uitleg. Een belangrijk verschil tussen de twee begeleidingsstrategieën is dat bij het beschrijven van observaties bijvoorbeeld alleen relevante taakaspecten
of waarnemingen worden beschreven, terwijl bij het geven van uitleg het wetenschappelijk
correcte causale verband tussen beide wordt benoemd. Familieteams (n = 104) van één ouder
en twee kinderen van vier tot twaalf jaar hebben het fenomeen van de objectbeweging
onderzocht door experimenten te ontwerpen en uit te voeren die rekening houden met meerdere
variabelen. Als indicatoren voor onderzoekend leren observeerden we in detail de manipulaties
die de families uitvoerden en de conversaties die de families hadden tijdens het onderzoeken.
Het aandeel experimenten waarbij families de strategie van het controleren van variabelen
toepasten (CVS-experimenten) werd gebruikt als maatstaf voor de manipulatie-kwaliteit. De
conversaties die families voerden tijdens het onderzoeken werden bestudeerd op zowel proces
(het formuleren van hypotheses en het interpreteren van de resultaten) als inhoud (het fenomeen
objectbeweging en betrouwbare experimenten). Met de tweede studie hebben we aangetoond
dat families bij een ‘open-ended’ interactieve opstelling in een wetenschapsmuseum in staat
waren om op een zinvolle manier te onderzoeken. Families pasten de strategie van het
controleren van variabelen toe bij het ontwerpen van hun experimenten en formuleerden
hypothesen en causale verklaringen. Families bespraken niet alleen de inhoud van het
experiment (de beweging van cilinders op een helling), maar ook op een meta-niveau de
betrouwbaarheid van hun experimenten. Hoewel de manipulaties en de conversaties
grotendeels zinvol waren, leidden ze niet noodzakelijkerwijs tot correcte hypotheses en
conclusies over het fenomeen: families relateren objecteigenschappen vaak op een
wetenschappelijk onjuiste manier aan objectbeweging. We hebben echter aangetoond dat
minimale begeleidingsstrategieën toegepast door publieksbegeleiders een positieve bijdrage
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kunnen leveren aan het verminderen van wetenschappelijk onjuiste conclusies over de relatie
tussen objectbeweging en objectmassa. Dit effect werd aangetoond voor beide minimale
begeleidingsstrategieën, d.w.z. het beschrijven van observaties en het geven van uitleg.
In de derde studie (hoofdstuk 4) hebben we het effect van ouderlijke voorkennis op de
ouder-kind interactie tijdens het onderzoeken onderzocht. Daarnaast hebben we de relatie
tussen de persoonskenmerken van ouders en kinderen en de ouder-kind interactie onderzocht.
De mogelijke relatie tussen persoonskenmerken van ouders en kinderen enerzijds en effectieve
ouder-kind interactie en onderzoekend leren van families anderzijds, is interessant voor zowel
onderzoekers (ontwikkelingspsychologie en onderwijswetenschappen) als van museumprofessionals. We hebben de interactie van ouder-kind paren (N = 105) met acht- tot
twaalfjarige kinderen bestudeerd door ze een zwarte doos te laten onderzoeken , een activiteit
die de deelnemers uitnodigt om causale relaties te onderzoeken en modelmatig te redeneren.
Als indicatoren voor ouder-kind interactie bestudeerden we de manipulaties van de paren door
te observeren wie er handelde (het kind of de ouder alleen, of in samenwerking) en de spraak
van zowel ouder als kind op het voorkomen van elementen van wetenschappelijke redeneren
en scaffolding (bijv. het stellen van open vragen). Als leeropbrengst van het onderzoeken werd
bestudeerd hoe accuraat ouders en kinderen waren in het oplossen van het zwarte doosprobleem. De resultaten van de derde studie toonden aan dat voorkennis van de ouders de
ouderbegeleiding faciliteerde, op die manier dat ouders meer gesloten en open vragen stelden.
Ouderlijke voorkennis leidde ook tot een toename van het aantal verklaringen van kinderen.
Bovendien leidde de voorkennis van de ouders ertoe dat de leerresultaten van de kinderen
vebeterden, zonder dat de ouders meer uitleg gaven. We hebben ook aangetoond dat
persoonskenmerken van ouders en kinderen gerelateerd waren aan de interactie tussen ouders
en kinderen: de samenwerking tussen ouder en kind is verschillend voor ouder en dochter
enerzijds en ouder en zoon anderzijds. Het effect van voorkennis op de samenwerking tussen
ouder en kind is eveneens anders bij vader en kind en moeder en kind. Daarnaast was de
zelfgerapporteerde onderzoekshouding van kinderen gerelateerd aan de spraak van het kind
tijdens het onderzoekend leren, op die manier dat kinderen met een meer onderzoekende
houding minder gesloten vragen stelden en meer open vragen.
CONCLUSIE
Dit proefschrift is een voorbeeld van gedragsonderzoek in het museum dat gericht is op een
beter begrip hoe families leren van en over wetenschap en technologie in een informele
leercontext. Als resultaat van drie empirische studies hebben we geleerd dat kinderen
verschillende kennisrepresentaties van drijfvermogen hebben, dat minimale begeleidingsstrategieën door publieksbegeleiders invloed hebben op de conclusies die families trekken uit
onderzoek en dat ouderlijke voorkennis invloed heeft op hoe ouders hun kinderen tijdens het
onderzoeken begeleiden. Deze bevindingen kunnen informatief zijn voor zowel de
fundamentele wetenschap als voor de museumpraktijk. Een beter begrip hoe mensen
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onderzoekend leren, kan museumprofessionals helpen weloverwogen keuzes te maken tijdens
het ontwerpproces van informele leermethodes en kan het denken van museumprofessionals
scherpen over wat zij willen bereiken met een tentoonstelling. Daarmee kan een door de
wetenschap geïnformeerde praktijk (evidence informed practice) bijdragen aan diepergaande
museale leerervaringen.
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